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Abstract

Finite amplitude sound propagation undergoes nonlinear distortion due to continuous path interaction with the propagation medium. This distortion tends to defocus the beam causing significant lateral and contrast resolution degradation. Fundamental understanding of this interaction requires development of computational models that accurately predict the nonlinear interaction – development of media-borne harmonics – as well as produce an ultrasound image – introduction of transducer effects, interface transitions, and innovative image processing to extract harmonics. Most computational models of ultrasound propagation assume axial symmetry for computational expediency. Two notable exceptions are the K-Z-K and NLP models. A new end-to-end model, NUPROP, is introduced that also incorporates non-axially symmetric geometries and simplified transducer responses to accurately predict ultrasound RF signals for image reconstruction. Nonlinearities are modeled using either the Fubini solution or Burgers’ Equation coupled with angular spectrum propagation or Lommel formulation, appropriately masked by the transducer frequency response. Comparative analyses are performed on NUPROP results with high correlation with the literature. Parameter sensitivity analyses are performed to determine harmonic signal characteristics as a function of propagation distance. A-line and B-scan images are produced.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Medical ultrasound has been a mainstay in noninvasive imaging of the human body. Ultrasound has proven to be a relatively risk free, accurate and versatile technique for clinical diagnostics. Ultrasound allows for real-time images of moving structures and is relatively inexpensive, both features that make ultrasound a desirable imaging modality. Even though ultrasound provides such benefits for medical imaging, two reasons keep ultrasound from being more widely used for quantitative medical diagnostics: first, the interaction of sound with biological tissue is a very complex process, with many parameters that are either assumed constant or measured in a coupled way. A coupled measurement implies that no single parameter can be measured without disturbing or affecting the measure of another parameter. For instance, the measure of absorption depends on acoustic impedance or scattering, in turn, all three are dependent on temperature and temporal frequency of the input signal. The second reason is our lack of knowledge of fundamental interactive processes. One such interaction results in the generation of harmonics and sub-harmonics of the fundamental temporal frequency of the input signal. This phenomenon is known as nonlinearity.

Harmonic energy generation, or nonlinear wave propagation, is frequency dependent, signal amplitude dependent, and is highly susceptible to media attenuation, either through absorption or scattering. It is this susceptibility and subsequent lack of experimentally derived evidence that gave rise to the false assumption that nonlinear effects were not a significant contributor to ultrasound diagnostic imaging. Recent advances in digital architectures, increased dynamic range, and improved signal processing capabilities make it possible to exploit harmonic or nonlinearly generated energy for tissue diagnostics. This thesis provides both a theoretical underpinning and
analytical tool to understanding how nonlinear ultrasound waves are formed, how they propagate, and, more importantly, how they may interact with biological tissue to produce significantly improved ultrasound images.

Experimental verification and validation of the analytical tool (called Nonlinear Ultrasound PROPagation: NUPROP) is presented. Results from exercising NUPROP illustrate how this analytical tool can be used to predict fundamental harmonic wave generation properties as well as investigate the influence various systematic, environmental, and object dependent parameters have on image formation.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

This chapter discusses the current literature associated with nonlinear-linear ultrasound wave propagation, namely the generation of nonlinear longitudinal waves using either Burgers’ or Fubini’s approaches, another nonlinear technique using the K-Z-K equation, linear wave propagation using angular spectrum or the Lommel formulation, and image formation through modeling of the imaging system as a linear, separable function convolved with a continuum of point scatterers describing the medium property of interest. The sections are divided into Nonlinear Wave Propagation, Linear Wave Propagation, Other Approaches, and Image Formation.

Nonlinear Wave Propagation

In his 1997 paper, Christopher discusses the use of computational predictions based on his earlier work, and their application to experimental validation, whereby second harmonics are produced by finite amplitude distortion. Christopher employed a frequency domain solution to Burgers’ equation to derive the nonlinear propagation behavior of the medium. Burgers’ solution is mathematically developed in Appendix I and described in Chapter 3 as it applies to this research.

Christopher described his experiment wherein he used a concentric ring transducer introducing a sonic waveform. The central portion of the concentric design used a circular disk operating at a 5.0 MHz center frequency. The concentric ring surrounding the disk operated at 2.5 MHz and introduced said frequency tone at 1.6 microsecond bursts. Christopher simulated a two-way 2.5 MHz input burst signal and a second harmonic (5.0 MHz) propagated 4.4 cm, with corresponding integrated profiles. Christopher found that the nonlinear parameter, $\beta$, was not significant to the
results of his simulations. Christopher then experimentally obtained comparable results for contrast resolution for a scatterer free or cyst region of tissue. His results suggest that a single pulse methodology is sufficient to produce viable, second harmonic generation images.

Krishnan, Hamilton, and O'Donnell [1997] reported that harmonics generated by nonlinear wave propagation in the tissue, the same harmonics that reduce contrast in perfused agent experiments, could be modeled by a Taylor series expansion of the equation of state for plane waves in liquid media under adiabatic conditions. Their approach directly applied Christopher and Parker [1991] mathematical concepts and laboratory experimentation to modeling contrast agent image enhancement. Their approach to describing the nonlinear effect employed the nonlinear ratio, $B/A$. $A$ and $B$ are the coefficients associated with the first two terms of a Taylor series expansion of the state equation. The equation of state is given as

$$p - p_o = A\left(\frac{\rho - \rho_o}{\rho_o}\right) + \frac{B}{2}\left(\frac{\rho - \rho_o}{\rho_o}\right)^2$$

where $p$ and $p_o$ are pressure and static pressure, respectively and $\rho$ and $\rho_o$ are density and static density, respectively.

Krishnan, et. al., [1997] developed a method of studying harmonic cancellation, whereby the second harmonic was obtained through the use of a frequency solution to Burgers’ equation (Haran and Cook [1983]; Trivett and Buren [1984]). Krishnan, et. al., [1997] used a incremental step approach whereby the wavefront was propagated a distance, $z_l$, by performing a linear propagation followed by a nonlinear propagation. The linear propagation accounted for each frequency component while the nonlinear propagation accounted for the generation of harmonics and sub-harmonics. Linear propagation was accomplished by decomposing the signal into an angular spectrum of plane waves (described later in the section on angular spectrum). Nonlinear
propagation was accomplished, as previously mentioned, using a frequency domain solution to Burgers' equation. The solution takes on the following form

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_n(z + \Delta z,i) &= u_n(z + \Delta z,i) + j \frac{\beta \pi f \Delta z}{2c^2} \\
    &\left(\sum_{k=1}^{n-1} k u_k(z + \Delta z,i)u_{n-k}(z + \Delta z,i) + \sum_{k=n}^{N} u_k(z + \Delta z,i)u_{k-n}(z + \Delta z,i)\right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( u_n(z + \Delta z,i) \) is the \( n^{th} \) temporal frequency component of the normal velocity waveform at the \( i^{th} \) azimuthal point in space at a depth, \( z + \Delta z \), and \( u_n'(z + \Delta z,i) \) is the same temporal frequency component of the waveform prior to nonlinear propagation. The variable, \( \beta \), is a function of the nonlinear ratio, \( B/A \), as \( \beta = 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \). The variable \( f \) is the center frequency of the propagating waveform and \( c \) is sound speed in the medium. Krishnan, et. al., did not consider attenuation in their development.

Another technique for describing nonlinear wave behavior was developed by Fubini [1935], where he derived an explicit solution to the equation for motion of plane sound waves in a gas. Derivation of the Fubini solution is given in Appendix II and described, in greater detail, in Chapter 3 relative to its application in this research. Important features of the Fubini solution are

1. A slope term in the denominator that reaches negative infinity at a finite propagation distance known as the shock distance. Computation beyond this point produces invalid results
2. The fundamental component signal amplitude of the wave will decrease as the wave propagates, harmonic component signal amplitudes increase
3. As initial wave amplitude increases, shock distance will decrease
4. As frequency increases, the shock distance will decrease.

5. The ratio, \( \frac{u}{u_0} \), can be viewed as appropriately weighted sum of frequency dependent, sinusoidal basis functions.

**Linear Wave Propagation**

Lewin [1989] provided a more detailed description of the angular spectrum technique. His aim was to provide an analytical means of predicting transducer performance. His assessment of the advantages of using the angular spectrum technique included high spatial resolution, computational efficiency using the FFT, and the method’s applicability to both forward and back propagation. Lewin’s derivation of the angular spectrum method is repeated in the following:

Note: this derivation can be found in several references Goodman [1968]; Stepanishen and Benjamin, [1982]; Powers [1976]:

A complex pressure wave field is generated by a set of monochromatic sources. A wave field is represented as \( u(x, y, z) \) in a plane parallel to the \( X-Y \) plane at a position \( z_o \) as depicted in Figure 2-1.

![Figure 2-1. Graphical representation of a complex pressure field propagating from one parallel plane to another using the angular spectrum technique.](image)
The two-dimensional Fourier transform of this complex pressure wave field is represented as \( U(\xi, \eta, z_0) \). Each complex field frequency is modified by an appropriate phase factor as it propagates from its original position \((z_0)\) to a new position \((z_i)\). This accounts for a plane wave propagating from \(z_0\) to \(z_i\). The phase factor can be represented as

\[
G(\xi, \eta, z_0, z_i) = e^{i2\pi(z_i-z_0)\sqrt{\lambda^2-\xi^2-\eta^2}}
\]

(2-3)

Consequently, the field at \(z_i\) can be represented as

\[
u(x, y, z_i) = \iint U(\xi, \eta, z_0) \cdot e^{i2\pi(z_i-z_0)\sqrt{\lambda^2-\xi^2-\eta^2}} \cdot e^{i2\pi(\xi+\eta)\lambda} d\xi d\eta \]

(2-4)

where \(\lambda\) is the temporal wavelength of the propagating wave field, \(\xi\) and \(\eta\) are the angular spatial frequencies associated with the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates, respectively, and \(U(\xi, \eta, z_0)\) is the Fourier transform of the complex field at \(z_0\). Essentially, the propagation of a complex field at \(z_0\) to a position, \(z_i\), can be modeled as a space-invariant filter in the frequency domain. Notably, if \(\lambda^2\) is greater than \(\xi^2 + \eta^2\), then the phase term is purely imaginary giving rise to harmonic wave propagation. Whereas, if the converse is true, then the phase factor is real, yielding strong attenuation in the positive \(z\)-direction.

Lewin handled evanescent waves in the back-propagation direction by nulling them out prior to back-propagation calculations, thus the evanescent waves had no contribution to the return or reflected signal. Lewin also assumed that the medium acted on the propagating wave the same irrespective of propagation direction. Lewin’s application of the angular spectrum technique was strictly linear.

Daly and Rao [1998] proposed a closed form frequency domain formalism whereby spatially integrated diffraction corrections were employed. The Lommel diffraction formulations were used as a “coupled-pair” or approximate Fourier transform pairs, amenable to closed-form spatial
integration, deriving an exact diffraction solution for a circular piston transducer geometry. As Daly and Rao point out, diffraction corrections are necessary when trying to characterize biological tissue using ultrasound, especially in the near field, sometimes inappropriately referred to as the Fresnel region. Lommel functions are defined as follows:

\[ U_n(u, v) = \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} (-1)^s \left( \frac{u}{v} \right)^{n+2s} J_{n+2s}(v) \]  
\[ V_n(u, v) = \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} (-1)^s (n + 2s) \left( \frac{v}{u} \right)^{n+2s} J_{n+2s}(v) \]

Since the Lommel functions are infinite summations, they can only be approximated numerically. In the Fresnel approximation, and imposing circular symmetry, the velocity potential, \( H_x(p, z, \omega) \), can be approximated as

\[ H_x(p, z, \omega) \approx \hat{H}_x(p, z, \omega) = \frac{1}{z} e^{-ik(z+\rho^2/2z)} \int_0^a e^{ikp_0^2/2z} J_0 \left( \frac{k\rho}{z} \rho_0 \right) \rho_0 d\rho_0 \]  

where \( \rho_0 = \sqrt{x_0^2 + y_0^2} \) is the off-axis distance at \( z = 0 \) plane, \( \rho = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \) is the off-axis at the \( z \) plane, \( a \) is the aperture diameter, and the hat indicates estimation. Invoking the singularity function with a change of upper limit integration (equal to infinity), then (2-6) can be interpreted as the Hankel transform of the product of the singularity function and a quadratic phase term, rewriting (2-6) as

\[ \hat{H}_x(p, z, \omega) = \frac{1}{z} e^{-ik(z+\rho^2/2z)} \left[ \frac{a}{\rho} J_1 \left( \frac{k\rho}{z} \rho_0 \right) \ast e^{-ik\rho^2/2z} \right] \]  

where the convolution is now with respect to \( k\rho/z \), with the closed form solution given as

\[ \hat{H}_x(p, z, \omega) = \frac{1}{k} e^{-ik(z+\rho^2/2z)} [U_1(u, v) + iU_2(u, v)] \]
with \( u = ka^2 / z \) and \( v = k\rho / z \).

Oberhettinger [1961] developed exact expression for the inverse Fourier transform of \( H_i \) given as

for \( \rho < a \)

\[
h_i(\rho, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{ct} < z \\
\frac{c}{\pi} \arccos \left( \frac{(ct)^2 - z^2 + \rho^2 - a^2}{2\rho \sqrt{(ct)^2 - z^2}} \right), & \text{ct} < R' \\
0, & \text{ct} > R 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2-9)

for \( \rho > a \)

\[
h_i(\rho, z, t) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{ct} < R' \\
\frac{c}{\pi} \arccos \left( \frac{(ct)^2 - z^2 + \rho^2 - a^2}{2\rho \sqrt{(ct)^2 - z^2}} \right), & \text{ct} < R \\
0, & \text{ct} > R 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2-10)

where \( R' = \sqrt{z^2 + (a - \rho)^2} \) and \( R = \sqrt{z^2 + (a + \rho)^2} \). With significant manipulation and invocation of relationships developed by Wolf [1953]; Daly [1998], the spatially integrated, estimation of the Fourier domain representation of the velocity potential is given as

\[
\langle \hat{H}_i(z, \omega) \rangle_a = -\frac{2\pi}{k^2} e^{-\left( \frac{\theta_k u}{2} \right)} \cdot \left\{ \frac{u}{2} e^{\frac{\theta_k u}{2}} + e^{-\frac{\theta_k u}{2}} \left[ \frac{u}{2} J_1(u) - i \frac{u}{2} J_0(u) \right] \right\}
\]  

(2-11)

where \( u = ka^2 / z \), a Fresnel distance normalized wavenumber.

**Other Approaches**

Nikoonahad and Iravani [1989] incorporated a complex, frequency dependent compressibility into the wave equation to predict the focal plane distribution in biological media. Their approach
employs a complex, frequency dependent wavenumber derived from ultrasonic propagation given by

\[
\nabla^2 u - \rho k \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = 0
\]

(2-12)

where \( k \) is a complex wavenumber defined by O’Donnell [1981] as

\[
\tilde{k} = k_1(\omega) + ik_2(\omega)
\]

(2-13)

\[
k_1(\omega) = \frac{1}{\rho \varepsilon^2} \left( \frac{c_r}{c(\omega)} \right)^2
\]

\[
k_2(\omega) = \frac{2\alpha(\omega)}{\rho \omega \varepsilon(\omega)}
\]

where \( c(\omega) \) and \( \alpha(\omega) \) are phase velocity and absorption coefficient, respectively. The subscript on \( c \) refers to the phase velocity at reference frequency, \( \omega_r \). Nikoonahad and Iravani state that the absorption coefficient must exhibit two properties:

1. Nearly linear dependence on frequency

2. A square law dependence on frequency in liquids where relaxation times are short.

Nikoonahad and Iravani reported that Seghal and Greenleaf [1982] used these two properties and formulated

\[
\ln \left( \frac{c(\omega)}{c_r} \right) = \frac{2\ln(\gamma)}{\pi} \ln \left( \frac{A(\omega) + B(\omega)}{A(\omega_r) + B(\omega_r)} \right)
\]

(2-14)

\[
\alpha(\omega) = \frac{2\alpha A(\omega) \ln(\gamma)}{c(\omega) B(\omega)}
\]

\[
A(\omega) = \omega \tau
\]

\[
B(\omega) = \sqrt{1 + (\omega \tau)^2}
\]

For these relationships, \( \gamma \) is the specific heat ratio and \( \tau \) is the relaxation time. By substituting these relationships into the previous equation, the following relationships for \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are derived
Both $k_1$ and $k_2$ account for dissipative (absorption) and dispersive (frequency dependent attenuation) processes within biological media. It is this complex wavenumber that is introduced into a three-dimensional Fourier transform, where the angular dimensions are $x$ and $y$, and the third dimension is time, $t$. Nikoonahad and Iravani then employed the traditional angular spectrum technique to linearly propagate the transverse wavefront, using the complex, frequency dependent wavenumber as a modifier for the propagation term. Unfortunately, this approach is strictly linear and does not account for harmonic component generation.

Averkiou, Roundhill, and Powers [1997] proposed a different mathematical approach employing the Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) equation developed by Zabolotskaya and Khokhlov [1969]; Kuznetsov [1970]. The KZK relationship accounts for diffraction, absorption, and nonlinearity. Averkiou, et. al., concluded that, since tissue properties were readily available in literature, including coefficients for nonlinearity, this tissue property could be modeled using the KZK equation. The KZK model is given as

$$
\frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial z \partial t} = \frac{c_o}{2} \nabla_r^2 p + \frac{\delta}{2c_o} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{2\rho_o c_o^3} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2}
$$

(2-16)

where $p$ is the sound pressure, $z$ is the coordinate along the propagation direction,

$$
\nabla_r^2 = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r}, \quad r \text{ is the angular radial coordinate (assuming axial symmetric sound beam),}
$$

$$
t = t' - \frac{z}{c_o}
$$

the retardation time, and $c_o$ is the sound speed. The first term on the right-hand side
of this relationship accounts for diffraction; the second term accounts for thermoviscous attenuation or dissipation where $\delta$ is the diffusivity of sound Lighthill [1980]; the third term accounts for nonlinearity, where $\beta$ is given as $1 + \frac{B}{2A}$ Beyer [1960]. One limitation of this approach is the requirement for a directive sound source where $ka >> 1$, $k$ being the wavenumber associated with the source and "a," the radius of the source. Another limitation is the paraxial approximation, thus limiting the validity of solutions to regions around the axial direction. Although the KZK equation is not universal, it does provide good agreement with experiments adhering to these restrictions Averkiou and Hamilton [1997]; Baker and Humphrey [1990]; Baker, Berg, and Tjøtta [1997].

**Image Modeling**

Image formation is generally divided into two main tasks: modeling the imaging system and modeling the tissue. Most simulations assume a constant velocity throughout the propagation medium, zero attenuation, zero noise level, infinite receiver bandwidth, and linear gain characteristics of the receiver. An excellent example of this type of simulation was developed by Bamber and Dickinson [1980]. Bamber assumed that the system forming the image had a linear, separable, space invariant point spread function, with the tissue or other object represented by a continuous distributed set of point scatterers. Bamber’s assumptions then yielded an image, $I(x,y)$, using the convolution (denoted $\otimes$) of the system point spread function, $H(x,y)$ and the set of point scatterers, $T(x,y)$

$$I(x,y) = H(x,y) \otimes T(x,y)$$

(2-17)

Pulse echo imaging is a tomographic technique that differs from conventional imaging in a number of respects: signal beam is coherent and the detector is phase sensitive. This will significantly
impact the image reconstruction since return signals from differing locations will interfere, giving rise to classical speckle effects. Bamber’s model neglected multiple scattering. Additionally, Bamber’s model assumed non-axial symmetry such that the point spread function consists of two, separable convolution filters: one for the longitudinal pulse shape and the other for the trans-axial beam profile such that $H(x,y)$ from equation 2-17 becomes $H_2(x,l)$ and $H_1(l,y)$ yielding

$$I(x,y) = H_2(x,l) \otimes H_1(l,y) \otimes T(x,y) \quad (2-18)$$

Convolution with $H_2(x,l)$ equated to detection if $x$ was the longitudinal direction while convolution with $H_1(l,y)$ equated to smoothing or diffraction if $y$ was the trans-axial direction.

As previously mentioned, Bamber’s model depended on describing the medium as a continuous distribution of point scatterers, or the acoustic impulse response of the tissue. One popular tissue model used by Bamber was the inhomogeneous continuum models of Chivers [1977], Gore and Leeman [1977], and Nicholas [1977] in which the density, $\rho$, and compressibility, $\beta$, of the tissue were modeled as continuous and fluctuated about their mean value. Fields and Dunn [1973], however, neglected density fluctuations opting for compressibility fluctuations only. Bamber suggested that, if the medium was considered comprised of a continuum of elemental scatterers within an inhomogeneous medium, and the density term being neglected, then the source strength of each elemental scatterer was proportional to the second derivative of the compressibility at each elemental position in the medium. This is an important concept because, if the spatial distribution of the tissue compressibility is known, then the required tissue impulse response can be derived such that

$$T(x,y,z) = \nabla^2 \beta(x,y,z) \quad (2-19)$$
Bamber further stipulated that $\beta(x,y)$ had to be purely real, constraining the real spectrum to be an even function of frequency and the imaginary spectrum to be an odd function of frequency. After obtaining the compressibility matrix values, Bamber then formed images by simply multiplying the Fourier domain representation of the compressibility matrix by $s^2$.

Chapter 2: Summary

The literature is replete with examples of ultrasound modeling techniques that capture aspects of the overall process. For nonlinear wave propagation, two models are prominent: Christopher’s and Parker’s NLP and the Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) implementation. Christopher’s NLP is based on solutions to Burgers’ equation and is implemented using a C-based code. Averkiuo’s Implementation of the K-Z-K includes diffraction, attenuation, and nonlinearities in a single, third order partial differential equation.

For linear propagation, two methods are presented: angular spectrum and Lommel formulation. Angular spectrum implements a planar geometry derived mathematical convention using a propagation factor that accounts for complex field changes over small incremental distances. Since angular spectrum is developed using planar calculus, focused beam geometries are not easily accommodated.

Angular spectrum is applicable throughout the propagation path, from just in front of the transducer to as far as the user wished to compute the field. Additionally, angular spectrum is suitable for computing field propagation from non-radially symmetric geometries.

Lommel formulation implements planar as well as focused beam transducer geometries. However, Lommel is applicable for circularly symmetric geometries only. Additionally, Lommel is strictly a linear propagation process. Therefore, any process that introduces nonlinearities, i.e. generation of harmonics, will necessarily be inaccurately predicted by Lommel.
Ultrasound image generation models depend strongly on the tissue characterization or tissue construction model used. One model has found considerable favor in literature: Bamber and Dickinson's continuous array of point scatterers. If the tissue characteristic of interest can be modeled as an array of continuous point scatterers, then Bamber's technique is reasonably accurate in predicting linear ultrasound effects. Bamber's technique involves the convolution of the tissue array with the point spread function of the ultrasound pulse. Bamber accomplishes the convolution by taking the process to the Fourier domain and multiplying the Fourier transforms of the tissue array and the point spread function, then inverse Fourier transforming the product.

Though models exist for the various aspects of the ultrasound process, no single model encompasses all aspects of ultrasound propagation and, ultimately, ultrasound imaging. In this work, a new model, Nonlinear Ultrasound Propagation (NUPROP), is introduced that captures aspects of nonlinear wave generation and propagation, linear wave generation and propagation, and image generation.
Chapter 3. NUPROP Module Development

This chapter discusses the main modules comprising NUPROP: 1) phantom generation, 2) input signal waveform type (sinusoid or chirp), 3) implementation of wave propagation - Nonlinear: Burgers’ Equation and Fubini Solution, and Linear: Angular Spectrum and Lommel, 4) image generation using the Hilbert transform, and 5) post processing such as statistical analyses.

Phantom Generation: Continuous Point Scatterer Array

The validity of simulating ultrasound images relies on the ability to describe the object or tissue as a continuous array of point scatterers: a model of the acoustic impulse response of the tissue. This view of modeling tissue characteristics is supported by the theory of scattering from an inhomogeneous medium. Phantoms can be represented mathematically as

\[ P_h(x, y, z) = A(x, y, z) - \bar{A} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-1)

where \( A(x, y, z) \) is the amplitude of the acoustic impedance at a point in space, \( \bar{A} \) is the mean value of the array, with \( A(x, y, z) \) computed using

\[ A(x, y, z) = \sum_n \alpha_n \text{RANDOMU}(seed, x_n, y_n, z_n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-2)

given \( \alpha_n \) is the \( n^{th} \) object’s acoustic impedance value at position \( x_n, y_n, z_n \), \( \text{RANDOMU} \) is a uniformly distributed random number generating function, and \textit{seed} is a temporally changing value to initiate the generation of a random number. If \textit{seed} is not specified, then the algorithm will use the computer’s clock to generate a \textit{seed} value. The mean value is subtracted from the array composite to eliminate any artificial discontinuities introduced by the phantom generation algorithm.
Waveform Type

Single Frequency Sinusoid

Since a single frequency is equivalent to a continuous wave input, it has little to no use in imaging, since the return signals cannot be distinguished from one point scattering position to another. However, the single frequency sinusoidal input is useful in comparing NUPROP’s nonlinear wave propagation performance against existing data in literature (Ryan’s Fubini solution, Christopher’s trans-axial beam profiles, and Averkiuo’s along-track or longitudinal beam amplitude profile).

Narrowband Frequency Sinusoid

The narrowband or pulsed sinusoidal input is typically used for image generation (B-scan). The narrowband sinusoidal input requires care in constructing the pulse or temporal apodization function. Whether the pulse apodization is frequency dependent or not, the temporal extent must be such as to produce minimal frequency domain overlap of the bands about the harmonics. Figure 3-1 illustrates this condition. Note that the frequency dependent apodization curves have greater overlap than the frequency independent curves.
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Figure 3-1. Frequency dependent and independent apodization schemes for ensuring minimum overlap of frequency signals: fundamental, second, and subsequent harmonics. The signal is presented in dB scale. The fundamental frequency is arbitrarily set to 2.5 MHz, with second and third harmonics shown at 5.0 MHz and 7.5 MHz, respectively. The apodization functions are Gaussian with exponent 2.
Linear Frequency Modulated Sinusoid (Apodized and Non-Apodized)

Another multiple frequency signal input is the linear frequency modulated sinusoid more commonly called the “chirp.” Arguably one of the most useful linear filtering techniques is the use of the quadratic phase filter or chirp. The primary advantage of using a chirp signal over a single frequency sinusoid, or apodized sinusoid, is the ability to have a very wide bandwidth, infinite in fact, while maintaining reasonable signal gain (or signal to noise ratio). Figure 3-2 shows both the apodized and non-apodized chirp signal for start frequency of 1.5 MHz, sweep rate of 8.5x10^{10}. The apodization used for the chirp ensures minimum overlap of frequency harmonic bands.

![Real Imaginary](image)

Figure 3-2. Examples of apodized and non-apodized linear frequency modulated sinusoids. Initial frequency: 1.5 MHz, sweep rate of 1.5x10^{12}, and apodization to ensure minimum harmonic signal overlap. Note that the chirps represented here consist of the fundamental and 10 harmonics of the initial frequency.

The non-apodized chirp input signal has the same diagnostic advantages as the single frequency sinusoid, but suffers the same non-imaging capability. The apodized chirp possesses the imaging capability, but suffers strict apodization requirements to ensure minimum overlap. These restrictions may prove to be too stringent so as to negate the apodized chirp’s inherent
processing advantage: improved signal to noise ratio without necessary bandwidth reduction. The development of NUPROP’s implementation of the chirp is given in Appendix III.

**Wave Propagation: Nonlinear**

**Burgers’ Equation Model**

The Burgers’ equation models the effect of wave shearing in viscous and non-viscous media. The Burgers’ relationship can be represented as a second order, non-linear partial differential equation as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \cdot \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} - \nu \cdot \nabla^2 u = 0
\]  

(3-3)

where \( u \) represents a complex wave field and \( \nu \) is the viscosity of the media. Solutions to the Burgers’ equation are of the form \( u = f(\omega t - k z) \) where \( k \) is the wavenumber, \( z \) is the propagation direction, \( \omega \) is the wave frequency, and \( t \) is time. Blackstock, as referenced in Beyer and Letcher [1969] developed a closed form solution to Burgers’ equation given as

\[
\frac{u}{u_0} = \frac{4\alpha_c^2}{\alpha(1 + B/2A)} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (-1)^n I_n \left( \frac{1}{4cl} \right) e^{-n^2 \alpha c^2} \sin[L(\omega t - k z)] \right)
\]  

(3-4)

where \( \alpha \) is the effective absorption coefficient, \( c_0 \) is the wave speed, \( \omega \) is the wave frequency, \( (1 + B/2A) \) is the nonlinear parameter, \( k \) is the wavenumber, \( l \) is the shock distance (see 3-8), or discontinuity distance as described in the Fubini Solution section of this chapter, and \( I_n \) is the Bessel function of order \( n \) of the imaginary argument

\[
I_n(z) = i^n J_n(iz)
\]  

(3-5)
Fubini Solution Model

Another technique for describing nonlinear wave behavior was developed by Fubini [1935], where he derived an explicit solution to the equation for motion of plane sound waves in a gas

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \xi}{\partial t^2} = \frac{c_o^2}{(1 + \partial \xi / \partial a)^{r+1}} \frac{\partial^2 \xi}{\partial a^2}
\]  

as

\[
\frac{u}{u_o} = 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{J_n(nz/l)}{nz/l} \sin[n(\omega t - kz)]
\]  

A discontinuity will occur when the denominator term of (3-6), \( \partial \xi / \partial a \), becomes infinitely negative. This “slope” term must approach negative infinity at some propagation distance due to the fact that large values of \( u \) will propagate faster than small values of \( u \), thus giving rise to wave distortions. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as a “shock front.” Fubini computed this distance from the origin to the point where the shock forms as

\[
l = \frac{c_o^2}{(B/2A + 1)\omega u_o}
\]  

Appendix II describes the mathematical development of this closed form solution to Fubini’s equation.

Up to this point, all solutions have been for continuous or undamped, single frequency sinusoidal input. A more common ultrasound imaging modality is the pulsed sinusoidal signal, whereby a single frequency drive signal is modified using an envelope or temporal windowing function. Such a drive signal can be expressed as

\[
f(z,t) = g(z,t) \cdot \sin(\omega t - kz)
\]  

where \( g(z,t) \) describes the windowing function. A typical windowing function would be a Gaussian. By “windowing” the sinusoidal, the input signal is no longer single frequency but rather
a “band” of frequencies centered on the fundamental. If more than one frequency exists in the drive signal, then each component must be modified by an appropriately frequency scaled Gaussian to account for this frequency “broadening.” If sufficient separation exists between multiple frequencies, then a reasonable approximation to the overall signal would be a simple modification of (3-7) to include the frequency dependent apodization terms such that

$$\frac{u}{u_o} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{2l}{n\pi} J_n \left( \frac{n\pi}{l} \right) \sin[n(s)] \cdot e^{-\frac{\pi^2 s^2}{4a_0 \sigma_n^2}}$$

(3-10)

where \(\alpha\) is an engineering scaling function to ensure sufficient localization of energy about each frequency term, \(\sigma_n\) is the frequency dependent standard deviation, and \(s\) is \(a_i - kz\).

**Wave Propagation: Linear**

**Angular Spectrum Model**

Linear propagation is accomplished in NUPROP one of two ways: Angular Spectrum or Lommel Formulation. This section discusses NUPROP’s implementation of Angular Spectrum. As previously discussed, angular spectrum is a technique whereby a planar wavefront can be translated along a propagation path, usually denoted as the z-direction, in incremental steps. NUPROP assumes the pressure amplitude is known at the source or excitation field position designated \(z = 0\). Goodman [1968, ch. 3] described the angular spectrum as the Fourier transform of the pressure field with respect to \(x\) and \(y\), given values of the pressure field in the \(x\)-\(y\) plane at a distance, \(z\). Defining the pressure field as \(p(x,y,z)\), then its angular spectrum is given as

$$P(\xi, \eta, z) = \iint p(x, y, z) e^{-i2\pi(x\xi + y\eta)} dx dy$$

(3-11)

The relationship between \(P(\xi, \eta, z)\) and \(P(\xi, \eta, 0)\) comes from the fact that \(p(x, y, z)\) obeys the Helmholtz equation \((\nabla^2 + k^2)p = 0\), where \(k = 2\pi/\lambda\) is the wavenumber, resulting in
\[ P(\xi, \eta, z) = P(\xi, \eta, 0)H(\xi, \eta, z) \]  

(3-12)

where \( H(\xi, \eta, z) \) is defined as the space-invariant propagation filter

\[
H(\xi, \eta, z) = e^{ikz \sqrt{1 - \lambda^2(\xi^2 + \eta^2)}}
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
  e^{ikz \sqrt{1 - \lambda^2(\xi^2 + \eta^2)}}, & \text{for } \xi^2 + \eta^2 \leq \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \\
  e^{-kz \lambda^2(\xi^2 + \eta^2)^{-1}}, & \text{for } \xi^2 + \eta^2 > \frac{1}{\lambda^2}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3-13)

By inspection, if \( \xi^2 + \eta^2 \leq \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \), then the wave propagates with an amplitude of unity in the absence of attenuation. If \( \xi^2 + \eta^2 > \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \), then the wave exponentially decays with propagation. This exponentially decaying wave is called an evanescent wave. Evanescent waves decay within a few wavelengths of propagation so they are typically ignored for simulation purposes.

Again, by inspection, if the wavefront is backpropagated from an array of known data, then the evanescent wave will grow exponentially, since, by convention, the sign of the exponent is positive. Typically, the evanescent wave is set to zero prior to backpropagation or the sign of the exponent is set negative to account for evanescent waves decaying in actual tissue. NUPROP's implementation of angular spectrum assumes planar apertures.

**Lommel Formulation**

This section discusses the development of Lommel formalism relative to NUPROP's implementation. As Daly and Rao have determined, the Lommel formulation is a closed-form estimate of the Fourier transform of the arccos diffraction formulation and can be used to determine the wavefront characteristics at a propagation distance from an extended source. The Lommel-based formalism allows the direct calculation of diffraction effects in the frequency
domain, in the absence of nonlinearities. NUPROP uses Daly’s IDL code to compute on-axis amplitudes for circularly symmetric apertures.

**Image Generation**

The wave equations used for generating nonlinear ultrasound waves (see section on nonlinear wave propagation) represent the incident wave. Bamber [1980] computes the signal amplitude at any image point from the received voltage by transforming time dependence to distance dependence, deriving the equation describing the image formation as

\[ I(x, y, z) = \int a(2x'-2x)b(y--y, z'-z)T(x', y', z')d^3r \]  

(3-14)

where \( I(x, y, z) \) is the image, \( a \) is the pulse shape, \( b \) is the pulse-echo beam profile, and \( T \) is the tissue impulse response given as

\[ T(r) = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \left( \frac{\rho_i(r)}{\rho_o} - \frac{\beta_i(r)}{\beta_o} \right) \right) \]  

(3-15)

where \( \rho_i(r) \) is the spatial density, \( \rho_o \) is the static density, \( \beta_i(r) \) is the spatial compressibility, and \( \beta_o \) is the static compressibility. This relationship holds true provided the wavelength of the incident pulse is much smaller than the pulse length or the beam width. The image amplitude distribution, then, is a convolution between the tissue impulse response and the pulse-echo point spread function. So, NUPROP computes harmonic component contributions at each penetration depth using nonlinear processes (longitudinal pulse profile), coupling those processes with the linear propagation to compute the angular or trans-axial beam profiles at those penetration depths, then convolves the resulting function (a three dimensional wave function) with the phantom point scatter array at each position. The result of the convolution produces the RF signal for a given simulation. B-Scan images are then generated using conventional envelope detection via the
Hilbert transform. Typically, ultrasound is used clinically in a pulsed mode, a short duration temporal "burst" of ultrasonic energy. The pulse then travels a distance into the medium, reflects off the object of interest, returning to the same transducer that produced the pulse. The transducer is now "switched" to receive mode, detecting the return echoes from reflections within the medium. The time taken between initial pulse and return signals constitutes the collected data. The intensity of the echoes is also recorded, and is used when rendering the scans.

The pulse returns are converted into weak voltage signals proportional to the echo intensity. The converted echo signals are conditioned through a series of electronic circuits:

1. limiter designed to prevent excessively large transient voltage signals to damage the receiver electronic circuitry,
2. a logarithmic amplifier to boost the weak signal amplitudes (as much as 100 dB),
3. a rectifier to convert negative half-cycles of the echo signals into positive half-cycles,
4. a demodulator to remove the carrier frequency, leaving only the magnitude envelope of the echo signal.

Envelope detection is typically performed on the fundamental frequency carrier. The demodulator performs a Hilbert transform on the data to produce the envelope detection. The Hilbert Transform provides a 90 degree phase shift to its input. If \( x(t) \) is the real input signal, and the Hilbert transformed signal is \( h(t) \), then the analytic signal is:

\[
    z(t) = x(t) + ih(t)
\]

If the analytic signal possesses a single frequency, then the amplitude, \( A(t) \), of the waveform can be represented as the square root of the squared magnitude such that

\[
    A(t) = \sqrt{z(t) \cdot z(t)^*} = \left[ (x(t) + ih(t)) \cdot (x(t) - ih(t)) \right]^{1/2} = \sqrt{x(t)^2 + h(t)^2}
\]

where \( z(t)^* \) represents the complex conjugate of \( z(t) \).
Figure 3-3 graphically illustrates NUPROP’s modular design and processes for simulating nonlinear ultrasound waves and image generation.


\( A_1 \) introduces transducer effects to the input signal. The transducer is modeled as function that introduces beam spatial and temporal shaping. The spatial beam shaping is simple: circular or rectangular geometry, unit amplitude within the boundaries defined by the geometry, non-focused. The temporal beam shaping is simple as well: Gaussian with exponent varying from two to six. Gaussian temporally apodizing functions with exponent of 3 or more are called “Super-
Gaussian” and are characterized by sharper fall-offs approaching the Rect function defined as follows:

\[
f(t) = \text{RECT}(t) \equiv \lim_{n \to \infty} e^{-\pi/2|t|} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } |t| < 0.5 \\
0.5 & \text{for } |t| = 0.5 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{3-17}
\]

\(A_2\) depicts the pulse “wave-packet” introduced into the system by the transducer. Note that the along-track profile is Gaussian with a particular carrier frequency. The cross-track profile is a “Super-Gaussian” with exponent value of 6. \(B\) shows the “wave-packet” propagating through the medium. The medium is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the propagation path. The plot in \(B\) shows the along-track profile “slice” indicating the generation of harmonics by the medium manifested as a “sawtooth” waveform. \(C\) depicts interaction of the nonlinear wave with the object. Note that the temporal signal shows significant harmonic contributions to the waveform (sawtooth nature of the along-track wave profile). Also, diffraction has changed the cross-track profile to be more and more like a “sombrero” function for circular transducer geometries. The sombrero function is defined in Easton [1997] as a radially symmetric function proportional to the radius, \(r\), such that

\[
SOMB(r) = \frac{2J_1(\pi r)}{\pi r} \tag{3-18}
\]

where \(J_1(\pi r)\) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order unity. The Fourier domain representation of the spatio-temporal wave is depicted in the lower portion of \(C\). Note that the fundamental and its harmonics are present in the signal, as indicated by signal strength at the harmonic frequencies. After the nonlinear wave interacts with the object, reflection, or echo, signals are generated. These echo signals propagate back toward the sensing transducer. This propagation path is indicated as \(D\). Since the signal strength of the reflections is sufficiently small,
nonlinearities are not reintroduced on the return path through the medium. The RF signal present at the face of the sensing transducer is the coherent summation of each harmonic that propagates back to the sensing transducer after signal interaction with the object. The RF signal is illustrated in D. The transducer will introduce its spatio-temporal function as the return signal is sensed. This reintroduction of transducer effects is depicted in E. In E, the fundamental and second harmonic signals are separated using simple frequency filtering techniques. The fundamental signal is envelope detected at the fundamental frequency. The second harmonic signal is detected at the second harmonic frequency. The images are then constructed as intensity maps of the envelope detected signal.

This modular approach to NUPROP processes allows the user to investigate particular functional dependences relative to the signal at various places within the propagation path.

**Post Processing: Statistical Analyses**

Statistical analyses are performed on B-scan images by using IDL’s internal function, MOMENT. The MOMENT function computes the mean, variance, and skewness of a sample population contained in an n-element vector X. If the vector contains n identical elements, MOMENT computes the mean and variance, and returns the IEEE value NaN (not a number) for the skewness, which is not defined. When \( x = (x_0, x_1, x_2, ..., x_{N-1}) \), the various moments are defined as follows:

\[
\text{MEAN} = \bar{x} = x = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} x_i
\]

\[
\text{VARIANCE} = \sigma^2 = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} (x_i - \bar{x})^2
\]
\[ \text{SKEWNESS} = \delta^3 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \left( \frac{x_n - \bar{x}}{\sigma} \right)^3 \]  

(3-21)

An image is converted from an array of values with double indices, i and j, to its lexicographic representation, \( x_k \), where \( k \) ranges from 0 to \( N - 1 = i \cdot j - 1 \). \( N \) is the total number of elements in the array (or vector).

Along with the statistics of the fundamental, second harmonics, and third harmonic images, their respective intensity histograms, and thresholded images are presented. The histograms give a graphical representation of the statistical values associated with the images. Simple thresholding of the images show the potential for object detection and segmentation.

![Figure 3-4](image-url)

Figure 3-4. Example of statistical analyses from NUPROP ultrasound simulation widget. The left panel displays the simulated images for the fundamental, second and third harmonics, and the phantom along with their respective thresholded images. For this example, a simple threshold level of 40 was used. The upper right panel displays the histogram plots for each simulation image. The lower right panel displays each simulated image's statistics: mean, variance, and skew.
Chapter 3: Summary

NUPROP is a fairly complex simulation and analysis tool for ultrasound modeling. NUPROP represents an end-to-end modeling environment for studying ultrasound wave propagation and, ultimately, B-Scan image formation. This chapter discussed the generation of objects called phantoms using Bamber’s continuous point scatterer concept. The tissue characteristic of interest was acoustic impedance. Input signal waveforms used in NUPROP are either sinusoidal or frequency modulated sinusoidal, either apodized (for image formation) or non-apodized (single frequency or continuous used for code verification and harmonic signal analyses).

Nonlinear propagation was modeled using either the Burgers’ equation or Fubini solution approaches. Blackstock developed a closed form solution to the Burgers’ equation that possessed the shock distance parameter, $L$, which is calculated from system parameters of velocity, initial wave amplitude, nonlinear parameter ($\beta$), and fundamental frequency. Likewise, the Fubini approach possessed this same shock distance limitation.

Linear propagation was modeled using Angular Spectrum and Lommel. Angular spectrum has the advantages of being applicable throughout the propagation path, accommodate non-radially symmetric transducer geometries, and accurately computes nonlinear or harmonic generation. Angular spectrum requires a trade-off between computational speed/volume and accuracy/precision in computing trans-axial beam profiles. Lommel, on the other hand, computes the on-axis longitudinal beam profile and the trans-axial beam profiles at depth with accuracy and precision. Unfortunately, Lommel formulation suffers from two major limitations: radial symmetry only and linear propagation only. Lommel does not predict harmonic signal formation nor does it accurately compute off-axis beam profiles for non-radially symmetric geometries.
Lommel does not accurately compute the pressure field just in front of the transducer. A minimum propagation distance is required before Lommel can be used.

Image generation is accomplished using the Hilbert transform, which converts a RF signal to an “envelope” detected intensity signal.

Finally, NUPROP performs some rudimentary post processing such as statistical analyses, histogram plotting, and simple image thresholding based on the statistics of the images.
Chapter 4. Code Development and Description

This chapter discusses NUPROP's code development, the use of Interactive Data Language Environment for developing the graphical user interface; describing menu operations, radio button operations, data or parameter input, with computational considerations where appropriate.

NUPROP Hierarchy

The primary tool for modeling wave propagation in biological media is NUPROP. NUPROP is a code developed using Interactive Data Language (IDL), a high-level language environment from Research Systems, Inc. IDL is a complete computing environment for the interactive analysis and visualization of data. IDL integrates a powerful, array-oriented language with numerous mathematical analysis and graphical display techniques.

NUPROP is widget-based in that a graphical user interface (GUI) provides the interactive platform for the user to exercise the physics associated with nonlinear and linear wave propagation. Widgets (or controls, in the terminology of some development environments) are simple graphical objects such as pushbuttons or sliders that allow user interaction via a pointing device (usually a mouse) and a keyboard. IDL graphical user interfaces are constructed by combining widgets in a tree-like hierarchy. Each widget has one parent widget and zero or more child widgets. There is one exception: the topmost widget (called a top-level base) is always a base widget and has no parent.

Figure 4-1 shows the tree-like hierarchy of NUPROP. NUPROP consists of four, first-level bases: Menu, Button, Parameter, and Display.
See Figure 4-2 for more detail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Button</th>
<th>Parameter Input</th>
<th>Display</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Input Type</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time Plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Save, Color</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Frequency Plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quit</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Range Images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute</td>
<td>Nonlinear</td>
<td>Transmit Frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Attenuation Factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>Profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>B/A Ratio</td>
<td>Phantom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td># of Bessel</td>
<td>Fundamental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shock Limit</td>
<td>Window Factor</td>
<td>Second Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Third Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Distance Z-position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size T</td>
<td>Phantom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># Of Beam Profiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aperture Radius</td>
<td>Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Field of View</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X-size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y-size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Line Trace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Center Frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transducer Exponent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper and Lower Thresholds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Start Frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Frequency Modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Gauss Modifier 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Gauss Modifier 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Time Scale Factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chirp Rate Modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu Base Operations</th>
<th>Radio Button Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File, Execute, Help</td>
<td>Input Type, Nonlinear Process Type, Linear Process Type, Aperture Type, Shock Limited Processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Menu Base Operations consists of three second-level bases: File, Execute, and Help. File consists of three third-level bases: Save, Color, and Quit. Save consists of two fourth-level bases: plots and images. Execute is described later in this section. Help invokes a Windows-based help menu describing NUPROP and its various operations.

The Radio Button Operations Base consists of five second-level bases: Input Type, Nonlinear Process Type, Linear Process Type, Aperture Type, and Shock Limited Processing. Input Type consists of two third-level bases: sinusoid and chirp. Nonlinear Process Type consists of two third-level bases: Burgers’ and Fubini. Diffraction Type consists of two third-level bases: Angular...

The Parameter Input Base consists of thirty second-level bases:

1. **Time**: time scale factor over which to display the temporal waveform (in seconds)
2. **Distance**: maximum ultrasound wave penetration depth (in meters)
3. **Velocity**: group velocity of the ultrasound wave (in meters per second)
4. **Transmit Frequency**: oscillation frequency of the ultrasound (in Hertz)
5. **Attenuation Factor**: media attenuation (in dB per cm per MHz)
6. **Amplitude**: initial ultrasound wave amplitude (in MPa)
7. **B/A Ratio**: nonlinear parameter (in m²/s/kg)
8. **# of Bessels**: number of terms to include in the determination of nonlinearity
9. **Window Factor**: temporal apodization of waveform
10. **Size (X-Y)**: cross-track resolution (in pixels)
11. **Size (Z)**: along-track resolution (in pixels)
12. **Z-Position**: observation distance. Actual distance is calculated by multiplying the distance by the Z-position and dividing by the along-track resolution (in pixels)
13. **Size (t)**: number of time intervals within the time scale factor
14. **Beam Profiles**: number of range intervals over which to determine beam profiles
15. **Aperture Radius**: radius of the transducer (in meters)
16. **FOV**: field of view associated with the cross-track resolution (in meters)
17. **X-Size**: rectangular aperture size in the x-direction (in meters)
18. **Y-Size**: rectangular aperture size in the y-direction (in meters)
19. Line Trace: used for sinusoid input only. Determines which frequency slices to display in the range versus frequency plots. Also determines which range profiles to use when calculating the propagation distance influence on harmonic amplitudes (in pixel value).

20. Center Frequency: center frequency of the receiver transducer (usually the same transducer as the transmit transducer, in Hz)

21. Bandwidth: bandwidth over which the transducer responds (in Hz)

22. Transducer Exponent: the transducer response is Gaussian. When this exponent is equal to two, then the transducer is the typical Gaussian profile. When the value is three or greater, the Gaussian response changes progressively more toward a RECT function.

23. Lower Threshold: Coupled with Upper Threshold establishes the range over which pixel values are either turned black or white. Used in statistical analyses to determine “ease” of detection based on differential acoustic impedance

24. Signal to Noise Ratio: Value associated with the power ratio of signal to noise

25. Chirp Start Frequency: start frequency of the chirp input signal (in Hz)

26. Chirp Frequency Modifier: value that modifies (increase or decreases) the starting chirp frequency

27. Chirp Gauss Modifier 1: the chirp input signal is apodized. In combination with the second Chirp Gauss Modifier, this Chirp Gauss Modifier determines the overall shape of the Gaussian apodization function

28. Chirp Gauss Modifier 2: See Chirp Gauss Modifier 1

29. Chirp Time Scale Factor: determines the temporal window over which the chirp signal is displayed

30. Chirp Rate Modifier: modifies the chirp rate.

Figure 4-2 shows the continuation of the Execute option under Menu. Execute consists of six third-level bases: phantom generation, waveform generation, image generation, image profiles, movies, and statistical analyses. Image profiles consists of three fourth-level bases: x-z image profile, x-y image profile, and aperture or beam profiles (X-Y Images). Movies option consists of two fourth-level bases: temporal movies and spatial movies. Temporal movies option consists of two fifth-level bases: time and frequency movies. Spatial movies option consists of two fifth-level bases: beam profile and image movies. Image movies option is not currently active.

Figure 4-2. The Execute Base. Execute is the “heart” of NUPROP. Through the Execute Base all NUPROP processes are activated. All the parameters set in the Parameters Base are used to generate the waveforms necessary to simulate nonlinear ultrasound propagation and, consequently, image formation.
Menu Operations

File

Under Files Operations, the user can implement the Save routines for either the plots or images generated from the Execute operations. Plots consist of the temporal signals (whether time displayed or frequency displayed). The angular beam profiles are also saved, if generated during the Execute operations. Color option allows the user to choose one of over 41 different color schemes built into IDL. The color option also allows the user to change the color table by introducing a user defined color mapping. The Quit option is self-explanatory.

Execute

The user can generate complex phantoms using the phantom generate option under execute. This operation initiates a module called NUPROP_Phantom_Generate. This module allows the user to modify settings for three elliptical objects: nominal acoustic impedance, variation in acoustic impedance, size, shape, and orientation of the objects. The user can change the variation in acoustic impedance for the background as well. The simulation phantom and its pristine representation are displayed. The user can save the simulation phantom and its pristine representation by selecting the save option under file. The user can terminate this module by selecting quit from the file menu. To simulate tissue, digital representations are generated using Bamber's concept of continuous array of point sources representing the phenomenon of interest. NUPROP simulates acoustic impedance by generating a complex image of point sources as follows:

1. Determine the number and size of scatter regions
2. Determine the strength of acoustic impedance for each scatter region
3. Determine each region's variation in acoustic impedance

4. Generate the image based on these determinations using an IDL code called NUPROP_Tissue_Generate. NUPROP_Tissue_Generate is a module incorporated into NUPROP.

Figure 4-3 shows an example of a complex phantom generated by NUPROP. NUPROP generates three elliptical objects based on the parameters set by the user. The average value of the tissue simulated image is zero. This prevents the introduction of an artificially induced acoustic impedance difference. So, the variation is the only parameter that distinguishes each scatter region. The nominal levels are used to generate the pristine image so the user can visually cue the anomalous scatter region(s). The major and minor axis modifiers and the object extent modifier determine the overall size of the object. The object rotation angle (in degrees), object shift in x, and object shift in y determine the positioning and orientation of the objects in the 256x128 array. This tissue simulation phantom is equivalent to Bamber's continuous array of point scatterers.

Three elliptical objects, placed and oriented in a 256x128 array

Figure 4-3. Example of NUPROP's generation of tissue phantoms. Three elliptical objects are oriented and inter-dispersed within a 256x128 array. The variation determines the regional distinction in the tissue simulation (left bottom image). The nominal levels determine the distinction between regions in the pristine simulation (bottom right image). The pristine image is used strictly for visually cueing of anomalous region(s). This example shows one hypo-echoic region (cyst).
The waveform execute operation begins the process of generating nonlinear waveforms. Input from the Radio Button settings and parameter values determine how the waveform will be generated. Figure 4-4 illustrates the NUPROP widget.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUPROP Widget-Based Graphical User Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinusoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter:</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>5e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xmit Freq</td>
<td>1.75e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Fact</td>
<td>5e-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenu. Factor</td>
<td>1e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/A Ratio</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size X</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size Z</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apert. Radius</td>
<td>6.5e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Size</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Size</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Profile</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Start Freq</td>
<td>1.5e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Frequency Modifiers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Gauss Modifiers</td>
<td>3.5e3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Time Scale</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Rate</td>
<td>5e-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4-4.** Example of NUPROP Widget-Based Graphical User Interface. This example illustrates the basic widget configuration including the radio buttons, parameter input section, display regions, and the status bar.

The radio button settings determine the type of input signal (single frequency sinusoid or chirp), nonlinear processing (Burgers’ or Fubini), linear or diffraction processing (angular spectrum or Lommel), aperture type (circular or rectangular), and whether or not the shock distance limitation will be invoked.

The parameter settings determine the fundamental characteristics of the output signal. The general scenario is determined by the time and distance parameters. The material type is
determined by velocity, B/A Ratio, and attenuation factor parameters. To determine computational size, # of Bessels, Size X-Y, Size Z, Size t, and Beam Profiles parameters are used.

Depending on the radio button settings, different parameter sets within the parameter widget are used. If the input signal is a single frequency sinusoid, transmit frequency, window factor, center frequency, bandwidth, transducer exponent, and line trace parameters are used. If the input signal is the chirp, then chirp start frequency, chirp frequency modifier, chirp Gauss modifiers 1 and 2, chirp time scale, chirp rate modifier, and transducer parameters are used. If the transducer geometry is circular, then the aperture radius and FOV are used. If the transducer geometry is rectangular, then the X-Size and Y-Size are used along with the FOV parameter.

The user can generate simulated ultrasound images by selecting image generate under the execute option. NUPROP will use the parameter settings that generated the waveforms. The simulated ultrasound images will be displayed within the RANGE IMAGE (X-Z) region of the widget (see Figure 4-4) for the fundamental, second and third harmonics, and the phantom used. The transducer geometry is displayed within the ANGULAR IMAGE (X-Y) region.

Statistical analyses can be performed on the images by selecting Statistical Analyses in the execute menu. A display of the statistics (mean, variance, skew), a histogram of the intensity values, and a rudimentary threshold segmentation of the fundamental, second and third harmonics, and the phantom images are presented. Figure 4-5 (repeat of Figure 3-4) illustrates an example statistical analyses.
Figure 4-5. Example of statistical analyses from NUPROP ultrasound simulation widget. The left panel displays the simulated images for the fundamental, second and third harmonics, and the phantom along with their respective thresholded images. For this example, a simple threshold level of 40 was used. The upper right panel displays the histogram plots for each simulation image. The lower right panel displays each simulated image’s statistics: mean, variance, and skew.

**Computational Considerations Associated with Radio Button Selections**

**Input Type**

If the windowing factor is sufficiently small, on the order of 0.00005, then a single sinusoid input is essential continuous. However, if the windowing factor is on the order of 0.5, then the single sinusoid input is pulsed (finite temporal duration). A pulsed, single sinusoid input is no longer monotonic but is comprised of a “band” of frequencies centered on the fundamental frequency. This characteristic significantly impacts the computational results: onset distances for second and third harmonics, and image formation. For the chirp, if the windowing factor is on the order of $5 \times 10^{-13}$, then the input signal is essentially continuous. If the windowing factor is on the
order of $5 \times 10^5$, then the chirp becomes an apodized or pulsed chirp which translates to a “low passed” chirp signal in the frequency domain.

**Nonlinear Processing: Burgers’ or Fubini**

Equation 3-4 gives the closed form solution to Burgers’ equation as derived by Blackstock. This solution incorporates the limitation of the shock distance in the calculation of the distorted waveform. NUPROP will not compute the waveform unless the shock distance limitation is turned off. Once the shock distance limitation is turned off, then NUPROP computes the waveform. The user should realize that the waveform computed is no longer valid. The Fubini approach also possesses this shock distance limitation.

**Linear Processing: Lommel**

Computationally, Lommel is significantly faster than angular spectrum. However, the Lommel formulation approach is strictly a linear processing technique and cannot be used for forward propagation of the ultrasound wave, since the medium introduces nonlinearities, provided the scenario parameters are conducive to harmonic wave formation. To correctly predict the waveform in the outbound direction, a step by step (small increments) approach is required. Angular spectrum provides this incremental determination of the waveform. The field at a propagated distance, $z_n$, depends on the waveform frequency content at the previous step, $z_{n-1}$. Once the field has interacted with the target region, the return signal is sufficiently small that nonlinearities are not introduced on the return or inbound direction. Lommel can be used for the inbound or return propagation. Additionally, the Lommel formulation used in NUPROP requires circular (radial) symmetry. Under very restricted conditions, however, the Lommel formulation can produce reasonable approximations for on-axis signal amplitudes for rectangular arrays.
Shock Limited Distance Calculation

As mentioned previously, the shock distance limits the range over which valid computations can be made. NUPROP allows the user to circumvent this limitation with the understanding that observation distances beyond the shock distance will produce invalid results.

Computational considerations associated with parameters

Format Size

The format size greatly impacts the computational speed of NUPROP. NUPROP generates volumetric data: x-y-z and t. The waveforms generated using NUPROP’s nonlinear module are dependent on z and t. The images generated using NUPROP’s image generation module(s) are dependent on x, y, z, and t. As an example, if the user chooses an angular array size of 256 x 256 and a number of beam profiles of 64, then a 256 x 256 x 64 “data cube” will be generated. This data cube is for storing the necessary information for several other operations such as beam movies and angular spectrum displays. A data cube of this size, given 8-bit precision results in a 3.36 Mbyte data cube. If the angular array size is doubled, then the data cube size becomes 13.42 Mbytes. Care must be exercised when generating large computational arrays. Memory allocation limitation as well as computational time must be considered.

Line Trace

The line trace feature allows the user to pick a set of frequency traces from the nonlinear waveform generated data set. Line trace is applicable to single frequency input only. Usually, the line trace is an integer divisor of the fundamental frequency. For instance, using a sinusoidal input at 2 MHz, 1500 m/s wave velocity, time of 20 μs, line trace to use is 20. The list below provides
the appropriate values for the line trace given the input frequency, with a wave velocity of 1500 m/s, time of 20 μs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Line Trace (Pixel Number)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The user has the option of picking any line trace with the following limitation: the highest harmonic line trace must be less than the array size allotted for frequency computations. For example, if the frequency computational array is set to 512, and the number of frequency terms to compute is three, then the third harmonic cannot exceed 512, which, in turn, limits the line trace value to 170.

*Number of Bessel Terms.*

The number of Bessel terms impacts the computation of the nonlinear waveform. NUPROP uses the number of Bessel terms to determine the number of frequency terms to compute. This process is relatively fast, but is platform dependent. For a 350MHz Pentium II, the runtime for computing 30 frequency components (each component waveform vector size: 512) is approximately 35 seconds. Additionally, the number of Bessel terms computed must take into account the temporal frequency array size. If the array size is too small, then higher order Bessel terms will be aliased. Typical computational size settings are as follows:

1. # of Bessels: 3 – since, for most harmonic signal generation conditions, 90% or more of the wave energy is captured in the first three terms – fundamental, second and third harmonics
2. Size X-Y: 256 – this array size yields reasonably accurate cross-track beam profiles
3. **Size Z**: 256 – this vector size, combined with **Size X-Y**, yields a reasonably sized volumetric array for accuracy, computational memory requirements, and computational time.

4. **Size t**: 512 – this vector size yields reasonably accurate temporal and frequency plots, especially for # of Bessels parameter size in excess of 10.

5. **Beam Profiles**: 8 – this vector size is suitable for “gross” approximations of down-range, on-axis profiles. For better accuracy, a Beam Profiles value of 128 is appropriate. The computational time will greatly increase (on the order of five to six minutes to compute the beam profile).

**Chapter 4: Summary**

In summary, NUPROP is a modularly design IDL code that models, end-to-end, nonlinear ultrasound wave propagation and ultrasound image formation. NUPROP is based on “widgets,” or controls, in the terminology of some development environments. Widgets are simple graphical objects such as pushbuttons or sliders that allow user interaction via a pointing device (usually a mouse) and a keyboard. IDL graphical user interfaces are constructed by combining widgets in a tree-like hierarchy. Each widget has one parent widget and zero or more child widgets. There is one exception: the topmost widget (called a top-level base) is always a base widget and has no parent. So, NUPROP is a graphical user interface (GUI) providing the interactive platform for the user to exercise the physics associated with nonlinear and linear wave propagation.

NUPROP is built with modules (operations that are, essentially, stand-alone in that they do not need the GUI to work) and functions (modular code that requires parameter values passed through the GUI to operate). The complexity of each module or function determines the computational requirements, hence the computational time, accuracy, and precision.
Chapter 5. NUPROP Verification

This chapter describes the verification of NUPROP as compared to existing data, other code simulations, and conditions required to generate nonlinearly/linearly propagated ultrasound waves. Sections are divided into Longitudinal Signal Formation (nonlinear propagation), Trans-axial Signal Formation (linear or diffraction), and Image Formation.

Longitudinal Signal Formation.

Figure 5-1 shows the comparison between NUPROP's Fubini and Burgers' solutions for wave propagation in water at 23°C, at 5 centimeters and 9.52 centimeters from the transducer (2.58 MHz, circular) and data from Ryan, 1963.

Figure 5-1. Comparison of NUPROP output and data from Ryan, R. P., Ph.D. thesis, Brown University, 1963. The underlying image is data captured from photographing the oscilloscope output at two penetration depths: 5 and 10 cm. The overlaying traces are NUPROP predictions using Fubini (black dotted) and Burgers' (dotted red) under the same (5 cm penetration depth) or similar conditions (9.52 cm vice 10 cm). Note that under conditions prescribed for (b), NUPROP predicts the nonlinear waveform precisely. For condition (c), NUPROP predicts the waveform at the shock distance (9.52 cm), comparing favorably with Ryan's data at 10 cm.
Ryan defined $\sigma$ as the ratio of the observation distance to the shock distance. In the case of condition (c) $x = 10$ centimeters, $\sigma$ is 1.05, slightly passed the computed shock distance, 9.52 centimeters. NUPROP checks to see if the observation distance exceeds the shock distance. If it does, then NUPROP will not compute the waveform since the model is invalid beyond the shock distance. However, the user can bypass this limitation by selecting “no” for shock limit (radio button option in NUPROP), realizing that the results are not valid. For condition (b), NUPROP results (Fubini and Burgers’) are nearly an overlay of the experimental data. NUPROP used 15 frequency components to generate the waveform. According to Christopher (personal communications, 1998), no less than 20 to 25 terms should be used to reduce any “wavy” artifact in the reconstruction. For condition (c), NUPROP produced results within 1% error using Fubini or Burgers’.

Figure 5-2 shows the growth and decay of harmonics for 2.5MHz ultrasound in water. The comparison is between data collected by Ryan, et. al. (left graph) and results from simulations with NUPROP (right graph). Ryan’s theoretical predictions are the solid curves. The other data in Ryan’s graph are (x) digital analysis; (\lambda) analyzer measurement. Digital analysis was accomplished via photographing waveforms on the oscilloscope and digitizing the photographs. Analyzer measurements were accomplished by passing detected signal through electric circuit tuned to the appropriate harmonic. The graph on the right is from NUPROP under the same conditions from Ryan, et. al.: 2.5 MHz ultrasound wave in water. NUPROP settings were wave velocity: 1550 m/s; number of Bessel terms: 4; B/A ratio: 5.3. NUPROP predictions are less than 1 percent deviation from Ryan’s predicted growth and decay for the fundamental, second, and third harmonics.

Figure 5-3 shows NUPROP’s predicted on-axis longitudinal signal amplitude (fundamental and second harmonic) as a function of propagation distance in comparison to data from Averkiuo, Roundhill, and Power, 1997. Averkiuo, et. al. assumed that a circular transducer with equivalent area to a rectangular transducer would produce equivalent on-axis, longitudinal signal amplitude profiles. The solid black line represents Averkiuo’s 2 MHz fundamental on-axis longitudinal profile for a P3-2 geometry. The thick dashed line is NUPROP’s prediction using an actual P3-2 transducer configuration. Likewise, the thin dashed line is Averkiuo’s second harmonic on-axis longitudinal profile. The thin dotted line is NUPROP’s second harmonic axial amplitude profile using a P3-2 transducer configuration.
Averkiuo Using KZK Equation: 2 MHz Center Frequency, focal length of 10 cm
Circular transducer with equivalent area as a P3-2 phased array

Fundamental
2nd Harmonic

EVT Equation
\[ \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial x^2} = \frac{c_x}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial z^2} \right) \]

NUPROP simulation using Fubini under Averkiuo's conditions with P3-2 Array Geometry

Figure 5-3. Comparison of data from Averkiuo et. al. and NUPROP for a P3-2 rectangular geometry transducer on-axis signal strength as a function of propagation distance. The solid line represents Averkiuo's on-axis signal amplitude at the fundamental frequency of 2 MHz, 10 cm focal length, circular transducer with equivalent area to the P3-2 rectangular transducer.

Averkiuo assumed a circular aperture of equivalent area would produce an equivalent on-axis signal attenuation as an actual P3-2 geometry. The difference in second harmonic traces is due to the differences in using circular equivalence and an actual P3-2 configuration. For the fundamental, the difference is minimal, whereas the difference in second harmonic is more significant, ranging upwards of 20 percent. The "wavy" nature of the fundamental for NUPROP is due largely to wrap-around effects (or spatial errors). It should be noted that the spatial wavefront is not attenuated at the edges, as in both Averkiuo's and Christopher's implementations. The spatial apodization will eliminate the "wavy" nature of the fundamental as well as correct for the differences shown for the second harmonic in Figure 5-3. This data supports Averkiuo's supposition of equivalence, but does reveal potentially large errors, especially for second harmonic amplitudes.
Figure 5-4 further reveals the danger of Averkiuo's equivalence approximation. As aperture size increases, errors slightly decrease: 8 pixels diameter produced a maximum error of 23.0469%, 16 pixels produced a maximum error of 22.1680%, and 32 pixels produced a maximum error of 21.6553%.

Figure 5-4. Demonstration of difference between circular and rectangular aperture diffraction patterns and its effect on signal strength. As the size of the aperture increases, the maximum signal difference, in percent, slightly decreases: 8 pixels produced a maximum difference of 23.0469%; 16 pixels produced a maximum difference of 22.1680%; 32 pixels produced 21.6553% difference.

Figure 5-5a,b shows a comparison between NUPROP's angular spectrum and Lommel formulation longitudinal on-axis signal attenuation as a function of propagation distance. Angular spectrum technique has a computational limitation that requires a minimum angular resolution of 256 by 256 pixels. Figure 5-5a illustrates the effect on increasing the angular resolution from 32 pixels to 256 pixels, keeping the range resolution fixed at 8 pixels. The solid black curve is the Lommel formulation solution for on-axis signal strength as a function of propagation distance. A
circular piston transducer with 1.0 cm diameter, center frequency 0.956 MHz, range of 23.9 cm, and the wave group velocity of 1200 m/s was used. At coarse range resolution (8 datapoints over the entire range), the angular spectrum technique appears to "follow the average value" of Lommel formulation quite well (256 x 256 cross-track resolution). It should be noted that the Lommel curve used 1024 datapoints in the down-range dimension (z-direction). However, as the cross-track resolution decreases, the angular spectrum representation begins to deviate substantially. Figure 5-5b shows the effect of increasing down-range resolution while maintaining the cross-range resolution fixed. As is readily apparent, the down-range resolution has little effect on the overall accuracy of the angular spectrum. Cross-track resolution significantly impacts the fidelity of the representation relative to the Lommel formulation values.

Figure 5-5 Comparison of angular spectrum (Red Curves) and Lommel (Black Curve) formulation accuracy. (a) Effects of increasing cross-track resolution on angular spectrum accuracy. (b) Effects of down-range resolution on angular spectrum accuracy.
**Trans-Axial Signal Formation**

Trans-axial signals are formed, primarily, by diffraction. Figure 5-6 compares NUPROP’s generation of trans-axial beam profiles and results from Christopher’s NLP code. The black curves correspond to Christopher’s NLP code and the red curves correspond to NUPROP’s Fubini-Angular Spectrum Technique. For trans-axial distances less than 1.5 cm, NUPROP and NLP are within a few percent. Beyond 1.5 cm, NUPROP and NLP results differ as much as 50% in amplitude value. The side lobe termination points (valley points) are the same for both NUPROP and NLP. The differences in amplitude values for trans-axial distances greater than 1.5 cm is due to the finite extent in the NUPROP calculations. NUPROP assumes a finite boundary, or distance, over which to calculate the trans-axial beam profile. This boundary is manifested by the field of view parameter causing a “wall effect” or wrap-around to occur, thus altering the overall amplitude of beam profile outside of 1.5 cm. This difference is more prominent in the second harmonic beam profile than the fundamental. These differences can be corrected by using a spatial apodization to smooth out the edges, thus eliminating the wrap-around in the calculations.
Figure 5-6. Comparison of NUPROP’s Fubini-Angular Spectrum technique with Christopher’s NLP Code for trans-axial signal formation (Beam Profile). Conditions: 2 MHz fundamental with harmonic at 4 MHz, P3-2 transducer in water, at 4 cm penetration. The black curves were generated by Christopher’s NLP code. The red curves were generated using NUPROP’s Fubini-Angular Spectrum Technique.

Another feature readily apparent from Figure 5-6 is the trans-axial distance associated with the main lobes of the fundamental and harmonic beam profiles. The second harmonic main lobe’s trans-axial extent is approximately half of the fundamental, suggesting that the second harmonic will yield improved lateral resolution. It should be noted that the second harmonic is normalized relative to its maximum value, readily comparing the main lobe beam widths. Typically, the second harmonic signal strength is several dB’s lower than the fundamental.

**Image Formation**

Figure 5-7 shows a comparison of NUPROP’s image generation for a point source under the conditions specified in Bamber and Dickinson [1980]. The images on the left are for envelope detected signal and RF signal (top and bottom, respectively). The images on the right are from NUPROP’s simulation of point source images, envelope detected and RF (top and bottom,
respectively). The white boundaries designate the 3dB, or half power, contour for the envelope and RF signals, assuming symmetric pulse shape. Bamber and Dickinson’s data exhibit a “skewed” distribution because of the non-symmetric rise and fall time of their temporal apodization function. The inscribed contour is associated with the more gradual fall off. NUPROP assumes a symmetric rise and fall time for its temporal apodization function. As is readily apparent by this comparison, NUPROP produced RF and envelope detected signals comparable with Bamber and Dickinson.

Figure 5-7. Comparison of NUPROP simulation of a point source signal using conditions described in Bamber and Dickinson [1980] and data from Bamber and Dickinson [1980]. The inscribed boundaries (white circle [top] and ellipse [bottom]) are associated with the 3dB, or half power, contours.

Chapter 5: Summary

NUPROP’s nonlinear wave generation and propagation results compared favorably with data found in literature, having less than one percent difference comparing NUPROP’s Fubini implementation with existing data (Ryan, [1963] and less than a few percent between NUPROP’s Burgers’ solution and existing data. NUPROP also accurately predicted on-axis wave amplitude for propagation distances comparable to Averkiuo’s simulation conditions. Additionally,
NUPROP confirmed Averkiuo’s supposition that, for equivalent areas, circular transducers produce equivalent on-axis longitudinal amplitudes as rectangular arrays (P3-2 geometry). However, NUPROP also showed that for wave or field amplitudes off-axis, Averkiuo’s assumption is invalid.

In comparing trans-axial beam profiles derived from diffraction coupled with nonlinear propagation, NUPROP compared very favorably with literature (Christopher, [1997]), having less than a few percent difference in trans-axial beam profile amplitudes for 2 MHz and its second harmonic at 4 MHz, within 1.5 cm radial distance from the axis.

Comparing NUPROP’s RF and envelope detection simulated images with Bamber’s technique for a point source. Bamber’s simulation used a “skewed” or non-symmetric temporal pulse shape, whereas NUPROP assumes a temporally symmetric beam apodization. Comparing the 3 dB point for the most gradual fall-off, NUPROP is within one percent in computing the half power point, or 3 dB down from maximum intensity.

Given the favorable comparison of NUPROP’s simulations of nonlinear wave generation and propagation using Fubini or Burgers’ partial differential equation solutions, linear wave propagation (diffraction) using angular spectrum or Lommel formulation, and image formation using Bamber’s technique, verification of NUPROP’s viability as a simulation code is complete.
Chapter 6. Exercising NUPROP

This chapter discusses variations of NUPROP parameters and the effect of variations on signal and image generation. Parameters of interest include computational, scenario or environmental, object, and system parameters as depicted in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. Graphical representation of NUPROP variables. Computational variables govern the size of the computational space allocated for signal and image generation. Environmental variables govern path constituency and attenuation. Object variables govern signal interaction. System variables govern input type, nonlinear and linear propagation modeling types, transducer characteristics, path observation depth, and trace lines for frequency representational graphs. Image of heart from Gray's Anatomy. New York: Bounty Books, p. 467, 1977.

For signal generation results, namely onset distance computations, no longitudinal or temporal apodization effects are imposed. Thus, the input signal is a single frequency sinusoid. For image formation results, a pulsed or narrowband sinusoid input signal is used. Care is taken to ensure that the narrowband results do not possess frequency overlapped signals.
By this, the second and subsequent harmonic signals are band limited in such a way as to reduce the potential of transferring energy between frequencies. Figure 6-2 illustrates this concept. Assuming that the temporal apodization is Gaussian with exponent 2, then the band about each frequency must be constructed such that the overlap between frequency bands is minimized. This will ensure that the assumption of coherent addition applies to the sum signal for the overall signal comprised of fundamental, second, and subsequent harmonics.

![Diagram showing frequency bands and overlap](image)

Figure 6-2. Illustration of minimizing frequency band overlap to ensure minimum energy cross-over between frequencies. By minimizing the overlaps, the coherent summation of frequency components within the nonlinearly generated signal is valid.

**Single Frequency Sinusoid: Onset Distance Computation**

This section discusses the effects of varying B/A ratio and path attenuation on signal and image generation. For examples in this section, the following parameters were held constant and
constituted a point of reference for signals and images generated varying B/A ratio and path attenuation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time:</td>
<td>40 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance:</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity:</td>
<td>1500 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Frequency:</td>
<td>1.0 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude:</td>
<td>0.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Bessel Terms:</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Factor:</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY Size:</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Size:</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Distance:</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Size:</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Beam Profiles:</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture Radius:</td>
<td>6.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV:</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Size:</td>
<td>22.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Size:</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Trace:</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer Center Frequency</td>
<td>2.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth:</td>
<td>1.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponent:</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR:</td>
<td>5x10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp Start Frequency:</td>
<td>0.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss Modifier:</td>
<td>3.5x10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Scale Factor:</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate Modifier:</td>
<td>1.5x10^{11}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of B/A Ratio and Path Attenuation Variation on Onset Distances for Second and Third Harmonic Signal Generation

One measure of harmonic frequency generation is the onset distance. Onset distance is defined as the distance at which a given harmonic signal first reaches five percent of its maximum value. Figures 6-3 through 6-5 are log-linear plots. If changes in parameter values produce linear dependence of onset distance in this representation space, then the process is said to be first order,
with the slope of the trace being a measure of the rate constant. First order processes can be represented as a negative exponential

$$f(\beta) = e^{-\frac{\beta}{\beta_c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-1)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides yields

$$\ln[f(\beta)] = -\frac{\beta}{\beta_c}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-2)

where $\beta_c$ is the process rate constant. So, graphing the logarithm of $f(\beta)$ as a function of $\beta$ yields plots represented in figures 6-3 through 6-5, where the slope is inversely proportional to the rate constant associated with the process.

Figure 6-3 shows the effect of varying B/A ratio on the onset distance for a pulsed sinusoid, 1MHz center frequency, 10 μs pulse duration. Path attenuation was set to $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz. B/A ratio was varied from 5.0 to 12.0.

Figure 6-3. Effect of varying B/A ratio on harmonic signal onset distance. B/A ratios range from 5.0 to 12.0, typical range of biological medium (distilled water to fat). Onset distances range from 4.7 mm to 3.9 mm for second harmonic signal. Onset distances range from 2.1 cm to 1.7 cm for third harmonic signal.
These results suggest that onset distance for second and third harmonics of 1 MHz fundamental insonification are not strongly dependent on B/A ratio for typical biological medium nonlinear parameter values.

Figure 6-4 shows the effect of varying path attenuation from $1 \times 10^{-9}$ to 2.0 dB/cm/MHz and B/A ratio from 5.0 to 12.0.

Figure 6-4. Effect of varying B/A ratio from 5.0 to 12.0, for varying path attenuation, on onset distance for pulsed sinusoid with center frequency of 1.0 MHz, pulse duration of 10 µs.

These results suggest that as the path attenuation increases, the onset distances decrease, but only after attenuation reaches or exceed unity. Though the curves for each path attenuation decreases as B/A ratio increases, the slope is relatively shallow, average slope of -0.034 for the second harmonic and -0.032 for the third harmonic. Again, this indicates a weak dependence of onset distance on the nonlinear parameter, a medium determined property.
Figure 6-5 illustrates the effect of varying path attenuation from $1 \times 10^{-9}$ to 10, for varying B/A ratios, on onset distance of second and third harmonic signals from a fundamental frequency signal of 1.0 MHz, 10 µs pulse duration.

As the results in Figure 6-5 suggest, the onset of the third harmonic is a first order process, whereas the onset distance for the second harmonic appears to be higher order, perhaps second order. Apparently, there are at least two competing mechanisms for second harmonic onset distance. The first mechanism dominates the process for path attenuation less than 5.00 dB/cm/MHz and the second mechanism dominating for path attenuation greater than 5.00 dB/cm/MHz. Further investigation is warranted for this condition.
Effects of Varying Input Signal Strength on Onset Distance

Figure 6-6 shows the effects of varying input signal strength on the formation of harmonics in simulated biological medium: system parameters set to the following values: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; signal attenuation: $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz; B/A ratio: 7.0; signal frequency: 1.75 MHz; observation distance: 5.25 cm. As input signal strength increases, the onset distance for second and third harmonics decreases. The dependence, as suggested by the curvature of the plots, is most likely higher than first order. However, if first order is assumed, then the slopes are indicated by the dashed lines: -0.53 and -0.50 for second and third harmonics, respectively.

Figure 6-6. Effects of varying input signal amplitude on harmonic onset distances. Input signal strength varies from 0.5 MPa to 4.0 MPa. System parameter settings: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; frequency dependent attenuation: $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz; B/A ratio: 7.0; signal frequency: 1.75 MHz; observation distance: 5.25 cm.

Effects of Varying Input Signal Frequency on Onset Distance

Figure 6-7 shows the effects of varying input signal frequency on the formation of harmonics in simulated biological medium: system parameters set to the following values: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; signal attenuation: $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz; B/A ratio: 7.0; signal amplitude: 0.5 MPa; observation distance: 5.25 cm.
Figure 6-7. Effects of varying input signal frequency on harmonic onset distance. System parameter settings: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; frequency dependent attenuation: $1 \times 10^9$ dB/cm/MHz; B/A ratio: 7.0; signal input amplitude: 0.5 MPa; observation distance: 5.25 cm.

The plots in Figure 6-7 exhibit slight curvature for third harmonic onset distance dependence on input signal frequency, with significant curvature for second harmonic onset distance dependence. If first order process is assumed, then the slopes are indicated with the dashed lines: -0.45 and -0.47 for second and third harmonics, respectively.

**Narrowband Sinusoid: Image Formation**

This section discusses the effects of parameter variation on the formation of ultrasound B-scan images using the same computational parameters as in onset distance computation, except where the particular parameter of interest is varied.

**Effects of Frequency Variation on Image Generation**

Figure 6-8 shows the NUPROP phantom generation module (see also Figure 4-3). The phantom consists of three ellipses. The first ellipse (Object 1) is the largest structure (white) and
is positioned as the center of the 256x128 array, no rotational orientation. The second ellipse (Object 2) is the smallest structure (black), is rotated by -45 degrees (positive angles measured counterclockwise) and positioned 8 pixels right of center, 10 pixels above center. The third ellipse (Object 3) is the mid-sized structure (gray), centered within the 256x128 array, no rotational orientation.

Settings for Generating Ultrasound Phantom Used in Figure 6-5 Sequence

![Figure 6-8. NUPROP Tissue Generation Module. Settings used to generate simulated ultrasound images for sequence in Figure 6-9. Three elliptical objects were generated, forming the complex tissue object. Object 1 is the outer ellipse (white). Object 2 is the small ellipse at a 45 degree angle (black). Object 3 is the inner ellipse (gray).]

The tissue phantom depicts an ovoid tissue structure possessing a thick membranous wall, a tissue filled core, and a small cyst in relative positions shown in the pristine simulation. This module, with the settings shown in Figure 6-8, was used to generate the ultrasound phantom that produced the image sequence in Figure 6-9.
Figure 6-9 shows that, as the initial center frequency (Fundamental) increases from 1.0 MHz to 4.0 MHz, the image resolution improves. The structure’s membranous wall is resolved at 4.0 MHz. The membranous wall is also resolved at the 2.0 MHz second harmonic frequency. This suggests, for this particular phantom, that the membranous wall possesses a high correlation with 4.0 MHz signals.

The target cyst is detectable at all four fundamental frequencies, with the “best” detectability at 3.0 MHz. Detectability, in this case, is defined as the highest, localized intensity “spot” in the image. The cyst is localized in the harmonic images of each frequency as well, with the “best” localization occurring at 1.0 MHz second harmonic and 3.0 MHz second harmonic.
The 2.0 MHz second harmonic image (4.0 MHz) shows marked improvement in longitudinal resolution over the 4.0 MHz fundamental image. This result is not unexpected, since literature is replete with actual experimental results suggesting this improvement. The average signal strength of the second harmonic image, from 1.0 MHz to 4.0 MHz, is −14.3 dB. The average signal strength of the third harmonic image, over the same frequency spread, is −21.4 dB.

**Effects of Varying B/A Ratio on Image Generation.**

Figure 6-10 shows the effect of varying B/A ratio on image generation using a narrowband sinusoid with center frequency of 1.75 MHz, initial amplitude of 0.5 MPa, velocity of 1500 m/s, and frequency dependent attenuation of 1x10⁻⁹ dB/cm/MHz. The phantom used is shown in the upper right corner. Images associated with the fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic are represented in columns 1, 2, and 3, respectively. B/A ratios of 5, 6, and 10 were used (rows 1, 2, and 3 respectively). Images associated with the difference between B/A ratio 5 and 6, 5 and 10, and 6 and 10 for the fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic simulations are presented in rows 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Difference images are presented in dB scale.

The B/A ratio has very little effect on the fundamental image, as is readily apparent in the difference images in Figure 6-10. The effect is most prominent for the third harmonic difference images, with the second harmonic exhibiting some small differences as well. In each case for the fundamental and second harmonic image differences, however, the differences are negligible.
Figure 6-10. Effects of varying B/A ratio on simulated ultrasound images. The phantom used is shown in upper right corner. Images associated with fundamental, second harmonic, and third harmonic are shown in columns 1, 2, and 3, respectively. B/A ratios of 5, 6, and 10 are rows 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Difference images 5 – 6, 5 – 10, and 6 – 10 are shown in rows 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Difference images are presented in dB.

Figure 6-11. Histogram of Difference images in Figure 6-8. The difference images from Figure 6-7 are redisplayed. The histogram of the fundamental image differences, second harmonic image differences, and third harmonic image differences are presented. The third harmonic difference image histogram shows appreciable distribution, whereas the fundamental and second harmonic difference image histograms essentially show no difference.
Figure 6-11 shows the histogram of the difference images, further confirming the negligible differences between fundamental images and second harmonic images, with appreciable differences appearing in the third harmonic difference images. It should be noted that, for third harmonic images, the maximum signal levels range from −44.56 to −40.77 dB over the span of B/A ratios presented in Figure 6-10.

The effect of varying B/A ratio is manifested in the overall dB level for the second and third harmonic images. As the B/A ratio increases, the relative signal strength increases as shown in Figure 6-12.

![Figure 6-12](image_url)

Figure 6-12. Effect of varying B/A ratio on signal strength for images generated using 1.75 MHz center frequency, narrowband sinusoid insonification: signal amplitude: 0.5 MPa; observation depth: 4.2 cm; velocity: 1500 m/s; no appreciable frequency dependent attenuation.

Figure 6-12 suggests that for typical biological tissue types, the second and third harmonics will require at least −27.79 to −23.92 dB and −46.67 to −39.79 dB of gain compensation, respectively, to produce comparable ultrasound images as shown in Figure 6-10, given the phantom used.
Effects of Varying Signal Amplitude on Image Formation

Figure 6-13 shows the effects of varying the input signal amplitude on image formation. Signal amplitudes of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa with wave velocity of 1500 m/s, signal attenuation of $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz, observation distance of 2.5 cm. The images generated at each frequency were pair-wise differenced: 1.0 – 2.0 MPa, 1.0 – 3.0 MPa, and 2.0 – 3.0 MPa. As can be readily seen, signal amplitude has little apparent visual effect on the fundamental and second harmonic difference images, as is confirmed by the difference images’ histogram plots. The primary effect is in the overall signal strength, in dB. The second harmonic images have signal strengths of $-19.6$ dB, $-22.0$ dB, and $-23.0$ dB for 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa input signal amplitudes, respectively.

Figure 6-13. Effects of varying signal amplitude on image formation. Input signal strengths of 1.0 MPa, 2.0 MPa, and 3.0 MPa were used. System parameters were set as follows: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; B/A ratio: 7.0; observation distance: 2.5 cm; frequency dependent attenuation: $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz.
Differences in images can be detected at the third harmonic, where the histogram plot reveals at the high and low ends of the intensity levels, as evidenced in Figure 6-14. Again, the primary difference between the three input signal strength images is manifested in the overall signal strength: -29.3 dB, -39.5 dB, and -40.3 dB for 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa input signal strengths, respectively.

Difference Images for Amplitudes of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa

Figure 6-14. Difference images and histograms associated with third harmonics for 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 MPa signal amplitudes. Differences between fundamentals and second harmonics were negligible. System parameters were set as follows: wave velocity: 1500 m/s; B/A ratio: 7.0; observation distance: 2.5 cm; frequency dependent signal attenuation: 1x10^-9 dB/cm/MHz.

The histogram in Figure 6-14 suggests that the differences are primarily due to noise at the lower end of the pixel value distribution, whereas differences at the high end of the pixel distribution may be attributable to actual image differences. In either case, the range of values where little to no differences occur in the third harmonic difference images, namely 15 to 230 in a range from 0 to 255, suggests that these differences are negligible as well.
Effects of Varying Wave Velocity on Image Formation

Figure 6-15 shows the effects of varying wave velocity on the formation of fundamental, second, and third harmonic simulated images using the phantom (cyst image) generated by NUPROP (see Figure 6-8). The system parameters were as follows: input signal amplitude: 0.5 MPa; B/A ratio: 7.0, observation distance: 2.5 cm; frequency dependent attenuation: $1 \times 10^{-9}$ dB/cm/MHz. Wave velocity was varied from 1400 to 1600 m/s, in 100 m/s increments. As is apparent from the images in Figure 6-15, there is very little visual difference between fundamental images (1400 – 1500 m/s, 1400 – 1600 m/s, and 1500 –1600 m/s) and second harmonic images (fundamental at 1400 minus fundamental at 1500 m/s, fundamental at 1400 minus fundamental at 1600 m/s, and fundamental at 1500 minus fundamental at 1600 m/s) and second harmonic images (second harmonic at 1400 minus second harmonic at 1500 m/s, second harmonic at 1400 minus second harmonic at 1600 m/s, and second harmonic at 1500 minus second harmonic at 1600 m/s).

Differences are apparent at the third harmonic as illustrated in Figure 6-16. Although the actual difference images do not exhibit much variation, the histograms of the difference images reveal significant difference in third harmonic at 1400 m/s minus at 1500 m/s third harmonic, third harmonic at 1400 m/s minus third harmonic at 1500 m/s, and third harmonic at 1500 m/s minus third harmonic at 1600 m/s. The differences occur at the periphery of the distributions, suggesting, at the lower end of pixel values, the differences are approaching the noise floor of the process, whereas, at the high end of the pixel value distribution, the variation is due to actual differences in image content. So, over a relatively broad range of pixel values, approximately 40 to 180 in a range from 0 to 255, the differences in third harmonic images for the combinations of the three velocities is negligible.
Figure 6-15. Effects of varying wave velocity on image formation. As apparent in the images, very little difference exists between the fundamental and second harmonic images of varying velocities. Differences are manifested in the third harmonic image.

Difference Images for Velocities of 1400, 1500, and 1600 m/s

Figure 6-16. Difference images and histograms associated with third harmonics for 1400, 1500, and 1600 m/s wave velocities. Differences between fundamentals and second harmonics were negligible.
The Apodized Chirp: Experiment versus NUPROP modeling

Up to this point, discussions have either been concerned with single frequency sinusoidal input signals to determine fundamental characteristics such as harmonic onset distances and beam profiles at various penetration depths; or with narrowband (multi-frequency) sinusoidal input signals typically used for tissue imaging (B-Scan formation).

One novel approach is the use of a linear frequency modulated sinusoid or the chirp. Appendix III discusses NUPROP's implementation of nonlinear chirps and their efficacy. This section compares NUPROP simulation of an apodized chirp with experimental data.

Figure 6-17 shows the basic frequency modulated sinusoid or chirp signal. Each signal represented exhibits the characteristic “sawtooth” structure indicative of harmonics present in the waveform. Note also that the “real” signals have a higher maximum positive value than maximum negative value whereas the “imaginary” signals are symmetric about zero amplitude. Even so, the mean amplitude value for either “real” or “imaginary” signals is zero.

Each harmonic frequency within the propagated chirp signal adds “in-phase” such that the zero crossings remain fixed throughout the harmonic generation process. Another indicator that the harmonics are adding “in-phase” is that, within each chirp cycle, the waveform is sawtoothed. In other words, if any appreciable dispersion existed within the propagated chirp signal, the coherent nature of the waves would necessarily possess destructive interference, causing the waveform to be severely disrupted. Figure 6-18 illustrates this point. The smaller circled areas show where the zero crossings are changed. The larger circled area shows where the signal exhibits destructive interference.
Figure 6-17. Examples of apodized and non-apodized linear frequency modulated sinusoids. Initial frequency: 1.5 MHz, sweep rate of $1.5 \times 10^{12}$. Repeat of Figure 3-2.

Figure 6-18. Illustration of the effects of dispersion or phase shifting and destructive interference on coherently added harmonic signals. Dispersion is indicated within the small circles. In this example, a small phase shift was added to each harmonic signal causing the harmonics to eventually add out of phase, manifested in the destructive interference at the higher frequencies, depicted in the larger circle.
Figure 6-19. Experimental apparatus used to collect chirp signal data. The apparatus consists of a 2.5 MHz transducer acoustically coupled to the wall of the water tank. The hydrophone is attached to a X-Y-Z electronically actuated stage for precise positioning within the water tank (9.5 cm on-axis from the face of the transducer). The signal from the hydrophone and the signal generator are displayed on an oscilloscope. The signals are digitized and sent to a computer for storage (digitizer and computer not shown).

Figure 6-19 is a cartoon rendition of the apparatus used to collect the one way, on axis wave propagation data. The transducer used was a Type 280 2.5 MHz circular transducer (1.5 cm diameter). The hydrophone used was a Medisonics Mark II, gain set to zero. A Polynomial Wave Synthesizer Model 2020 was used to generate the input chirp waveform. The equation to generate the input to the transducer was

\[ U(t) = 3.5 \cdot \sin \left( \int_0^{1.5M} \left( 1.5M + \frac{1.5M}{2\mu} \right) \cdot t \, dt \right) \]  

(6-3)
where $M$ is $1 \times 10^6$ and $\mu$ is $1 \times 10^{-6}$.

The signal from the hydrophone was displayed using a HAME 13, 60 MHz Model HM604 Oscilloscope: x-settings: 0.1 $\mu$s delay, time division: 10 $\mu$s; y-settings: 20 mV/0.1 division. Data was digitized using a Data Precision Model 6100B with the following settings:

- x: offset: 5.40 $\mu$s; scale: x1
- y: offset: 0.00v; scale: x2; $\pm$ 500 mV; AC coupled
- timebase: 256 to 400 points; period: 27.7 ns; -1.662 $\mu$s delay

NUPROP simulation settings were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Frequency, $f_0$</td>
<td>1.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep Rate, $sweep$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave Velocity, $c_0$</td>
<td>1500 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear Parameter, $\beta$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Wave Amplitude, $U_0$</td>
<td>3.5 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh Distribution Factor, $\alpha$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shock parameter distance, $L$, was calculated using equation 3-8. Each distance dependent amplitude modifier was calculated using

\[
A_n = \frac{2 \cdot U_0 \cdot L}{n \cdot z} \cdot J_n \left( \frac{n \cdot z}{L} \right) \tag{6-4}
\]

where $n$ is the frequency subscript (i.e. fundamental equals 1, second harmonic equals 2, etc.) and $z$ is the observation distance.

Each constituent chirp was computed using

\[
U_n = A_n \cdot U_0 \cdot e^{-i \cdot 2 \pi (f_0 + sweep) t} \tag{6-5}
\]
The experimental data, waveform at the observation distance of 9.5 cm, exhibited a skewed distribution introduced by the transducer. So, an apodization function based on the Rayleigh distribution was used such that

\[
Apodization = \frac{t}{\alpha^2} e^{-\frac{r^2}{2\alpha^2}} \text{STEP}(t) \quad (6-6)
\]

where \( \text{STEP}(t) \) is defined as

\[
\text{STEP}(t - t_o) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{for } t > t_o \\
0.5, & \text{for } t = t_o \\
0, & \text{for } t < t_o 
\end{cases} \quad (6-7)
\]

with \( t_o \) equal to zero for this example. The final relationship for each chirp constituent then was computed using

\[
CHIRP_n = Apodization \cdot U_n 
\]

\[
= \frac{t}{\alpha^2} e^{-\frac{r^2}{2\alpha^2}} \text{STEP}(t) \cdot 2 \cdot \frac{U_s^2 \cdot L}{n \cdot z} J_n \left( \frac{n \cdot z}{L} \right) e^{-i2m(f_o + \text{sweep})t} 
\]

To generate the composite signal, each constituent chirp signal, \( U_n \), was coherently added, producing the results in Figure 6-20. The near overlay of NUPROP’s simulation with experimental data confirms the hypothesis that each frequency within a given chirp sweep adds coherently and “in phase” to produce the sawtoothed waveform indicative of the presence of harmonics. Additionally, the hypothesis that the chirp could be substituted as the bases functions for the Fubini solution using the same amplitude weighting Bessel functions is confirmed.
Figure 6-20 Comparison of NUPROP’s simulated, apodized chirp signal and experimental data. Gray trace is NUPROP simulation, black trace is experimental data.

Figure 6-21 shows the reconstructed constituents of the chirp signal from experimental data. Each constituent within the experimental data was reconstructed from correlations between the experimental data (penetration depth of 9.5 cm) and NUPROP’s apodized constituents (1.5 MHz initial frequency for the fundamental, 3.0 MHz initial frequency for the second harmonic, and 4.5 MHz initial frequency for the third harmonic) at a penetration depth of 9.5 cm. As is evident in Figure 6-21, the “fundamental” chirp (initial frequency 1.5 MHz) dominates the signature, with sufficient contributions from higher harmonics to produce the “sawtoothed” nature of nonlinearly propagated waves.
Figure 6-21. Reconstruction of experimental data's chirp constituents. Each constituent chirp is produced by correlating the experimental data with a NUPROP generated apodized chirp: fundamental chirp initial frequency, \( f_o \): 1.5 MHz with a sweep rate of \( 2.7 \times 10^{12} \), second harmonic chirp beginning at twice \( f_o \), and the third harmonic at three times \( f_o \).

**Simulation: Narrowband Sinusoid versus Apodized Chirp**

This section presents a comparison between the narrowband sinusoidal input signal and the apodized chirp for image reconstruction, simulations only. Figure 6-22 compares a narrowband sinusoid and an apodized chirp signal. The center frequency of the narrowband sinusoid is chosen to match the average frequency of the chirp. Additionally, the apodization of the narrowband sinusoid and the chirp produce matched bandwidths.
There is a slight gain improvement when comparing the narrowband sinusoid second harmonic image to its chirp counterpart, approximately 2 dB gain improvement. Though this may seem significant, the reconstructed B-Scan images reveal that the narrowband sinusoid produces a better quality image, where quality is measured by two properties: 1) preservation of structural integrity, where the harmonic image shows strong indicators of structure present in the phantom, and 2) detection of significantly different object types within the phantom, object discrimination. The second harmonic image for the narrowband sinusoid input exhibits strong signature returns from the cyst object within the phantom. The second harmonic image for the apodized chirp does not show such indicators. In fact, the chirp images tend to look “blurred,” without strong
structural integrity, nor little to no detection between the larger ovular shapes and the cyst. So, for relatively high signal to noise ratios, the narrowband sinusoid tends to produce “better quality” B-Scan images.

The question arises, “when does the chirp produce a reasonably significant gain in image quality versus the narrowband sinusoid?” Signal to noise ratio plays a crucial part in answering this question. A block diagram of signal noise sources is illustrated in Figure 6-23.

![Block diagram of signal noise sources](image)

**Figure 6-23.** Block diagram of potential additive noise sources for an ultrasound imaging system. Noise can be introduced at each electronic device within the image reconstruction process: transmit device, sensing device, oscilloscope, and digitizer.

NUPROP models noise as a single additive quantity given by

\[ V_{total} = V_{xmit} + V_{rev} + V_{oscope} + V_{digitizer} \]  

The noise from the oscilloscope is minimal whereas the transmit, receive, and digitizer noise are significant.

Figure 6-24 illustrates the effect of decreasing signal to noise ratio on the reconstruction of images using narrowband sinusoidal and apodized chirp input. Signal to noise ratio ranges from $5 \times 10^9$ to 750.
Figure 6-24. Effects of signal to noise ratio on image formation for narrowband sinusoid and apodized chirp. Noise source: signal electronics at the input and output.

As noise increases, the ability for the narrowband sinusoid to form a B-Scan image decreases whereas the apodized chirp continues to form an image throughout the signal to noise ratio range investigated. These results suggest that the apodized chirp can potentially image structures under very poor imaging conditions: objects deeply buried or highly occluded objects.

Figure 6-25 shows the effect of increasing the chirp sweep rate on B-Scan image reconstruction. Increasing the sweep rate while maintaining the apodization constant effectively increases the time-bandwidth product. The center frequency of the narrowband sinusoid had to be increased to match the average frequency of the apodized chirp to make the comparison.
The increase in sweep rate produces improved apodized chirp B-Scan images (fundamental, second and third harmonics), with structural integrity and discrimination. These results suggest that the apodized chirp possesses additional flexibility in design over the narrowband sinusoid.

Chapter 6: Summary
The concept of onset distance is introduced. Onset distance is the propagation distance associated with the first time a frequency component reaches five percent of its maximum value. From the computations presented, the formation of harmonics is not strongly dependent on B/A ratio. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 tend to support Christopher’s contention that the B/A ratio, $\beta$, is not significant to nonlinear wave formation results, with slopes of $-0.034$ and $-0.032$ for second and
third harmonics, respectively. Figure 6-5 suggests a stronger dependence on path attenuation than on B/A ratio, with slopes of -0.1030 and -0.0916 for second and third harmonics, respectively.

Figure 6-6 suggests that onset distance is strongly dependent on input signal amplitude, where the second and third harmonic onset distance “rate constants” are -0.53 and -0.52, respectively. Likewise, Figure 6-7 shows a similar dependence on signal frequency is given as -0.45 for the second onset distance dependence and -0.47 for the third harmonic onset distance dependence.

When varying input frequency, image formation is significantly different, as evidenced in Figure 6-9. As the input frequency increases from 1 MHz to 4 MHz, different parts of the simulation phantom are accentuated. For instance, the “structural wall” is highlighted at the second harmonic of 2 MHz and at the fundamental of 4 MHz, suggesting that, for this particular phantom, the “structural wall” contains a fair amount of “4 MHz” energy to return to the sensing transducer. Also apparent is the “improved” image resolution at all second harmonic frequencies, improved over the fundamental of each frequency tested. The mottled image quality is typical of coherent imaging system output.

When varying B/A ratio, input signal amplitude, or wave velocity, there seems to be very little effect on image formation at the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies as evidenced in Figures 6-10, 6-11, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15, and 6-16. Differences appear to become significant at the third harmonic level. The primary effect of varying these parameters is manifested in the overall signal level for each harmonic. Figure 6-12 shows that the signal level increases as the B/A ratio increases, suggesting a “rule of thumb” for setting gain levels for various material types to be tested.
Results in Figure 6-20 shows that NUPROP’s chirp model closely approximates the experimental data collected using the apparatus in Figure 6-19, using a Rayleigh distribution apodization function. The results also indicate that the original hypothesis that the chirp functions can be substituted as the bases functions in the Fubini solution to nonlinear wave propagation.

The results of comparing the narrowband sinusoid and apodized chirp, Figures 6-22 through Figure 6-25 suggest that, under typical ultrasound imaging conditions, the chirp provides very little image improvement. Only when the conditions deteriorate significantly will the chirp’s efficacy become apparent: detecting structures deeply buried or highly occluded.
Chapter 7. Chapter Summaries and Recommendations

This chapter compiles all the chapter summaries and provides recommendations for future work related to this dissertation.

Chapter Summaries

From Chapter 2, the literature is replete with examples of ultrasound modeling techniques that capture aspects of the overall process. For nonlinear wave propagation, two models in literature are prominent: Christopher’s NLP and the Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) Implementation. Christopher’s NLP is based on solutions to Burgers’ equation and is implemented using a C-based code. Averkiuo’s Implementation is based on the KZK equation, that includes diffraction, attenuation, and nonlinearities in a single, third order partial differential equation.

For linear propagation, two methods are presented: angular spectrum and Lommel formulation. Angular spectrum implements a planar geometry derived mathematical convention using a propagation factor that accounts for complex field changes over small incremental distances. Angular spectrum suffers from computational size limitations, thus reducing its angular resolution capabilities. Also, since angular spectrum is developed using planar calculus, focused beam geometries are not easily accommodated.

Angular spectrum is applicable throughout the propagation path, from just in front of the transducer to as far as the user wished to compute the field. Additionally, angular spectrum is suitable for computing field propagation from non-radially symmetric geometries.

Lommel formulation implements planar as well as focused beam transducer geometries. However, Lommel is applicable for circularly symmetric geometries only. Additionally, Lommel
is strictly a linear propagation process. Therefore, any process that introduces nonlinearities, i.e. generation of harmonics, will necessarily be inaccurately predicted by Lommel.

Ultrasound image generation models dependent strongly on the tissue characterization or tissue construction model used. One model has found considerable favor in literature: Bamber and Dickinson's continuous array of point scatterers. If the tissue characteristic of interest can be modeled as an array of continuous point scatterers, then Bamber's technique is reasonably accurate in predicting linear ultrasound effects. Bamber's technique involves the convolution of the tissue array with the point spread function of the ultrasound pulse. Bamber accomplishes the convolution by taking the process to the Fourier domain and multiplying the Fourier transforms of the tissue array and the point spread function, then inverse Fourier transforming the product.

Though models exist for the various aspects of the ultrasound process, no single model encompasses all aspects of ultrasound propagation and, ultimately, ultrasound imaging. A new model, Nonlinear Ultrasound Propagation (NUPROP), is introduced that captures aspects of nonlinear wave generation and propagation, linear wave generation and propagation, and image generation.

From Chapter 3, NUPROP is a fairly complex simulation and analysis tool for ultrasound modeling. NUPROP represents an end-to-end modeling environment for studying ultrasound wave propagation and, ultimately, B-Scan image formation. This chapter discussed the generation of objects called phantoms using Bamber's continuous point scatterer concept. The tissue characteristic of interest was acoustic impedance. Input signal waveforms used in NUPROP are either sinusoidal or frequency modulated sinusoidal, either apodized (for image formation) or non-apodized (single frequency or continuous used for code verification and harmonic signal analyses).
Nonlinear propagation was modeled using either the Burgers’ equation or Fubini solution approaches. Blackstock developed a closed form solution to the Burgers’ equation that possessed the shock distance parameter, \( L \), which is calculated from system parameters of velocity, initial wave amplitude, nonlinear parameter \( \beta \), and fundamental frequency. Likewise, the Fubini approach possessed this same shock distance limitation.

Linear propagation was modeled using Angular Spectrum and Lommel. Angular spectrum has the advantages of being applicable throughout the propagation path, accommodate non-radially symmetric transducer geometries, and accurately computes nonlinear or harmonic generation. Angular spectrum requires a trade-off between computational speed/volume and accuracy/precision in computing trans-axial beam profiles. Lommel, on the other hand, computes the on-axis longitudinal beam profile and the trans-axial beam profiles at depth with accuracy and precision. Unfortunately, Lommel formulation suffers from two major limitations: radial symmetry only and linear propagation only. Lommel does not predict harmonic signal formation nor does it accurately compute off-axis beam profiles for non-radially symmetric geometries. Lommel does not accurately compute the pressure field just in front of the transducer. A minimum propagation distance is required before Lommel can be used.

Image generation is accomplished using the Hilbert transform, which converts a RF signal to an “envelope” detected intensity signal.

Finally, NUPROP performs some rudimentary post processing such as statistical analyses, histogram plotting, and simple image thresholding based on the statistics of the images.

From Chapter 4, NUPROP is a modularly design IDL code that models, end-to-end, nonlinear ultrasound wave propagation and ultrasound image formation. NUPROP is based on “widgets,” or controls, in the terminology of some development environments. Widgets are simple graphical
objects such as pushbuttons or sliders that allow user interaction via a pointing device (usually a mouse) and a keyboard. IDL graphical user interfaces are constructed by combining widgets in a tree-like hierarchy. Each widget has one parent widget and zero or more child widgets. There is one exception: the topmost widget (called a top-level base) is always a base widget and has no parent. So, NUPROP is a graphical user interface (GUI) providing the interactive platform for the user to exercise the physics associated with nonlinear and linear wave propagation.

Menu driven, NUPROP is built with modules (operations that are, essentially, stand-alone in that they do not need the GUI to work) and functions (modular code that requires parameter values passed through the GUI to operate). The complexity of each module or function determines the computational requirements, hence the computational time, accuracy, and precision.

From Chapter 5, NUPROP's nonlinear wave generation and propagation results compared favorably with data found in literature, having less than one percent difference comparing NUPROP's Fubini implementation with existing data (Ryan, [1963] and less than a few percent between NUPROP's Burgers' solution and existing data. NUPROP also accurately predicted on-axis wave amplitude for propagation distances comparable to Averkiuo's simulation conditions. Additionally, NUPROP confirmed Averkiuo's supposition that, for equivalent areas, circular transducers produce equivalent on-axis longitudinal amplitudes as rectangular arrays (P3-2 geometry). However, NUPROP also showed that for wave or field amplitudes off-axis, Averkiuo's assumption is invalid.

In comparing trans-axial beam profiles derived from diffraction coupled with nonlinear propagation, NUPROP compared very favorably with literature (Christopher, [1997]), having less
than a few percent difference in trans-axial beam profile amplitudes for 2 MHz and its second harmonic at 4 MHz, within 1.5 cm radial distance from the axis.

Comparing NUPROP’s RF and envelope detection simulated images with Bamber’s technique for a point source. Bamber’s simulation used a “skewed” or non-symmetric temporal pulse shape, whereas NUPROP assumes a temporally symmetric beam apodization. Comparing the 3 dB point for the most gradual fall-off, NUPROP is within one percent in computing the half power point, or 3 dB down from maximum intensity.

Given the favorable comparison of NUPROP’s simulations of nonlinear wave generation and propagation using Fubini or Burgers’ partial differential equation solutions, linear wave propagation (diffraction) using angular spectrum or Lommel formulation, and image formation using Bamber’s technique, verification of NUPROP’s viability as a simulation code is complete.

From Chapter 6, the concept of onset distance is introduced. Onset distance is the propagation distance associated with the first time a frequency component reaches five percent of its maximum value. From the computations presented, the formation of harmonics is not strongly dependent on B/A ratio. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 tend to support Christopher’s contention that the B/A ratio, $\beta$, is not significant to nonlinear wave formation results, with slopes of $-0.034$ and $-0.032$ for second and third harmonics, respectively. Figure 6-5 suggests a stronger dependence on path attenuation than on B/A ratio, with slopes of $-0.1030$ and $-0.0916$ for second and third harmonics, respectively.

Figure 6-6 suggests that onset distance is strongly dependent on input signal amplitude, where the second and third harmonic onset distance “rate constants” are $-0.53$ and $-0.52$, respectively. Likewise, Figure 6-7 shows a similar dependence on signal frequency is given as $-0.45$ for the second onset distance dependence and $-0.47$ for the third harmonic onset distance dependence.
When varying input frequency, image formation is significantly different, as evidenced in Figure 6-9. As the input frequency increases from 1 MHz to 4 MHz, different parts of the simulation phantom are accentuated. For instance, the "structural wall" is highlighted at the second harmonic of 2 MHz and at the fundamental of 4 MHz, suggesting that, for this particular phantom, the "structural wall" contains a fair amount of "4 MHz" energy to return to the sensing transducer. Also apparent is the "improved" image resolution at all second harmonic frequencies, improved over the fundamental of each frequency tested. The mottled image quality is typical of coherent imaging system output.

When varying B/A ratio, input signal amplitude, or wave velocity, there seems to be very little effect on image formation at the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies as evidenced in Figures 6-10, 6-11, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15, and 6-16. Differences appear to become significant at the third harmonic level. The primary effect of varying these parameters is manifested in the overall signal level for each harmonic. Figure 6-12 shows that the signal level increases as the B/A ratio increases, suggesting a "rule of thumb" for setting gain levels for various material types to be tested.

Results in Figure 6-20 shows that NUPROP's chirp model closely approximates the experimental data collected using the apparatus in Figure 6-19, using a Rayleigh distribution apodization function. The results also indicate that the original hypothesis that the chirp functions can be substituted as the bases functions in the Fubini solution to nonlinear wave propagation is valid.

The results of comparing the narrowband sinusoid and apodized chirp, Figures 6-22 through Figure 6-25 suggest that, under typical ultrasound imaging conditions, the chirp provides very
little image improvement. Only when the conditions deteriorate significantly will the chirp’s
efficacy become apparent: detecting structures deeply buried or highly occluded.

**Recommendations**

This section discusses additional experiments that could be conducted to further validate the
IDL code as well as code related activities and potential improvements to NUPROP. Though
couched in terms of NUPROP code validation and improvements, these recommendations also
serve as potentially fruitful research areas in their own right and should be pursued whether or not
they are part of NUPROP improvements. Code improvements include the addition of the
diffraction integral and shift-and-add methods for computing linearly propagated wavefronts,
complementing angular spectrum and Lommel; addition of indices commonly used in clinical
diagnoses, namely the mechanical index which is an indicator of cavitation and the two thermal
indices (cranial and soft tissue), which are indicators of thermal stress and potentially dangerous
thermal loading. The use of more complex phantoms such as the piecewise homogeneous model
or the addition of phase aberration are warranted.

**NUPROP Code Validation**

This section describes potential experimentation to validate NUPROP code for single
frequency sinusoid cross-track beam profiling and pulse sinusoid image formation (B-Scan).

**Single Frequency Sinusoid**

NUPROP represents the culmination of a considerable body of research on nonlinear and
linear propagation modeling. Considering nonlinear propagation first, the Fubini solution code
has been verified against existing data and results from other simulation codes and validated
against experimental data. The Burgers’ computational model has been verified but not validated.
For linear propagation, the Lommel formulation module has been verified against existing data but is rudimentary, at best. This module requires more work to include angular or cross-track beam formation similar to the angular spectrum module. The angular spectrum module has been verified, but not validated with experimental data. Experiments similar to the apodized chirp should be conducted to determine the off axis (cross-track) beam profiles at the observation distance.

Figure 7-1 illustrates a cartoon of the experimental apparatus required to conduct beam profile determination.

![Figure 7-1. Cartoon rendition of beam profile measurement apparatus. Waveform from the signal generator drives the transducer (single frequency sinusoid). The hydrophone is accurately positioned using the computer controlled X-Y-Z stage. The Y-Position is fixed as the X-Position scans in micron steps across the ultrasound beam. Signals from the hydrophone are displayed on an oscilloscope, with further processing and data capture using a signal digitizer and computer (not depicted in this cartoon). The transducer is driven by a signal from the signal generator: a single frequency sinusoid. The signal generator signal is sent to an oscilloscope for display. The hydrophone is positioned accurately using the computer controlled X-Y-Z stage. The Y-Position is fixed while the X-](image-url)
position scans in micron steps. The signal from the hydrophone is sent to the oscilloscope for display. Both the original signal and the hydrophone signal are sent to a digitizer for data capture and then to the computer for processing and storage. The average signal strength at each X-Position is computed and plotted as a function of cross-track displacement. The computed cross-track beam profile is then compared with NUPROP’s predicted cross-track beam profile for validation.

**Pulse Sinusoid Image Formation (B-Scan)**

Figure 7-2 depicts a cartoon rendition of the experimental apparatus used for pulse sinusoid image formation (B-Scan).

![Figure 7-2. Illustration of experimental apparatus used for ultrasound B-scan imaging. A transducer is attached to a single stage computer controlled actuator for precision placement along the scan direction. A wire phantom containing several wires spatially displaced is insonified. The reflected ultrasound energy is captured by the transducer. The B-scan image is generated from A-line scans of the wire phantom at various points along the scan path.](image)

Energy introduced by the transducer at each position interacts with structure along the propagation path. Energy reflected from the structures in the propagation path is collected over
the dwell time of the transducer. The time signal is commonly referred to as an A-Line scan. A-Line scans comprise the B-scan image after envelope detection.

**Code Improvements**

NUPROP currently models planar wavefronts. A significant improvement would be the introduction of focused wavefronts. This can be accomplished using an angular-spatial phase filter and employing angular spectrum. However, this method is not efficient as pointed out by Liu and Waag [1997]. The introduction of the diffraction integral method or the more empirical shift and add method, as mentioned in the Liu and Waag [1997] article, are more efficient and would complement the Angular Spectrum and Lommel techniques currently incorporated in NUPROP.

**Diffraction Integral Method**

The diffraction integral method relies on the fact that the pressure field satisfies the Helmholtz equation such that, at any arbitrary point, the value of the pressure field can be expressed as a surface integral

$$p(\vec{r}) = \iint_{S_0} \left[ G(\vec{r}/\vec{r}_o) \frac{\partial p(\vec{r}_o)}{\partial n_o} - p(\vec{r}_o) \frac{\partial G(\vec{r}/\vec{r}_o)}{\partial n_o} \right] d\vec{r}_o$$

(7-1)

where $S_0$ is an arbitrary surface enclosing the point $\vec{r}$, $\vec{r}_o$ is a point on $S_0$, and $n_o$ is the outward pointing normal vector of $S_0$ at $\vec{r}_o$. The Green’s function, $G(\vec{r}/\vec{r}_o)$, is a general solution to the Helmholtz equation such that

$$G(\vec{r}/\vec{r}_o) = g(R) + \chi(\vec{r}) = \frac{e^{ikR}}{4\pi R} + \chi(\vec{r})$$

(7-2)
where $R = |\vec{r} - \vec{r}_o|$ is the distance between $\vec{r}$ and $\vec{r}_o$, $g(R)$ is the free-space outgoing Green's function as defined, and $\chi(\vec{r})$ is an arbitrary function satisfying the Helmholtz equation $(\nabla^2 + k^2)\chi(\vec{r}) = 0$ in the volume surrounded by the surface, $S_0$. So, the field at an arbitrary point in space can be computed using the field at a known point in space, namely on the surface surrounding the point, given two conditions: 1) the surface is comprised of a plane $z=0$ and the hemisphere at infinity enclosing the upper half space, and 2) the behavior of the pressure field at infinity is specified to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition in Goodman [1968]. The pressure field at $p(x,y,z)$ is given as

$$p(x,y,z) = \frac{z}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int \frac{p(x_o,y_o,0)\left(1 - ik\right)e^{ikR}}{R^2} \frac{dx_o dy_o}{R} \quad (7-3)$$

or

$$p(x,y,z) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\partial p(x_o,y_o,z_o)}{\partial z_o} \bigg|_{z_o=0} \frac{e^{ikR}}{R} \frac{dx_o dy_o}{R}$$

where $R = \sqrt{(x-x_o)^2 + (y-y_o)^2 + z^2}$.

**Shift-and-Add Method**

The Shift-and-Add method can be derived from the diffraction integrals by an inverse Fourier transform of (7-3) with respect to time followed by a discretization of the integrals in space. Usually, the distance $R$ is sufficiently large compared to the wavelength, $\lambda$, such that

$$p_\omega(x,y,z) = \frac{i\omega z}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int p_\omega(x_o,y_o,0) \frac{e^{ikR}}{R^2} \frac{dx_o dy_o}{R} \quad (7-4)$$

omitting the $1/R$ term from (7-3) and signifying that the equation applies to a single frequency component, $\omega$. The inverse Fourier transform of (7-4) becomes
\[ p(x, y, z, t) = \frac{z}{2\pi c} \int d\textbf{\hat{y}} \int d\textbf{\hat{x}} \frac{1}{R^2} \hat{p}(x_0, y_0, 0, t - R/c) \text{d}x_0 \text{d}y_0 \] (7-5)

where \( p(x, y, z, t) \) is the temporal pressure variation at point \( (x, y, z) \) and \( \hat{p} \) denotes the differentiation of \( p \) with respect to time. The subsequent discretization with respect to \( x_0 \) and \( y_0 \) yields

\[ \hat{p}(x, y, z, t) = \frac{z}{2\pi c} \Delta x_0 \Delta y_0 \times \sum_m \sum_n \hat{p}(x_0 m, y_0 n, 0, t - R_{mn}/c) \frac{1}{R_{mn}^2} \] (7-6)

with \( R_{mn} = \sqrt{(x - x_{0m})^2 + (y - y_{0n})^2 + z^2} \).

Both the Diffraction Integral and the Shift-and-Add methods accommodate focused wavefronts, and are computationally more efficient than Angular Spectrum in this respect. Since Fubini provides a linear approximation of a nonlinear process, namely, harmonic signal generation, coupling nonlinear and linear propagation using either the diffraction integral or shift-and-add methods is relatively simple.

**Mechanical Effects: Cavitation and mechanical Index (MI)**

The problem of cavitation has long been of interest in hydrodynamics, where it is primarily responsible for the destruction of propellers, turbines, and other moving parts. A fundamental problem is understanding the mechanism for cavitation, conditions that promote the onset of cavitation. As the name suggests, cavitation is the formation of “holes” in the liquid, usually under tensile stress. Depending on the conditions, the “holes” may be filled by dissolved gases in the liquid. However, for ideally “pure” liquids, cavitation indicates a ripping apart of the structure of the liquid. One potential measure of cavitation is the mechanical index (MI). In principle, the use of the mechanical index gives the user a means of judging the safety of clinical applications of ultrasound. Unfortunately, experimental evidence for mechanical damage within soft tissues from
diagnostic ultrasound is limited, at best. With the possible exception of lung hemorrhage, it is
difficult to relate values of MI to specific hazards.

Mechanical Index is calculated from the measured peak negative pressure, $p^-$, in MPa as

$$MI = \frac{p^-}{\sqrt{f}}$$

(7-7)

where $f$ is the frequency, in MHz. Peak negative pressure is calculated by reducing the acoustic
pressure, measured in water, using an attenuation coefficient of 0.3 dB cm$^{-1}$ MHz$^{-1}$. This
coefficient of attenuation is an approximate model of biological tissue, assuming homogeneous,
single layer medium. MI indicates the amplitude of the ultrasonic pulses being used at any time.
Increased pulse amplitudes result in proportionally higher MI values. The rationale is that
increased amplitudes will potentially cause cavitation, or mechanical damage. Hence, MI
becomes the measured parameter for determining potential mechanical damage in biological
tissue. The formation of harmonics signals produces the potential for very high, localized velocity
differentials. Compression and expansion within a very small distance can cause severe localized
distortion. Figure 7-3 illustrates this condition. As the wave becomes more and more
“sawtoothed” due to harmonic signal formation, the wavefront can exhibit near instantaneous
maximum positive to maximum negative velocity within a few microns, introducing sufficient
energy to break chemical bonds.
Nonlinear effects influence the achievable peak rarefractional pressure used in calculating MI. This peak negative pressure tends to saturate in water at the highest diagnostic outputs. For unfocused transducers, Carstensen’s [1996] nonlinear propagation models underestimate the peak negative pressure by as much as 20%, even at relatively low source intensities. Christopher’s nonlinear model [1997] showed an underestimation of 8% for the same transducer studied. Christopher employed a more sophisticated nonlinear model based on Burgers’ equation. The accuracy and executability achieved with these computational techniques are critical to precise estimates of MI in vivo.

The source intensity tends to shift the beam focus closer to the source, even in “lossless” medium of water. The current protocol for derating clinical applications of ultrasound tends to shift the maxima closer to the source. Nonlinear propagation produces a strange absorption coefficient that increases in magnitude with distance from the source. As a consequence, the shift of the maximum pulse intensity becomes significant, resulting in a discontinuity, or potentially
damaging mechanical condition within the tissue. Even with this potentially damaging condition, it is still impossible to draw general conclusions on the MI error magnitudes introduced by nonlinearities. The field regime in which these discontinuities exist have little to no nonlinear effects. Underestimates as great as a factor of two have been demonstrated in specific experimental configurations.

**Thermal Index (TI)**

The second biophysical mechanism of interest is tissue heating, “quantified” using thermal index (TI), an estimate of the tissue temperature rise in °C which might occur under “reasonable worst-case conditions.” Three thermal indices have been defined in literature: 1) soft tissue index (TIS), 2) bone index close to the transducer (Cranial conditions, TIC), and 3) bone index at or near the transducer focus (TIB). Thermal index is defined as the ratio of the acoustic power emitted to the power required to heat a particular target tissue by 1 °C, allowing time for thermal equilibrium.

Nonlinearities will limit the amplitude of fields distant from the source, but they also increase local absorption. These factors are oppose each other’s biological effects giving rise to nonlinear propagation either increasing or decreasing localized heating, depending on which mechanism is dominant under the observation conditions.

Thermal indices (TIs) are designed to estimate spatial maximum, steady-state temperature increments. For homogeneous tissue, the thermal index is defined as TIS and is given as the temperature increment at a fixed distance of ~2 cm from the source, not at the focus. At this distance, nonlinear propagation enhances local thermal increment by 10%. TIS for a given transducer configuration is expressed by one of two mathematical relationships
\[ TIS = \frac{I_{0.3}(z)f}{210} \quad (7-8) \]

where \( I_{0.3}(z) \) is the local, derated, temporal average intensity in mW/cm\(^2\), \( f \) is frequency, or

\[ TIS = \frac{W_{0.3}(z)f}{210} \quad (7-9) \]

where \( W_{0.3}(z) \) is the total, derated acoustic power at or near the focus where the effective area of the beam is less than 1 cm\(^2\).

When bone is the target tissue, nonlinear propagation has no effect on its absorption. The only effect of importance is the reduction of local fields and, thus, reduction of thermal loading or heating. Thermal Index for bone (TIB) is computed using

\[ TIB = \frac{\sqrt{W_{0.3}(z)}I_{0.3}(z)}{50} \quad (7-10) \]

where \( z \), in this case, is the depth that maximizes TIB.

Thermal indices used in clinical applications depend on total acoustic power, tissue absorption coefficient, frequency, beam size, tissue thermal capacity, tissue thermal conductivity, and estimates of blood perfusion for tissue cooling. Thermal index computational constants (210 for TIS, 50 for TIB) are derived from these properties. Since the propagation distance is very small for determining cranial thermal index (TIC), nonlinear propagation is a non-player.

By in large, nonlinear wave propagation plays a minor role in the TI Output Display Standard (ODS) because of the way thermal indices are defined and because of the protocols recommended for measuring acoustic power. In contrast to mechanical index (MI), thermal indices (TIs) were developed using well-understood heat generation and diffusion theories. The theories are straightforward and have been studied extensively. Although the theory may predict certain thermal characteristics, significant uncertainties still exist in clinical applications resulting in less
than desirable correlation between onscreen TI values and actual temperatures within the biological medium. However, TIs were designed to be conservative and, for the informed user, onscreen TI values can be useful in determining the potential for heat damage during examinations.

**Wavefront “Movies”**

From a display viewpoint, X-Z multiframe “movies” can help in understanding the qualitative nature of ultrasound wave interaction with the medium, objects, and other structures. Such models exist in literature and would make a useful addition to NUPROP. For instance, Wojcik, Mould, Ayter, and Carcione [1998] use a model based on the pseudospectral code that eliminate the use of lower order space and time derivative approximations which ultimately lead to greater versatility and efficiency at the expense of numerical accuracy. Also, their model relies on accurate modeling of abdominal wall morphology to capture the critical phase aberrant nature of biological interfaces. Such data exists. Careful measurements of abdominal wall section was accomplished by Hinkelman, Liu, Metlay, and Waag [1994] and Hinkelman, Mast, Orr, and Waag [1997].

The pseudospectral method provides an extremely accurate approximation of spatial derivatives in homogeneous media using FFTs on a uniform Finite Difference (FD) grid. For a more detailed treatise on the pseudospectral method, see Fornberg [1996]. The price of high spatial accuracy is the necessity for space periodic construct. In other words, solutions exhibit a “wraparound” effect at the boundaries, whereby a wave exiting one side of the computational space appears on the other side. One way to circumvent wraparound is invoking Berenger’s [1994] boundary condition, which forces boundary values to be “periodically small” at the
boundaries. Domain periodicity possesses another challenge in that waves are introduced as initial conditions rather than boundary conditions.

Accurate time-domain calculations use explicit time integrators such as the 4\textsuperscript{th} order Runga-Kutta and the 4\textsuperscript{th} order Adams-Bashforth. The pseudospectral technique uses multiple frequencies to accurately model power law frequency dependence. A least squares fitting procedure chooses model parameters for an optimal fir over a specified frequency range.

The pseudospectral technique facilitates the generation of 2-D simulations such as X-Z multiframe imaging. Such methods allow the user to watch the progression of a wavefront through a series of piecewise homogeneous layers as illustrated in Figure 7-4. Snapshots of a pulse propagation through a piecewise homogeneous abdominal wall is presented: Wojcik, et. al. [1998].
As is expected, the fine structure produces considerable diffuse scattering as illustrated in Figure 7-4: right. As the wave propagates through the fine structure, multiple reflections and, consequently, constructive and destructive interference on the reflection signal from these piecewise sections. This brings up another fruitful area of improvement: development of more complex, more realistic phantoms of tissue models.

**More Complex Phantoms**

However accurate a propagation model is, its “Achilles” heel is still the fidelity of the tissue model. More realistic models are crucial for simulating ultrasound images for qualitative and quantitative diagnostics.
**Piece-wise Homogeneous (modeling inhomogeneity)**

As previously mentioned, Wojcik, et. al. [1998] provides several piecewise homogeneous models for abdominal wall and multi-tissue structures based on histological slices and measured acoustic signals (Hinkelman, et. al. [1997]). Figure 7-3 shows the piecewise homogeneous model used by Wojcik, et. al. [1998]. Each section or structure possesses its own set of tissue parameters as given

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue/ Material</th>
<th>$\rho$ [kg/m$^3$]</th>
<th>$V$ [m/s]</th>
<th>B/A</th>
<th>Attenuation [dB/cm/MHz]</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently, NUPROP will model each section individually, propagating the wavefront from the front interface to the back interface through the material for one-way propagation studies (onset distance, single frequency studies), and back through the same layer for two-way propagation (image formation studies). NUPROP handles “external boundaries” by assuming perfectly matched layering (PML). Inter-tissue boundaries are modeled in NUPROP using point scatter difference amplitudes. In other words, different materials possess different maximum amplitudes, but have a zero mean value so as to eliminate artificially enhanced inter-tissue boundaries.

**Phase Aberrating Interfaces**

Biological tissues have the potential of introducing phase aberrations, or temporal shifts, in ultrasonic signals, thereby corrupting the reconstruction of the image (B-Scan). One method for correcting phase aberrations is backpropagation of a wavefront given known experimentally measured data, employing angular spectrum as the means of backpropagation. Liu and Waag
[1997] use such a technique, with the stipulation that the inhomogeneous medium is modeled such as by a phase screen placed some distance away from the aperture in an effort to be able to steer the transmit beam effectively to other regions within the interrogation space. This property of beam steering is crucial in image formation. Liu and Waag [1994] couple the backpropagation wave with a reference wave to generate time-shift compensation. Clearly, this technique is highly dependent on the accuracy of phase measurement or phase simulation. NUPROP currently assumes no phase distortion.
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Appendices

 Appendix I. Mathematical Development of Burgers’ Equation

Borrowing from J. David Logan [1987], given the Burgers’ relationship in (2) and substituting the assumed solution form, \( u = f(z-vt) \), letting \( s = z-vt \), yields

\[
\frac{\partial f(s)}{\partial t} + f(s) \cdot \frac{\partial f(s)}{\partial z} - v \cdot \nabla^2 f(s) = 0
\]

\[
-vf''(s) + f(s)f'(s) - vf''(s) = 0
\]

Upon integration, (I-1) becomes

\[
-vf(s) + \frac{1}{2} f^2(s) - vf'(s) = B
\]

where \( B \) is a constant of integration, noting that \( f(s)f'(s) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d}{ds} f^2 \), thus

\[
\frac{df(s)}{ds} = \frac{1}{2v} [f(s) - (v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})][f(s) - (v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})]
\]

Assuming \( c^2 > -2B \), employing a separation of variables, and integrating, yields

\[
s = 2v \int \frac{1}{[f(s) - (v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})][f(s) - (v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})]} df
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\sqrt{v^2 + 2B}} \ln \frac{(v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B}) - f(s)}{f(s) - (v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})}
\]

for \((v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B}) < f(s) < (v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})\)
Solving for $f(s)$ yields

$$f(s) = \frac{(v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B}) + (v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B})e^{\frac{v}{\sqrt{v^2 + 2B}}}}{1 + e^{\frac{v}{\sqrt{v^2 + 2B}}}}$$

Thus, the traveling wave solution to Burgers' equation is given as

$$u(z, t) = f(z - vt)$$

$$= \frac{v + \sqrt{v^2 + 2B} + [v - \sqrt{v^2 + 2B}]e^{\frac{z - vt}{\sqrt{v^2 + 2B}}}}{1 + e^{\frac{z - vt}{\sqrt{v^2 + 2B}}}}$$

To avoid confusion, the velocity is usually denoted as $c$, thus (I-6) becomes

$$u(z, t) = f(z - ct)$$

$$= c + \sqrt{c^2 + 2B} + [c - \sqrt{c^2 + 2B}]e^{\frac{z - ct}{\sqrt{c^2 + 2B}}}}{1 + e^{\frac{z - ct}{\sqrt{c^2 + 2B}}}}$$

It should be noted that, without the viscosity term, $-\nu \nabla^2 u$, the wave will tend to "shock" faster and form a "breaking" wave. The viscosity term acts as a dampening of the nonlinear term, $u \cdot \frac{\partial u}{\partial z}$. 
Appendix II. Mathematical Development of Fubini's Solution

Beyer and Letcher [1969] provided the following derivation:

The particle velocity, \( u = \xi \), is a function of density (\( \rho \)) or, likewise, condensation (\( s \)) such that

\[
\rho = \rho_o \left( 1 + \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right) \quad \text{or} \quad s = \frac{1}{(1 + \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z})} - 1
\]

(II-1)

It follows that \( u \) can be written as a general function of \( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \) such that \( u = F\left( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right) \) thus

\[
\xi'' = f'\left( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right) \frac{\partial^2 \xi}{\partial z \partial t} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial^2 \xi}{\partial z \partial t} = f' \frac{\partial^3 \xi}{\partial z^2}
\]

(II-2)

Such that

\[
\xi'' = \left( f' \right)^2 \cdot \frac{\partial^3 \xi}{\partial z^2}
\]

(II-3)

Comparing (II-3) with (II-2), letting \( \gamma = 1 + \frac{B}{A} \) yields

\[
f' = \pm \frac{c_o}{\left( 1 + \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right)^{\frac{1 + B}{2A}}}
\]

(II-4)

Upon integration of (II-4) the following result is obtained
\[ f = u = \pm \frac{c_o}{B} \left( \frac{-2A}{(1 + \partial \xi / \partial z)^{2A}} \right) + K \]  

(II-5)

In the absence of sound, \( \partial \xi / \partial z \) equals 0 and \( u \) equals 0, such that

\[ K = \frac{\pm 2Ac_o}{B} \]

(II-6)

leading to

\[ u = \pm \frac{2Ac_o}{B} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{B} \right) = \pm \frac{2Ac_o}{B} \left( 1 - (1+s)^{2A} \right) \]

(II-7)

By restricting the wave traveling in the \(+z\) direction and assuming that \( \partial \xi / \partial z \) is negligibly small, then the rate of wave propagation as a function of particle velocity becomes

\[ v = c_o \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o} \right)^{2A+1} \]

(II-8)

The general solution of (6) is given as

\[ u = F[\omega(t \pm \frac{z}{v})] \]

(II-9)

such that
\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = F'' \cdot \omega^2 \\
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} = F'' \cdot \left( \frac{1}{v} \right)^2 \omega^2 \\
\end{align*}

(II-10, 11, 12, and 13)

Equating (II-13) and (II-11), the following is obtained

\[
\frac{1}{\omega^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = \frac{v^2}{\omega^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2}
\]

(II-14)

or

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} = v^2 \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2}
\]

(II-15)

If the wave possesses a boundary condition of

\[
u(0, t) = u_0 \sin(\omega t)
\]

(II-16)

then the general solution will be
\[ u(z,t) = u_o \sin \left[ \omega \left( \frac{t - \frac{z}{c_o}}{1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o}} \right)^{\frac{2A}{B+1}} \right] \]

\[ = u_o \sin \left[ \omega t - \frac{\omega z}{c_o} \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o} \right)^{\frac{2A}{B+1}} \right] \]

\[ = u_o \sin \left[ \omega t - kz \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o} \right)^{\frac{2A}{B+1}} \right] \]

(II-17)

where \( k = \frac{\omega}{c_o} \). By using binomial expansion on \( \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o} \right)^{\frac{2A}{B+1}} \), and keeping only the first two terms, yields

\[ u(z,t) \approx u_o \sin \left[ \omega t - kz \left( 1 - \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{u}{c_o} \right) \frac{u}{c_o} \right) \right] \]

(II-18)

At this point, the concept of the discontinuity distance \( l \) must be introduced. By observation, one can see that a discontinuity will occur when the denominator term of (II-5), \( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \), becomes negative 1. The denominator term must approach negative infinity at some propagation distance due to the fact that large values of \( u \) will propagate faster than small values of \( u \), thus giving rise to wave distortions. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as a “shock front.” Fubini computed this distance from the origin to the point where the shock forms as

\[ l = \frac{c_o^2}{\left( \frac{B}{2A} + 1 \right) \omega u_o} \]

(II-19)

Substituting (II-19) into (II-18) yields
\[ \frac{u}{u_o} = \sin \left[ \omega t - kz + \frac{z}{l} \frac{u}{u_o} \right] \]  

(II-20)

which can be expanded into a Fourier series such that

\[ \frac{u}{u_o} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} B_n \sin[n(\omega t - kz)] \]  

(II-21)

where

\[ B_n = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} u \sin[n(\omega t - kz)]d(\omega t - kz) \]  

(II-22)

Substitution of (II-20) into (II-22) yields

\[ B_n = \frac{2l}{nz} J_n \left( \frac{nz}{l} \right) \]  

(II-23)

Such that

\[ \frac{u}{u_o} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{2l}{nz} J_n \left( \frac{nz}{l} \right) \sin[n(\omega t - kz)] \]  

(II-24)

For distances in excess of \( l \), this explicit solution becomes invalid. Upon examination of (II-24), several characteristics can be observed:

1. The fundamental component of the wave will decrease as the wave propagates, as well as harmonics increase.
2. If the initial wave amplitude is significant, then the wave will propagate a shorter distance before experiencing shock.

3. As frequency increases, the shock distance will decrease.

4. The ratio, \( \frac{u}{u_0} \), can be viewed as appropriately weighted sum of frequency dependent, sinusoidal basis functions.
Appendix III: Linear Frequency Modulated Input Signal (Chirp)

Another multiple frequency input signal is the linear frequency modulated input signal commonly referred to as the chirp. Arguably one of the most useful linear filtering techniques is the use of the quadratic phase filter or chirp. The primary advantage of using a chirp signal over a single frequency sinusoid, or apodized sinusoid, is the ability to have a very wide bandwidth, infinite in fact, while maintaining reasonable signal gain (or signal to noise ratio). From Easton [1997], the quadratic phase filter has an impulse response of

\[ h(x) = \frac{1}{|\alpha|} e^{\frac{\pi}{4} \frac{x}{\alpha} + \pi i \frac{x}{\alpha}^2} \]  

where \( \alpha \) is the chirp rate, and a frequency domain form of

\[ \mathfrak{F}\{h(x)\} = \mathfrak{F}\left\{ \frac{1}{|\alpha|} e^{\frac{\pi}{4} \frac{x}{\alpha} + \pi i \frac{x}{\alpha}^2} \right\} = e^{\pi i \alpha x^2} \]  

Hence, the frequency domain representation of the chirp is a chirp. This means that both the impulse response and the quadratic phase filter have constant magnitude and infinite support. For large values of \( \alpha \), the space-domain chirp will oscillate slowly whereas its frequency-domain counterpart will oscillate quickly.

Because the chirp is an all-pass filter, the complex correlation of its impulse response is a delta function as demonstrated using the filter theorem in the frequency domain

\[ \mathfrak{F}\{h(x) * h^*(x)\} = \mathfrak{F}\{h(x) * h^*(-x)\} = \mathfrak{F}\{h(x)\} \cdot \mathfrak{F}\{h^*(-x)\} = e^{\pi i \alpha x^2} \cdot e^{\pi i \alpha (-x)^2} = 1\{\xi\} \rightarrow \mathfrak{F}^{-1}\{1\{\xi\}\} = \delta(x) \]  

This is a very important characteristic because, if the return signal is comprised of a complex summation of chirp signals, i.e. the introduction of a chirp ultrasound into a biological medium, it
can be analyzed using an appropriate “chirp mask” to determine signal content, penetration depth, etc. A chirp mask can be comprised of a series of linearly shifted chirp signals, representing different penetration depths. Figure III-1 illustrates a simple, linear “chirp mask,” 512 by 512, shifted by one pixel in the x direction for every y-direction pixel. For this illustration, the maximum mask extent is 20 cm in both the x and y directions.

A linear chirp mask is one that does not introduce nonlinear effects as a function of propagation distance. So, as the chirp pulse propagates, no harmonics are introduced. Additionally, no amplitude modulation is introduced by the medium for this example. A return signal from various regions within the propagation path will be a complex summation of the chirp signal, appropriately shifted in space to represent the distance traveled by the chirp pulse. The

Figure III-1. Linear Chirp Mask. The linear chirp mask is comprised of a “stack” of a given chirp appropriately shifted in the mapped direction as a function of shift in the propagation direction. For this example, every shift in the propagation direction is matched, one for one, by a shift in the mapped direction.
complex return chirp signal is correlated with the chirp mask and the correlation peaks are computed. For this example, a complex return signal is generated from the summation of chirps at positions (chirp numbers) 40, 70, 100, 130, 160, 190, 220, and 250. These positional numbers correspond to 0.016, 0.027, 0.039, 0.051, 0.063, 0.074, 0.086, and 0.098m propagation distances, respectively. Figure III-2 shows the effect of additive noise on the correlation of the return chirp signal with the linear chirp mask.

![Figure III-2](image)

Figure III-2. Effect of noise on correlation between complex signal and chirp mask. The top graph depicts a complex return signal with no additive noise and its correlation as a function of chirp number. Each peak matches exactly the location in the propagation path of each reflection point. The center graph depicts a noisy return signal and its correlation with the chirp mask. Even under these stressful conditions, the peaks are discernable. The bottom graph depicts an extremely stressful sensing condition: S/N of 0.5. The correlation peaks are essentially obliterated by the noise.

For no noise conditions, the correlation peaks are clearly distinguishable and correspond exactly with the chirp numbers 40, 70, 100, 130, 160, 190, 220, and 250, respectively. As noise
increases, the correlation peaks become less and less prominent, until, at a noise level twice the signal level, the correlation peaks are nearly lost, save a few. Note that under these conditions, boosting the gain of the signal channel will necessarily boost the noise, thus providing no signal to noise improvement. The chirp provides high gain in noise or clutter environments due to its autocorrelation characteristics (i.e. impulse response) while maintaining an infinite bandwidth, in theory. In practice, the chirp still provides high gain characteristics, but the apodization, or spatio-temporal windowing, will limit the bandwidth. Likewise, the transducer’s spatio-temporal characteristics will limit the actual detected (and processed) signal.

Now, add the complexity of nonlinear or harmonic generation. As the chirp propagates in the medium, each frequency within the chirp duration will potentially undergo nonlinear wave formation. So, the question arises: can the Fubini or Burgers’ approaches be modified to account for a linear frequency modulated input as its initial condition? Consider the following derivation:

Given a function $f(z,t)$ such that

$$f(z,t) = e^{-i\pi(k^2 + z^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (III-4)

Then the second partial derivative of $f(z,t)$ with respect to $z$ is given as

$$\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial z^2} = f(z,t)\left[-2i\pi k^2 + (i2\pi k \omega - i2\pi k^2 z)^2\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (III-5)

And the second partial derivative of $f(z,t)$ with respect to $t$ is given as

$$\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = f(z,t)\left[-2i\pi \omega^2 + (i2\pi k \omega - i2\pi \omega^2 t)^2\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (III-6)

Now, suppose
\[
\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = \gamma \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial z^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(III-7)}

with \( k = \frac{\omega}{c_0} \) and \( z = c_0 t \), where \( c_0 \) is the group wave velocity. Then

\[
\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = f(z,t) \left[ -i2\pi(c_0 k)^2 + \left(i2\pi c_0^2 k^2 t - i2\pi c_0^2 k^2 t\right)^2 \right]
\]

\[
= \gamma f(z,t) \left[ -i2\pi k^2 + i2\pi c_0 k^2 t - i2\pi c_0 k^2 t \right]^2
\]

\[
\Rightarrow -i2\pi c_0^2 k^2 = \gamma (-i2\pi k^2)
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \gamma = c_0^2
\]

in the absence of nonlinearities, yielding

\[
\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = c_0^2 \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial z^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(III-9)}

Comparing (III-9) with (3-6) implies that the Fubini solution for the chirp should be similar to the single sinusoid input, with the basis functions now being chirps with varying initial frequencies such that

\[
\frac{u}{u_o} = 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{J_n(nz/l)}{(nz/l)} \text{CHIRP}(ns) \text{GAUSS}(ns)
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(III-10)}

where CHIRP(ns) is defined as \( e^{i\omega m(s)^2} \), GAUSS(ns) as \( e^{-m(s/\sqrt{2} \sigma)^2} \), \( s \) and \( \sigma \) defined as previously.

It is this hypothesis on which NUPROP constructs the Chirp-nonlinear result.
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NUPROP Main Module

AUTHOR: Kevin W. Ayer
DATE: December 1998
MODIFICATIONS: January 1999 - June 2000

Functions. This section contains all functions required by the main and event handling programs.

Functions List:

1. chirp: Generates a chirp signal using two input parameters (z and zm)
   z is the independent variable for distance. zm is the initial frequency
   of the chirp
   FUNCTION chirp,t,z,zn,fo,velocity,alpha
   RETURN,EXP(COMPLEX(0.,-zm*(fo+alpha*z/velocity)))
   END

2. zvt: Generates a two dimensional set of distance minus [velocity*time] vectors
   for computing the input waveform
   FUNCTION zvt,z,v
   MESHDOM.z,v,zR,vR
   zvtR=zR-vR
   RETURN,zvtR
   END

3. GAUS: This function will generate a 2-d Gaussian mask based on three parameters
   (exponent, xstd, and ystd) and two range vectors (x and y)
   FUNCTION GAUS,exponent,x,y,xstd,ystd
   WNDW=EXP(-!PI*(ABS(x)Aexponent/(SQRT(2.)*xstd)+ABS(y)Aexponent/(SQRT(2.)*ystd)))
   RETURN,WNDW
   END

4. GAUS_T: This function will generate a 1-d Gaussian mask for transducer response
   FUNCTION GAUS_T,t,ft,fstd,f_shift
   transducer=exp(-!PI*abs(ft-f_shift)Aexp(sqrt(2.)*fstd))
   RETURN,transducer
   END

5. SCALE: This function will scale any image to a range of 0 to scale_factor
   FUNCTION SCALE,IMAGE,SCALE_FACTOR
   RETURN,SCALE_FACTOR*(IMAGE-MIN(IMAGE))/(MAX(IMAGE)-MIN(IMAGE))
   END

Ancillary Programs. This section contains all ancillary programs required by the main and/or event handling programs.

Program List:

1. MESHDOM: Generates a "mesh" of pixel locations relative to the number of data points
   PRO MESHDOM,x,y,XR,YR
   XR=x#(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(y)))
   YR=(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(x)))#y
   END

2. QUIT_EVENT: Generic quit a program
   PRO QUIT_EVENT,event
   WIDGET_CONTROL,event.top./DESTROY
   END
Event Handling Program. This section contains the event handling program associated with the main program. The event handling program is, in essence, a big CASE statement. Depending on the event, a different CASE will be executed.

```plaintext
pro nuprop3_0_event, Event
p.multi=[0,1,1]

wWidget = Event.top

WIDGET_CONTROL,Event.id,get_value=what
WIDGET_CONTROL,wWidget,get_uvalue=info

; These IF statements will keep the data entry events from causing an XMANAGER client error.
IF event.id EQ info.data1 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.data2 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.data3 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.data4 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.set1 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.set2 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.set3 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.set4 THEN what="Dummy"
IF event.id EQ info.set5 THEN what="Dummy"

; The 'Big Case' Statement. This is the heart and soul of the NUPROP code. This Case statement is what NUPROP uses to decide what actions to perform.

  case what=of

  ; Dummy is a case option that will set the plot routine to windows and indicate in the status window that data entry is activated. The info.WID_DIGEST_STATUS is the structure containing the status window to be active for status text display.
  'Dummy': BEGIN
    set_plot='win'
  END

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Left Mouse Button Toggle Between Rows and Columns',color=225,DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Right Mouse Button to Exit',color=225,DEVICE

; Read the 'tissue image' into a temporary array
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_3,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win
TEMP=TVRD()

; Read the 'range-angle' image into the 'A' array for profiling
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_2,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win
A=TVRD()

; Set the window default to the window location normally set for 'tissue image' display
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_4,GET_VALUE=win
; Send the window location, the 'A' array, and the window size information to the profile routine PROFILES_NUPROP
PROFILES_NUPROP,A,wsize=0.5,win3=win

; Indicate that profiling is no longer active in the status window
```

; Beam Profiling Section....

; 'X-Z Image':

BEGIN

; Profiling the range-angle image
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Left Mouse Button Toggle Between Rows and Columns',color=225,DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Right Mouse Button to Exit',color=225,DEVICE

; Read the 'tissue image' into a temporary array
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_3,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win
TEMP=TVRD()

; Read the 'range-angle' image into the 'A' array for profiling
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_2,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win
A=TVRD()

; Set the window default to the window location normally set for 'tissue image' display
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DIGEST_4,GET_VALUE=win
; Send the window location, the 'A' array, and the window size information to the profile routine PROFILES_NUPROP
PROFILES_NUPROP,A,wsize=0.5,win3=win

; Indicate that profiling is no longer active in the status window
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Profile Inactive', color=127 / DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Return Control To Main', color=225 / DEVICE

END

'X-Z Phantom': BEGIN
; The steps are essentially the same for profiling the X-Y image as they were for the X-Z image, only now the 'A' array is the X-Y image rather than the X-Z image
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Left Mouse Button Toggle Between Rows and Columns', color=225 / DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Right Mouse Button to Exit', color=225 / DEVICE

; Read in the image in Display Window 3 for Profiling
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_3, GET_VALUE=win
WSET, win
A=TVRD()

; Put the profile of the image into Window Display 4
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_4, GET_VALUE=win
PROFILES_NUPROP, A, wsize=0.5, win3=win

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Profile Inactive', color=127 / DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Return Control To Main', color=225 / DEVICE
END

'Beam Image': BEGIN
; Again, the steps are the same as for the X-Z image, only now the image to be profiled is the propagating beam image
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Left Mouse Button Toggle Between Rows and Columns', color=225 / DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Right Mouse Button to Exit', color=225 / DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_5, GET_VALUE=win
WSET, win
A=TVRD()

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_4, GET_VALUE=win
PROFILES_NUPROP, A, wsize=0.5, win3=win

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Profile Inactive', color=127 / DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Return Control To Main', color=225 / DEVICE
END

......End of the Image Profile Section.....

......Movie Display Section.....

'Frequency Movie': BEGIN
; Display the frequency plot as a function of distance propagated
LOADCT, 0
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_0, get_uvalue=vtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_1, get_uvalue=fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.data1, get_value=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.data2, get_value=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.data3, get_value=data3

; This CATCH statement will allow for any errors generated in this section to be displayed in the status window. It doesn't correct the problem, just let the user know what went wrong
CATCH, error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN
ENDOR

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET.win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING,color=225/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Returning Control to Main',color=225/DEVICE
CLOSE,1
GOTO, JUMPOUTFREQMOVIE

ENDIF

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET.win & erase
XYOUTS,2,2,'"Loading Data for Fourier Movie",color=225/DEVICE
sb=SIZE(vtot)
fvtot=fvtot/MAX(fvtot)
;These print statements were used for diagnostic debugging.
;print,'size of sb:',sb
;print,sub(0),sb(1),sb(2),sb(3),sb(4)
;print,'size of fvtot':SIZE(fvtot)
time=FLOAT(data1.time)
fH1/time)*FINDGEN(sb(1))/FLOAT(sb(1))

;These print statements were used for diagnostic debugging.
;print,'size of ft:',size(ft)
;print,ft

distance=FLOAT(datal.distance)
FOR i=l,sb(2)-l DO BEGIN

;The distance is required so as to compute the observation distance
distance=FLOAT(data1.distance)
FOR i=1,sb(2)-1 DO BEGIN

;Set the window ID to the frequency display window
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_1.GET_VALUE=win
WSET.win & erase

;Plot the frequency amplitudes as a function of frequency @ observation distance
plot,f(fvtot(0:sb(l)/2-l,i)/MAX(fvtot)),xtitle='f kHz',ytitle='Fourier Amplitude (dB)',
background=255,color=0,charsize=0.75

;Wait a prescribed time: 0.25
wait,0.25

;Print to the status window the iteration and the propagation distance
XYOUTS,2,17,'Iteration: '+strcompress(i+1/remove_all),color=255/device

;Set the plot display to a single plot per window. This is important since other parts of the
;program will generate multiple plots in a given window.
!P.MULTI=[0,1,1]

JUMPOUTFREQMOVIE:

END

'Time Movie': BEGIN

;Plot the time signal at propagation distances
LOADCT.0
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_0.GET_VALUE=vtot
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_1.GET_VALUE=fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data1.get_value=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data2.get_value=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data3.get_value=data3

;CATCH statement similar to previously described CATCH
CATCH,error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET.win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING,color=225/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Returning Control to Main',color=225/DEVICE
CLOSE,1
GOTO, JUMPOUTTIMEMOVIE

ENDIF

;Description of this code is the same as that for the frequency movie, only now the
display is of the time signal rather than its frequency counterpart
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 2, "Loading Data for Time Movie", color=225, /DEVICE
vot=vot/\max(ABS(vot))
sb=SIZE(vot)
print, sb
time=FLOAT(data1.time)
t=FLOAT(time*FINDGEN(sb(1))/FLOAT(sb(1)))-time/2.
distance=FLOAT(distance)
FOR i=1, sb(2)-1 DO BEGIN
  WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_0, GET_VALUE=win
  WSET, win & erase
  plot(t(sb(1)/2:*), vot(sb(1)/2:*), i, xtitle=t, ytitle="Normalized Wave Amplitude",
  background=255, color=0, charscount=0.75, yrange=[-1, 1]
w=0.25
  WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
  WSET, win & erase
  XYOUTS, 2, 3, Iteration: +strcompress(i, remove_all), color=255, /DEVICE
  XYOUTS, 2, 2, z: +strcompress(distance*float(i)/float(sb(2)), remove_all), m, color=255, /DEVICE
ENDFOR
!P.MULTI=[0, 1, 1]
JUMPOUTTIMEMOVIE:
END

'Object Movie': BEGIN
; Display the X-Y image as a sequence of range slices
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 2, "Loading Data for Wire Movie", color=225, /DEVICE
BYTE=SIZE(xy_output)
FOR i=0, BYTE(3)-1 DO BEGIN
  TVSCL, CONGRID(xy_output(*, *, i), 256, 256)
  XYOUTS, 0, 0, i+1, /DEVICE
  wait, 0.2
ENDFOR
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 2, "Wire Movie Completed", color=127, /DEVICE
JUMPOUTOBJMOVIE:
END

'Beam Movie': BEGIN
; Display the beam image as slices along the propagation direction
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_5, GET_UVALUE=OUTIMAGE
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data1, get_value=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data2, get_value=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data3, get_value=data3
; distance is the overall distance traveled by the wavefront
distance=FLOAT(data1.distance)
sz=SIZE(OUTIMAGE)
CATCH, error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN
    WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
    WSET,win & erase
    XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING',color=225/DEVICE
    XYOUTS,2,2,'Return Control to Main from Beam Movie',color=225/DEVICE
    CLOSE,1
    GOTO,JUMPOUTBEAMMOVIE
ENDIF

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,2,'Loading Data for Beam Movie',color=225/DEVICE

FOR i=0,sz(3)-1 DO BEGIN
    TVSCL,OUTIMAGE(*,*,i)
    z_range=distance*FLOAT(i)/FLOAT(sz(3)-1)
    XYOUTS,0,0,strcompress(z_range)+'m',device
    wait,1.9
ENDFOR

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,2,'Beam Movie Completed',color=127/DEVICE

JUMPOUTBEAMMOVIE:
END

;....End of the movie display.....

;....Begin Help Section.....
'Start Help': BEGIN

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,2,'Retrieving Help Files',color=225/DEVICE

SPAWN,'C:\WINDOWS\Profiles\Profiles_Old\Kevin Ayer\Desktop\Ph.D. Folder\NUPROP Folder\Nuprop.hlp'
END

;....End Help Section.....

'Color': BEGIN
    set_plot,'win'

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Color will take effect upon next',color=225/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'File or Execute Activity',color=225/DEVICE

XLOADCT
END

;The "Save Distance Plot" option. This option allows the user to "Save" the currently
displayed graphs to a cgm file. cgm stands for computer graphics metafile, a device
independent file format used for the exchange of graphic information. Once the CGM driver
is selected, the DEVICE procedure controls its actions. The CGM driver defaults to the
binary encoding using 256 colors.
'Save Plots': BEGIN

;These WIDGET_CONTROL statements extract the required data parameters to generate the graph
shown in the current window display.
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_0.GET_UVALUE=vtot
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_1.GET_UVALUE=Fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data1.get_value=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data2.get_value=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data3.get_value=data3

CATCH, error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN
    WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS.get_value=win
    WSET.win & erase
    XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING,color=225/DEVICE
    XYOUTS,2,2,'Returning Control to Main',color=225/DEVICE
    CLOSE,1
    GOTO, JUMPOUTPLOTSAVE
ENDIF

; ndpt is the number of data points to generate the wavefront in time.
ndpt=data2.ndpt

; ndpz is the number of data points to generate the wavefront in z.
ndpz=data1.ndpz

; th is the number of time increments to generate, t is time (in seconds)
    time=FLOAT(data1.time)
    t=FLOAT(time*FINDGEN(ndpt)/FLOAT(ndpt)-(time/2.))
    ft=(1./time)*findgen(ndpt)

; distance is the overall distance traveled by the wavefront
    distance=FLOAT(data1.distance)

; frequency is the temporal frequency of the wavefront
    frequency=FLOAT(data1.frequency)
    omega=2. *!PI*frequency

; lambda is the wavelength associated with the temporal frequency
    lambda=velocity/frequency

; wavenumber is the wavenumber associated with the wavelength
    wavenumber=2. *!PI/lambda

; size_t is a vector containing the array size and type information of t.
    size_t=size(t)

; Compute the observation distance
    observation_distance=FLOAT(th)*distance/FLOAT(ndpz)
    w=where(abs(Fvtot(*,th)) GE 25)

; Save the header information to a separate file from the data
    filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.dat',title='Write FFT Header')
    OPENW,1,filename
    printf(1,'Distance '+strcompress(distance,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'Observation Distance '+strcompress(observation_distance,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'Frequency '+strcompress(frequency,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'Velocity '+strcompress(velocity,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'Time '+strcompress(time,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'Amplitude '+strcompress(data1.amplitude,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'B/A Ratio '+strcompress(data1.nl_param,/remove_all)
    printf(1,'# of Bessel '+strcompress(data2.n_bessel,/remove_all)
    CLOSE,1

; Save data to a file named 'filenameDATA.dat'
    parse is a structure containing the name, without the extension
    parse = STR_SEP(filename, '.')

; Open a file with the same name as the filename with DATA.dat added to it
    OPENW,1.parse[0]+'DATA.dat'
    printf(1,ABS(Fvtot(w))
    CLOSE,1
; Open a file with the same name as the filename with Full_SpectrumFVTOT.dat added to it
OPENW,1,parse[0]'+Full_SpectrumFVTOT.dat'
printf,1,ABS(Fvtof)
CLOSE,1

; Open a file with the same name as the filename with Full_SpectrumFVTOT_Header.dat added to it
fsvtot=size(fvtot)
OPENW,1,parse[0]+'Full_SpectrumFVTOT_Header.dat'
printf,1,fsvtot(1)
printf,1,fsvtot(2)
CLOSE,1

; Open a file for writing the time signal header and time data
svtot=size(vtot)
filename2=DIALOG_PICKFILE(FILTER='*.dat',TITLE="Write the Time Header")
OPENW,1,filename2
printf,1,svtot(1)
printf,1,svtot(2)
CLOSE,1

; The set_plot command that sets the DEVICE output to cgm
set_plot,'cgm'
DEVICE,filename=DIALOG_PICKFILE(FILTER='*.cgm',TITLE='Waveform')
loadct,39
plot,t,vtot(*,th),background=255,color=0,xrange=[0.,8e-6],$xtitle=t: in seconds',yritle='Wave Amplitude',$%
title='Wave Velocity as a Function of Time @ distance:'+strcompress(observation_distance)yrm
DEVICE/CLOSE

; Plot the Fourier domain representation of vtot
FSIG = ABS(Fvtof(0:ndpt/2,th))
MAX_FSIG = MAX(ABS(Fvtof(0:ndpt/2,th)))
DEVICE,filename=DIALOG_PICKFILE(FILTER='*.cgm',TITLE='Fourier of Waveform')
plot,ft(0:ndpt/2),10.*ALOG10(FSIG/MAX_FSIG),%yrange=[-50.,0.],xrange=[0.,5e6],background=255,color=0,pctitle='frequency: 1/s',yritle='Founer Amplitude'$
DEVICE/CLOSE

; Reinitialize the DEVICE to 'win'
set_plot,'win'
JUMPOUTPLOTSAVE:

; Plot the wavefront propagation images for each distance z. These images can be used by other programs for documentation purposes, further processing, or display. Images are saved as GIF files.
'Save Images': BEGIN
CATCH,error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET.win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING,color=225/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Returning Control to Main',color=225/DEVICE
CLOSE,1
GOTO, JUMPOUTIMAGESAVE
ENDIF

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_2,get_value=win
WSET; \text{win} \\
A=TVRD() \hspace{1cm} FUNDAMENTAL = A(*,110:*), \text{STEP}_{1} = A(*,0:109) \hspace{1cm} \text{SECOND}_{1} = A(*,0:109) \\
\text{filename}1=\text{dialog}_{1}\text{pickfile}(\text{filter}=\text{*.gif}, \text{title}=\text{Write Processed Image (GIF) File: Fundamental}) \\
\text{IF} \text{filename}1 \text{NE} * \text{THEN BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WRITE_GPS;filename1,FUNDAMENTAL} \hspace{1cm} \text{ENDIF ELSE BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS;get_value}=\text{win} \hspace{1cm} \text{WSET;win \& erase} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,17;No Filename Given; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,2;Returning Control to Main; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{CLOSE;1} \\
\text{ENDELSE} \hspace{1cm} \text{filename}2=\text{dialog}_{2}\text{pickfile}(\text{filter}=\text{*.gif}, \text{title}=\text{Write Processed Image (GIF) File: Second Harmonic}) \hspace{1cm} \text{IF} \text{filename}2 \text{NE} * \text{THEN BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WRITE_GPS;filename2,SECOND\_HARMONIC} \hspace{1cm} \text{ENDIF ELSE BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS;get_value}=\text{win} \hspace{1cm} \text{WSET;win \& erase} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,17;No Filename Given; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,2;Returning Control to Main; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{CLOSE;1} \\
\text{ENDELSE} \hspace{1cm} \text{filename}3=\text{dialog}_{3}\text{pickfile}(\text{filter}=\text{*.gif}, \text{title}=\text{Write Processed Image (GIF) File: Third Harmonic}) \hspace{1cm} \text{IF} \text{filename}3 \text{NE} * \text{THEN BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WRITE_GPS;filename3,THIRD\_HARMONIC} \hspace{1cm} \text{ENDIF ELSE BEGIN} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS;get_value}=\text{win} \hspace{1cm} \text{WSET;win \& erase} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,17;No Filename Given; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,2;Returning Control to Main; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{CLOSE;1} \\
\text{ENDELSE} \hspace{1cm} \text{JUMPOUT};\text{IMAGESAVE}: \hspace{1cm} \text{END} \\
\hspace{1cm} ;\text{The "Waveform Generation" option.} \hspace{1cm} \text{BEGIN} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS;get_value}=\text{win} \hspace{1cm} \text{WSET;win \& erase} \hspace{1cm} \text{XYOUTS;2,2;Wave Generation Initiated; color=225/DEVICE} \hspace{1cm} \text{;These WIDGET\_CONTROL commands will extract the necessary data entries to compute the} \hspace{1cm} \text{temporal wavefront.} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.data1;Get\_Value}=\text{data1} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.data2;Get\_Value}=\text{data2} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.data3;get\_value}=\text{data3} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.data4;get\_value}=\text{data4} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.set1;get\_value}=\text{set1} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.set2;get\_value}=\text{set2} \hspace{1cm} \text{WIDGET}_{1}\text{CONTROL;info.set5;get\_value}=\text{set5} \\
\hspace{1cm} ;\text{FLAG is a toggle variable to determine if the output is generated from a sinusoidal} \hspace{1cm} ;\text{input or a chirp input.} \hspace{1cm} \text{FLAG=data2\_TYPE1} \hspace{1cm} \text{FLAG=set1}
;FLAG2 is a toggle variable to determine if the waveform generation process is Fubini
; or Burger's
    FLAG2=set2

; ndpt is the number of data points to generate the waveform in time.
    ndpt=data2.ndpt

; ndpz is the number of data points to generate the waveform in z.
    ndpz=data1.ndpz
    th=data2.z.th
    IF th GE ndpz THEN th = ndpz-1

; t is time (in seconds)
    time=FLOAT(data1.time)
    t=time*FINDGEN(ndpt)/FLOAT(ndpt)-time/2.

; ft is the temporal frequency
    ft=(1./time)*FINDGEN(ndpt)/FLOAT(ndpt)

; distance is the overall distance traveled by the waveform
    distance=FLOAT(data1.distance)

; z is the incremental distance traveled by the waveform
    z=FINDGEN(distance)*FINDGEN(ndpz)/FLOAT(ndpz)+(distance/2.)
    z=FLOAT(distance*FINDGEN(ndpz)/FLOAT(ndpz))

; fz is the spatial frequency
    fz=(1./distance)*FINDGEN(ndpz)/FLOAT(ndpz)

; viscosity is the viscosity of the medium in which the waveform is traveling
    viscosity=FLOAT(data1.viscosity)
    attenuation=FLOAT(data1.viscosity)

; amplitude is the wave amplitude
    amplitude=FLOAT(data1.amplitude)

; nl_param is the nonlinear parameter B/A
    nl_param=FLOAT(data1.nl_param)
    n_Bessel=FLOAT(data2.n_Bessel)+1.

; velocity is the velocity of the waveform
    velocity=FLOAT(data1.velocity)/100.

; frequency is the transmit frequency
    frequency=FLOAT(data1.frequency)
    omega=2.*PI*frequency
    rcvfreq is the receiver frequency
    rcvfreq=FLOAT(data4.rcvfreq)
    omega_o=2.*PI*rcvfreq

; start time for chirp window
    start_time = 1./2.*PI*rcvfreq
    cntrfreq is the center frequency of the transducer
    cntrfreq=FLOAT(data3.cntrfreq)

; BW is the bandwidth of the receiver
    BW=FLOAT(data3.BW)

; lambda is the wavelength associated with the temporal frequency
    lambda=velocity/frequency

; wavenumber is the wavenumber associated with the wavelength
    wavenumber=2.*PI/lambda

; size_t is a vector containing the array size and type information of t.
    size_t=size(t)

; exponent is the exponent associated with the Gaussian temporal window
    exponent=FLOAT(data3.exponent)

; wndw_factor is a scalar factor modifying the standard deviations (temporal and spatial)
    wndw=FLOAT(data1.wndw_factor)

; trace is the line trace desired for the frequency versus propagation distance plot
    trace=FLOAT(data2.trace)

; tRstd is the time domain window's standard deviation
    tRstd=time/(frequency*wndw)

; zRstd is the space domain window's standard deviation
    zRstd=distance/(FLOAT(th)*wndw)

; Modifiers for Fubini Chirp model only
    CMOD = FLOAT(data4.chirp_mod)
    GMOD1 = float(data4.GMOD1)
    GMOD2 = FLOAT(data4.GMOD2)
    tscale = FLOAT(data4.tscale)
    chirprate = FLOAT(data4.chirprate)
These IF statements are empirically derived to ensure that the BW is the same for each exponent.

IF exponent < 2, THEN BEGIN
  exponent = 2.
ENDIF

IF exponent = 2, THEN MODIFIER = 3.
IF exponent = 3, THEN MODIFIER = 4.
IF exponent = 4, THEN MODIFIER = 4.5.
IF exponent = 5, THEN MODIFIER = 4.85.
IF exponent > 6, THEN MODIFIER = 5.

MODIFIER = 5.

FREQWndw = Gaus_T(exponent, ft * float(ndpt), BW * 10^(exponent * MODIFIER), cntrfreq)

-- This section is a diagnostic to see if the transducer function is working --
WINDOW, xsize=300, ysize=256, title='Transducer Profile', xpos=650, ypos=300
plot, ft(0:ndpt), *FLOT(npt), freq wndw(0:ndpt), xtitle='f(l/s)',$ ytitle='Transducer Signal Response', color=0, background=255
print BW
print cntrfreq
print MAX(freq wndw), min(freq wndw)
-- End of transducer profile diagnostic --

; Compute the shock distance
L = velocity^2/(omega*amplitude*(1 + 0.5*nl_param))
print 'Shock Distance: ', L.

; Set up an array to draw a line across the top view of the shade_surf image of
; range-frequency plot
hack_position = ftarr(ndpt, ndpz)
; Set the observation distance array line to 255
hack_position(*, th) = 255.

; Distance at which the observation is obtained
observation_distance = distance * float(th)/float(ndpz)

; Check to see if the shock distance is less than the overall propagation
distance. If yes, check to see if shock distance is less than the
; observation distance. If yes, then data is invalid and start all over.
; Otherwise, proceed knowing that the data is only good out to the
; shock distance.

FLAG5 = set5

IF L LT observation_distance THEN BEGIN
  IF FLAGS EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
    WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
    WSET, win & erase
    XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Shock distance is less than', color=255/DEVICE
    XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Observation Distance. Data is invalid', color=255/DEVICE
    GOTO, JUMPOUT, WAVEGEN
  ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
    WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
    WSET, win & erase
    XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Computing waveform for distance beyond shock distance', color=255/DEVICE
    WAIT, 1.2
  ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
    WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
    WSET, win & erase
    XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Data valid up to the', color=255/DEVICE
    XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Shock Distance', color=255/DEVICE
    IF L LT MAX(a) THEN BEGIN
      w = where(z gt L)
\[ wz = w \mod ndpz \]
\[ wt = w/ndpz \]
\[ \text{hack_position}(*,wz) = 255. \]
\[ \text{print}, wz \]
\[ \text{ENDIF ELSE BEGIN} \]
\[ \text{hack_position}(*,ndpz-1) = 255. \]
\[ \text{ENDELSE} \]
\[ ; \text{WAIT}, 1.2 \]
\[ \text{ENDELSE} \]

; Initializing the arrays associated with the input, computations, and output.

; IF FLAG EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
\[ \text{MESHDOM}, t, z, R, zR \]
; ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
; print, start_time
; IF start_time GE time THEN start_time = 0.
\[ \text{MESHDOM}, t, z, R, zR \]
; ENDELSE

IF FLAG2 EQ 0 THEN BEGIN

; BURGER'S EQUATION APPROACH

\[ \text{WIDGET\_CONTROL}, \text{info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS}, \text{get_value}=\text{win} \]
\[ \text{WSET}, \text{win} \& \text{erase} \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 2, 17, \text{Wave Generation Initiated}, \text{color}=127, / \text{DEVICE} \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 2, 2, \text{Executing Blackstock-Burger}, \text{color}=225, / \text{DEVICE} \]

IF FLAG EQ 0 THEN BEGIN

\[ \text{WIDGET\_CONTROL}, \text{info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS}, \text{get_value}=\text{win} \]
\[ \text{Blackstock}, \text{win}, \text{FLAG}, \text{wndw}, \text{zR}, \text{expn}, \text{zRstd}, \text{Rstd}, \text{time}, \text{ndpt}, \text{ndpz}, \text{velocity}, \text{frequency}, \text{rcvfreq}, \text{attenuation}, \text{nl_param}, \text{amplitude}, \text{n_bessel}, \text{u}, \text{fu} \]

\[ \text{WIDGET\_CONTROL}, \text{info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS}, \text{get_value}=\text{win} \]
\[ \text{WSET}, \text{win} \& \text{erase} \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 2, 17, \text{Observation Distance: '}, \text{strcompress(\text{observation_distance}/\text{remove_all})}, \text{color}=255, / \text{DEVICE} \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 2, 2, \text{Shock Distance: '}, \text{strcompress(\text{L}/\text{remove_all})}, \text{color}=255, / \text{DEVICE} \]

\[ \text{WIDGET\_CONTROL}, \text{info.WID\_DRAW\_STATUS}, \text{GET\_VALUE}=\text{win} \]
\[ \text{WSET}, \text{win} \& \text{erase} \]
\[ \text{plot}, \text{tu}(*, \text{th}), \text{xtitle}=\text{t: in seconds}, \$ \]
\[ \text{ytitle}=\text{Wave Amplitude (velocity)}, \$ \]
\[ \text{background}=255, \text{color}=0, \text{charsize}=0.75 \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 10, 2, \text{Z distance: '}, \text{strcompress(\text{observation_distance}/\text{remove_all})}, + ' \text{m}', \text{color}=0, \$
\[ \text{charsize}=0.75, / \text{DEVICE} \]

\[ \text{WIDGET\_CONTROL}, \text{info.WID\_DRAW\_0\_GET\_VALUE}=\text{win} \]
\[ \text{WSET}, \text{win} \& \text{erase} \]
\[ \text{plot}, \text{tu}(0: \text{ndpt}/2) \times \text{FLOAT}(\text{ndpt}), 10 \times \text{ALOG10}(\text{fu}(0: \text{ndpt}/2, \text{th}) / \text{MAX(fu)}), \$
\[ \text{xtitle}=\text{f: 1/s}, \text{ytitle}=\text{Fourier Amplitude (dB)}, \text{background}=255, \text{color}=0, \text{charsize}=0.75 \]
\[ \text{XYOUTS}, 10, 2, \text{Z distance: '}, \text{strcompress(\text{observation_distance}/\text{remove_all})}, + ' \text{m}', \text{color}=0, \$
\[ \text{charsize}=0.75, / \text{DEVICE} \]

\[ \text{WINDOW}, 25, \text{xsize}=300, \text{ysize}=256, \text{title}=\text{Frequency Signal Modified by Transducer}, \text{xpos}=660, \text{ypos}=320 \]
\[ \text{plot}, \text{ft}(0: \text{ndpt}/2) \times \text{FLOAT}(\text{ndpt}), (\text{fu}(0: \text{ndpt}/2, \text{th}) / \text{MAX(fu)}) \times \text{freq_wndw}(0: \text{ndpt}/2), \$
\[ \text{xtitle}=\text{f: 1/s}, \text{ytitle}=\text{Fourier Amplitude (dB)}, \text{background}=255, \text{color}=0, \text{charsize}=0.75 \]

set_plot,'cgm'
loadct,0
device.filename='blackstock.cgm'
plot, fu(*,th)/MAX(fu),$
\[ \text{xtitle}=\text{f: 1/s}, \text{ytitle}=\text{Fourier Amplitude (dB)}, \text{background}=255, \text{color}=0, \text{charsize}=0.75 \]
device.close

device.filename='blackstock_time.cgm'
plot,u(*,th),$
LOADCT.0

; Display the Frequency versus Propagation Distance shaded surface plot
WINDOW,14,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency versus Propagation Distance',xpos=500,ypos=210
SHADE_SURF, fu(0:ndpt/2,*)4t(0:ndpt/2)*FLOAT(ndpt),z,background=255,color=0,az=-100,ax=35,$
   ytitle='Propagation Distance (m)',xtitle='Frequency (Hz)'

; Display the Frequency versus Propagation Distance shaded surface plot top view
WINDOW,15,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency versus Propagation Distance (Top View)',xpos=510,ypos=220
SHADE_SURF, fu(0:ndpt/2,*)4t(0:ndpt/2)*FLOAT(ndpt),z,background=255,color=0,
   contour,back_position(0:ndpt/2,*)4t(0:ndpt/2)*FLOAT(ndpt),z,color=0,levels=[255],noerase

; Display a line plot of each frequency component amplitude as a function of distance
WINDOW,16,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency Amplitude vs. Propagation Distance',xpos=520,ypos=230
PLOT,z,10.*ALOGIO(fu(trace,*)/MAX(fu)),background=255,color=0,$
   xtitle='Propagation Distance (m)',ytitle='Signal Amplitude',yrange=[-30.,0.]
OPLOT,z,100.*fu(trace*2,*)/MAX(fu),color=0,linestyle=2
OPLOT,z,100.*fu(trace*3,*)/MAX(fu),color=0,linestyle=3

w2 = WHERE(100.*fu(trace*2,*)/MAX(fu) GT 2.)
w3 = WHERE(100.*fu(trace*3,*)/MAX(fu) GT 2.)
w2(0) = MAX(w2)
w3(0) = MAX(w3)
w2 = MIN(w2)
w3 = MIN(w3)

; Write the Fourier domain representation of Burgers's solution to file
filename=DIALOG_PICKFILE(filter='*.daf,title='Write out the Fourier Burger Data')
IF filename NE "
   BEGIN
      OPENW,1,filename
      print1,ft(0:ndpt/2)*FLOAT(ndpt),ABS(fu(0:ndpt/2,th))
      CLOSE,1
   END
   ELSE
   BEGIN
      WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,GET_VALUE=win
      WSET.win & erase
      XYOUTS,150,150,'Onset 2nd Harmonic',distance*FLOAT(w2)/FLOAT(ndpz)
      XYOUTS,150,130,'Onset 3rd Harmonic',distance*FLOAT(w3)/FLOAT(ndpz)
   END
   ELSE
   BEGIN
      WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,GET_VALUE=u
      WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,SET_UVALUE=fu
   END
   ELSE
   BEGIN
      CHIRP is defaulted to this process whether using Burger's or Fubini
      CHIRP_PROCESS,win,amplitude,velocity,nu_param,N_bessel,FLAG5,ndpz,distance,th,CMOD,revfreq,expon,time,tsc
   END
ENDIF
ss=size(signal)
openw,1,'size_fvtot.dat'
printf l,ss(l)
printfl,ss(2)
close,1
openw,1,'fvtot.dat'
printf l,signal
close,1
print,'ss(l):',ss(l)
print,'ss(2):',ss(2)
print,'frange:',frange
print,'nT:',nT
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_0,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
plot,t,sig_tot,background=255,color=0,$
   xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Signal Amplitude',charsize=0.75
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_1,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
plot,ft,10.*ALOG10(Fourier_Signal/MAX(Fourier_Signal)),$
   background=255,color=0,xtitle='freq (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Amplitude (dB)',charsize=0.75;,$
yrange=[-50.,0.]

;Diagnostic to observe file sizes
;print(size(Fourier_Signal))
;print(size(freq_wndw))
;End Diagnostic

;ft_chirp is the temporal frequency for the chirp
FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP=GAUS_T(expon,ft(0:frange),BW*10A(expon*MODIFIER),cntrfreq)
print,max(FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP),min(FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP)

Modified_Fourier_signal = COMPLEXARR(ss(1))
Modified_Fourier_signal(0:frange) = Fourier_Signal(0:frange)*freq_wndw_chirp(0:frange)

WINDOW,23,xsize=300,ysize=256,title='Frequency Signal Modified by Transducer',xpos=660,ypos=320
plot,ft(0:frange),10.*ALOG10(ABS(Modified_Fourier_signal(0:frange)))/MAX(ABS(Modified_Fourier_signal(0:frange))),$ 
yrange=[-50.,0.]

ENDIF

;End of Burger's equation solution to nonlinear propagation

ENDDO

;Begin Fubini solution to nonlinear propagation
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Wave Generation Initiated',color=127,/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Input Parameters Completed',color=225,/DEVICE
v=DBLARR(n_Bessel,ndpt,ndpz)

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Input Parameters Completed',color=127,/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Initiating Fubini Solution',color=225,/DEVICE

difference=0.

;Compute the Fubini components of the Fubini solution for a single frequency input
IF FLAG EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=1,n_Bessel-1 DO BEGIN

v(i,*)=(2.*amplitude)*BESELJ((zR/2.)(i)*sin(FLOAT(i)*omegaint(R-zR/velocity)))/(FLOAT(i)*zR)*$ EXP(-FLOAT(i)*attenuation*zR)*GAUS(expon,tR,tRstd/float(i),zRstd/float(i))

;where BESELJ are the Bessel weighting functions, sin(...) is the sinusoidal bases functions, tR-zR is
the temporal-spatial delay, \( \exp(-\text{FLOAT} \ldots) \) is the attenuative term, and \( \text{GAUS}(\ldots) \) is the temporal-spatial windowing function.

Compute the difference between the minimum and maximum values of each component
\[
difference = \text{difference} + \text{MAX}(v(i,\,\,\,*)) - \text{ABS}(\text{MIN}(v(i,\,\,\,*)))
\]

WIDGET\_CONTROL,info.WID\_D RAW\_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,*;color=255/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,iteration+:*\text{strcompress(i,remove_all)},color=255,DEVICE
print,iteration: ;\text{MAX}(v(i,\,\,\,*)),\text{MIN}(v(i,\,\,\,*)),\text{MAX}(v(i,\,\,\,*)) - \text{ABS}(\text{MIN}(v(i,\,\,\,*)))\), difference
WAIT,0.125
ENDFOR

**************
;Add up the component solutions to find the signal
\[
v_{tot} = \text{TOTAL}(v,1)
\]

;Normalize the solution
\[
v_{tot} = \frac{v_{tot}}{\text{MAX}(\text{ABS}(v_{tot}))}
\]
sv=size(vtot)

;This print statement is for diagnostic debugging
print,\text{min}(v_{tot}),\text{max}(v_{tot}),\text{size}(v_{tot})
ftot=\text{complexarr}(sv(1),sv(2))

;Compute the FFT of the Fubini solution
FOR i=0,sv(2)-1 DO BEGIN
ftot(*,i)=FTT(vtot(*,i),\text{double}*\text{float}(\text{n}\_\text{elements}(i)));\text{float}(\text{n}\_\text{elements}(z))
ENDFOR

;Take the magnitude of the FFT
\[
v_{tot} = \text{ABS}(f_{tot})
\]

;This print statement is for diagnostic debugging
print,\text{min}(v_{tot}),\text{max}(v_{tot}),\text{size}(v_{tot})
maxvtot=\text{MAX}(\text{ABS}(f_{tot}))

;This print statement is for diagnostic debugging
print,'Observ. Distance:',\text{observation}\_\text{distance},'m'

LOADCT.0

;Display the Frequency versus Propagation Distance shaded surface plot
WINDOW,4,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency versus Propagation Distance',xpos=500,ypos=210
SHADE\_SURF,ftot(0:ndpt/2-1,*),ft(0:ndpt/2-1)*\text{float}(\text{n}\_\text{elements}(1)):\text{float}(\text{n}\_\text{elements}(2))

;TEST diagnostic
***TEST DIAGNOSTIC***
WINDOW,7,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='TEST DIAGNOSTIC',xpos=450,ypos=110
SHADE\_SURF,ftot(0:ndpt/2-1,*),background=255,color=0,az=0,ax=90,$ytitle='Propagation Distance (m)',xtitle='Frequency (Hz)'

count=fltarr(ndpt/2)
line_trace=fltarr(ndpt,ndpz)
line_trace(trace,*)=255.

;Display the Frequency versus Propagation Distance shaded surface plot top view
WINDOW,5,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency versus Propagation Distance, (Top View)',xpos=510,ypos=220
SHADE\_SURF,ftot(0:ndpt/2-1,*),ft(0:ndpt/2-1)*\text{float}(\text{n}\_\text{pt})\_\text{d},z,background=255,color=0,az=0,ax=35,$ytitle='Propagation Distance (m)',xtitle='Frequency (Hz)'
contour,\text{hack}\_\text{position}(0:ndpt/2-1,*),ft(0:ndpt/2-1)*\text{FLOAT}(\text{n}\_\text{pt}),z,\text{color}=0,\text{levels}=[255],\text{noerase}
contour,line_trace(0:ndpt/2-1,*),ft(0:ndpt/2-1)*\text{FLOAT}(\text{n}\_\text{pt}),z,\text{color}=0,\text{levels}=[255],\text{noerase}
. Display a line plot of each frequency component amplitude as a function of distance.
WINDOW,6,xsize=450,ysize=350,title='Frequency Amplitude vs. Propagation Distance',xpos=520,ypos=230

These commented commands are for displaying the data in dB scale. If the user wishes to do so, simply uncomment these commands a comment out the other PLOT and 2 OPLOT commands below.

PLOT; z,10.* ALOG10(fvtot(trace,*))/MAX(fvtot),background=255,color=0,$
   xlabel='Prop. Distance (m)',ylabel='Signal Amplitude',range=[-30.,0.]
OPLOT; z,10.* ALOG10(fvtot(trace*2,*))/MAX(fvtot),color=0,linestyle=2
OPLOT; z,10.* ALOG10(fvtot(trace*3,*))/MAX(fvtot),color=0,linestyle=3

These commented commands are for displaying the data indB scale. If the user wishes to do so, simply uncomment these commands a comment out the other PLOT and 2 OPLOT commands below.

Fund_Trace = 100.*fvtot(trace,*)/MAX(fvtot)
Second_Trace = 100.*fvtot(trace*2,*)/MAX(fvtot)
Third_Trace = 100.*fvtot(trace*3,*)/MAX(fvtot)

PLOT; z,Fund_Trace,background=255,color=0,$
   xlabel='Prop. Distance (m)',ylabel='Signal Amplitude'
OPLOT; z,Second_Trace,color=0,linestyle=2
OPLOT; z,Third_Trace,color=0,linestyle=3

Find the location of the maximum value for second and third harmonics
Max_Second_Trace = MAX(Second_Trace)
Max_Third_Trace = MAX(Third_Trace)

Find where second and third harmonics are max values, respectively
WMAX2 = WHERE(Second_Trace EQ Max_Second_Trace)
WMAX3 = WHERE(Third_Trace EQ Max_Third_Trace)
print,'Max Second Trace Location',WMAX2
print,'Max Third Trace Location',WMAX3

Find where second and third harmonics are 5% of max value, respectively
w2 = WHERE(Second_Trace GT 0.05*Max_Second_Trace)
w3 = WHERE(Third_Trace GT 0.05*Max_Third_Trace)

Set the first value in the w2 and w3 arrays to the maximum value
w2(0) = MAX(w2)
w3(0) = MAX(w3)

print,'w2',w2
print,'w3',w3
w2 = MIN(w2)
w3 = MIN(w3)
print,'min w2',w2
print,'min w3',w3

print,'Onset 2nd Harmonic',distance*FLOAT(w2)/FLOAT(ndpz)
print,'Onset 3rd Harmonic',distance*FLOAT(w3)/FLOAT(ndpz)

XYOUTS,150,150,'Onset 2nd Harmonic'+STRCOMPRESS(distance*FLOAT(w2)/FLOAT(ndpz))+'m',color=0,ydevice
XYOUTS,150,130,'Onset 3rd Harmonic'+STRCOMPRESS(distance*FLOAT(w3)/FLOAT(ndpz))+'m',color=0,ydevice
filename = DIALOG_PICKFILE(filter='*.dat', title='Write out the Fubini Data')

IF filename NE * THEN BEGIN
  OPENW, 1, filename
  printf 1, ft(0:ndpt/2-1), abs(fvtot(0:ndpt/2-1, th))
  CLOSE, 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
  WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value = win
  WSET, win & erase
  XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'No Filename Given or Selected', color = 225, /DEVICE
  XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Data Not Written to File.', color = 225, /DEVICE
ENDELSE

WINDOW, 25, xsize = 300, ysize = 256, title = 'Frequency Signal Modified by Transducer', xpos = 660, ypos = 320
plot, ft(0:ndpt/2)*FLOAT(ndpt), (fvtot(0:ndpt/2, th)/MAX(ABS(fvtot)))*freq_wndw(0:ndpt/2), xtitle = 'f l/s', ytitle = 'Fourier Amplitude (dB)', background = 255, color = 0, charsize = 0.75

fvtot = fvtot/MAX(ABS(fvtot))
sfvtot = size(fvtot)
freq_mask = fltr(sfvtot(1), sfvtot(2))

FOR i = 0, sfvtot(2)-1 DO BEGIN
  freq_mask(*, i) = freq_wndw
ENDFOR

+FSTRCOMPRESS(Observation_distance/remove_all)+ m'

'--------------'

// diagnostics to check on the introduction of the transducer effects on frequency components
;window./free_xsize = sfvtot(1), ysize = sfvtot(2)
;shade_surf, fvtot * freq_mask
openw, 1, 'fvtot.daf'
printf 1, fvtot * freq_mask
close, 1

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_0, SET_UVALUE = vtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_1, GET_VALUE = fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value = win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Fubini Solution Completed', color = 127, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'FFT of Fubini Solution', color = 225, /DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_0, SET_UVALUE = vtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_1, SET_UVALUE = fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_1, GET_VALUE = fvtot
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value = win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Observation Distance: ' + strcompress(obs_dis/remove_all), color = 255, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Shock Distance: ' + strcompress(L/remove_all), color = 255, /DEVICE

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
  WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value = win
  WSET, win & erase
  CHIRP_PROCESS, win, amplitude, velocity, al_param, N_bessel, FLAG5, ndpz, distance, th, CMOD, rcvfreq, expon, time, tscale, chirprate, GMOD1, GMOD2

  nT, frange, trenge, t, ft, sig_tot, Fourier_Signal, fo, fscale, MAX_Fsig_tot, obs_dist, shock_dist, signal

  ss = size(signal)
  openw, 1, 'size_fvtot.dat'
  printf 1, ss(1)
  printf 1, ss(2)
  close, 1
openw,1,'fvot.dat'
printf,1,signal
close,1
printf,ss(1),ss(1)
printf,ss(2),ss(2)
print,frange,frange
print,nT,nT

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_0,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
plot,f(nT/2.),*sig_tot(nT/2.)*,background=255,color=0,$
xtitle='time (s)' ,ytitle='Signal Amplitude' ,charsize=0.75

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_1,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
plot,ft+fo,10.*ALOG10(ABS(SHIFT(Fourier_Signal,nT/2))/MAX(ABS(Fourier_Signal))),$,
background=255,color=0,xtitle='freq (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Amplitude (dB)',charsize=0.75,$
yrange=[-50.,0.]

;Diagnostic to observe file sizes
;print,size(Fourier_Signal)
;End Diagnostic

;ft_chirp is the temporal frequency for the chirp
FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP=GAUS_T(expon,ft,BW*10*(expon*MODIFIER),cntrfreq)
print,max(FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP),min(FREQ_WNDW_CHIRP)

Modified_Fourier_signal = COMPLEXARR(ss(1))
Modified_Fourier_signal = SHIFT(ABS(Fourier_Signal),nT/2)*freq_wndw_chirp

WINDOW,23,xsize=300,ysize=256,title='Frequency Signal Modified by Transducer',xpos=660,ypos=320
plot,ft+fo,10.*ALOG10(Modified_Fourier_signal/MAX(Modified_Fourier_signal)),$
background=255,color=0,xtitle='freq (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Amplitude (dB)',charsize=0.75,$
yrange=[-50.,0.]

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Fubini Solution Completed',color=127/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,17,'FFT of Fubini Solution',color=225/DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Observation Distance: '+'strcompress(obs_dist/remove_all)',color=255/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Shock Distance: '+'strcompress(shock_dist/remove_all)',color=255/DEVICE

JUMP OUT WAVEGEN:
ENDELSE

END

;Image Generation' BEGIN

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,2,2,'X-Z Image Generation Initiated',color=225/DEVICE

;These Widget_Control commands will obtain data from the data entry
;fields as well as pass the results of wave generation (vtot).
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.data1,GET_VALUE=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.data2,GET_VALUE=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data3.get_value=data3
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data4.get_value=data4
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.set1.GET_VALUE=set1
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.set2.GET_VALUE=set2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.set3.GET_VALUE=set3
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.set4.GET_VALUE=set4

IF set1 EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
  WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_1.GET_UVALUE=fvtot
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
  openr,1,'size_fvtot.dat'
  readf,1,s1
  readf,1,s2
  close,1
  fvtot = complexarr(s1,s2)
  openr,1,'fvtot.dat'
  readf,1,fvtot
  close,1
ENDELSE

CATCH,error_status
IF error_status NE 0 THEN BEGIN
  WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
  WSET,win & erase
  XYOUTS,2,17,'ERR_STRING,color=225/DEVICE
  XYOUTS,2,2,'Returning Control to Main',color=225/DEVICE
  CLOSE,1
  GOTO,JUMPOUTIMAGEGENERATE
ENDIF

FLAGS is a toggle variable that determines whether to generate an image using either the angular spectrum or arcoss-Lommel technique
FLAGS3=set3

ndpxy is the number of data points in xy image
ndpz is the number of datapoints in the z direction
ndpxy=FIX(data1.ndpxy)
This IF statement guarantees the minimum array size to be 256 for computational purposes
Angular spectrum or Lommel produces incorrect signal amplitude values for array sizes less than 256.
IF ndpxy LT 256 THEN ndpxy = 256
ndpz=FIX(data1.ndpz)
ndpt=FIX(data2.ndpt)
distance is the overall distance traveled by the wavefront
distance=FLOAT(data1.distance)
zh=fix(data2.zhack)
if zh GE ndpz then zh = ndpz-1
z_intervals=FIX(data2.z_intervals)
viscosity is the viscosity of the medium in which the wavefront is traveling
viscosity=FLOAT(data1.viscosity)
velocity is the velocity of the wavefront
velocity=FLOAT(data1.velocity);/100.
print,velocity
frequency is the temporal frequency of the wavefront
frequency=FLOAT(data1.frequency)
rcvfreq is the receiver frequency
crvfreq=FLOAT(data4.rcvfreq)
cntrfreq is the center frequency of the transducer
cntrfreq=FLOAT(data3.cntfreq)
BW is the bandwidth of the transducer
BW=FLOAT(data3.BW)
FOV is the field of view from the sensor
FOV=FLOAT(data2.tws)
radius is the radius of the circular transducer
radius=FLOAT(data2.radius)
x and y dimensions for rectangular aperture transducer
x_size=FLOAT(data2.xsize)
y_size=FLOAT(data2.y_size)
n_Bessel is the number of Bessel functions to use
n_Bessel=FLOAT(data2.n_Bessel)+1.
trace is the line trace for frequency versus propagation distance
trace=FLOAT(data2.trace)
ap_type designates the type of aperture to use (rectangular or circular)
ap_type=set4
\( t \) is time \( (\text{in seconds}) \)
exponent is the exponent associated with the Gaussian temporal window
exponent=FLOAT(data3.exponent)
wndw_factor is a scalar factor modifying the standard deviations \( (\text{temporal and spatial}) \)
wndw=FLOAT(data1 wndw_factor)
\( \text{snr} \) is the signal to noise ratio of additive noise to the RF return
\( \text{snr} = \text{FLOAT(data3.snr)} \)

Generating the X-Z Image

IF FLAG3 EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win
SIMLONG,win,snr,seq1,ftot,FOV,velocity,distance,time,ndpt/2,n_bessel,wndw,$
frequency,exponent,trace,Proc_1,Proc_2,Proc_3,Original_Image,RF_Data
MAXPROC_1 = MAX(ABS(Proc_1))
MAXPROC_2 = MAX(ABS(Proc_2))
MAXPROC_3 = MAX(ABS(Proc_3))
MAX_PROC = MAX(MAXPROC_1,MAXPROC_2,MAXPROC_3)
Fundamental_Signal_Strength = Proc_1/MAX_PROC
Second_Harmonic_Strength = Proc_2/MAX_PROC
Third_Harmonic_Strength = Proc_3/MAX_PROC
print,MAX(ABS(Fundamental_Signal_Strength)),$
MAX(ABS(Second_Harmonic_Strength)),$MAX(ABS(Third_Harmonic_Strength))
\( \text{dB Down Fundamental} = 10 \times A\log10(\text{MAX(ABS(Fundamental Signal Strength))}) \)
\( \text{dB Down Second} = 10 \times A\log10(\text{MAX(ABS(Second Harmonic Strength))}) \)
\( \text{dB Down Third} = 10 \times A\log10(\text{MAX(ABS(Third Harmonic Strength))}) \)
print,dB_Down_Fundamental,dB_Down_Second,dB_Down_Third
WIDGET_CONTROL,info WID_DRAW_2,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & ERASE
TVSCL,CONGRID(Proc_2,256,256)
TVSCL,CONGRID(Proc_1,256,110)
XYOUTS,197,100,\( \text{strcompress} \)\( (\text{dB Down Second/ remove all})\),color=255,charsize=.75/device
XYOUTS,197,100*2,\( \text{strcompress} \)\( (\text{dB Down Fundamental/remove all})\),color=255,charsize=.75/device
WIDGET_CONTROL,info WID_DRAW_3,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & ERASE
TVSCL,CONGRID(Proc_3,256,110)
TVSCL,CONGRID(Original Image,256,110)
XYOUTS,197,100*2,\( \text{strcompress} \)\( (\text{dB Down Third/ remove all})\),color=255,charsize=.75/device
XYOUTS,167,122,'Simulated Phantom',color=127,charsize=.75/device
WIDGET_CONTROL,info WID_DRAW_STATUS,get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
XYOUTS,17,17,X-Z Images Completed,color=127,DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,X-Y Images Initiated,color=225,DEVICE
NLSIMTRANSVERSE,ndpxy,x_size,y_size,ap_type,FOV,radius,PROC_IMAGE,APERTURE
WIDGET_CONTROL,info WID_DRAW_4,GET_VALUE=win
WSET,win & ERASE
TVSCL,CONGRID(Proc_IMAGE,256,256)
XYOUTS,140,256-10,'Simulated Wire Target',color=255,charsize=.75/device
WIDGET_CONTROL,info WID_DRAW_5,GET_VALUE=win
WSET, win & ERASE
TVSCL, CONGRID (APERTURE, 220, 220)
XYOUTS, 140, 256-10; Aperture (X-Y), color=255, charsize=.75, /DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=win
WSET, win & erase
XYOUTS, 2, 17; 'X-Y Images Completed', color=127, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 2, 2; 'Angular Spectrum Initiated', color=225, /DEVICE

ANGULAR_SPECTRUM, FOV, ndpxy, ndpz/2, radius, x_size, y_size, z_intervals, velocity, frequency, 
trace, distance, ap_type, OUTIMAGE

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
ARCCOS_LOMMEL, frequency, velocity, ndpz, radius*2, distance, viscosity, H
outimage=H
ENDELSE

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_2, GET_VALUE=win
WSET, win
output_xz1=TVRD()

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_3, GET_VALUE=win
WSET, win
output_xz2=TVRD()

WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_2, SET_UVALUE=output_xz1
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_3, SET_UVALUE=output_xz2
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_5, SET_UVALUE=OUTIMAGE

JUMP OUTIMAGE GENERATE:
END

'Statistical Analyses': BEGIN
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.data3, get_value=data3
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_2, get_value=win2
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_3, get_value=win3
WIDGET_CONTROL, info.WID_DRAW_STATUS, get_value=winstat

thresh_low = data3.thresh_low
thresh_high = data3.thresh_high

nuprop_stat_analyses, win2, win3, winstat, thresh_low, thresh_high
loadct, 0
END

'Phantom Generation': BEGIN
NUPROP_Tissue_Generate
END

'Quit': BEGIN
win=24
WINDOW, win, xsize=654/2, ysize=420/2, xpos=250, ypos=250, title="'
READ_JPEG, 'marquis.jpg', a, ctblue, COLORS=1D, N_COLORS=1
TVLCT, ctblue
TV, congrid(n.654/2, 420/2)
XYOUTS, 400/2, 100/2, 'Version 1.0', color=225, charsize=1.5, charthick=2.0, /DEVICE
WAIT, 1
XYOUTS, 19, 91, 'Exiting NUProp Module', COLOR=225, charsize=2, charthick=1.25, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 18, 90,"Exiting NUProp Module", color=0, chsize=2, charthick=1.25 / DEVICE
WAIT, 2
WIDGET CONTROL, wWidget/DESTROY
WHILE !D WINDOW GE 0 DO WDELETE

END

else:
  endcase
end

pro nuprop3_0, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBEExtra_
DEVICE.set_font='Times', 'TT_FONT
:
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The generated text
Waveform_Generation_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Execute_btn, UNAME="Waveform Generation", VALUE="Waveform Generation", /separator)
Image_Generation_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Execute_btn, UNAME="Image Generation", VALUE="Image Generation", /separator)

profilebtn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Execute_btn, UNAME="profile", VALUE="Image Profile", menu=2, /separator)
xyimage = WIDGET_BUTTON(profilebtn, UNAME="xztissueimage", VALUE="X-Z Image")
xzimage = WIDGET_BUTTON(profilebtn, UNAME="xzwireimage", VALUE="X-Z Phantom")
beamimage = WIDGET_BUTTON(profilebtn, UNAME="beamimage", VALUE="Beam Image")

Movies_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Execute_btn, UNAME="Movies", VALUE="Movies", /menu=2, /separator)
Waveform_Movies_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Movies_btn, UNAME="Waveform Movies", VALUE="Waveform Movies", /menu=2, /separator)
Time_movie_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Waveform_Movies_btn, UNAME="Time Movie", VALUE="Time Movie")
Z_Movie_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Waveform_Movies_btn, UNAME="Frequency Movie", VALUE="Frequency Movie")

Helpbtn = WIDGET_BUTTON(WID_BASE_0_MBAR, UNAME="Help", xoffset=882, VALUE="Help", /MENU)
contents_btn = WIDGET_BUTTON(Helpbtn, UNAME="contents_btn", VALUE="Start Help")

WID_LABEL_PARAMETERS = WIDGET_LABEL(UNAME=\"Parameters\", xoffset=0, yoffset=70)
formBase = WIDGET_BASE(ROW=4, YOFFSET=77, frame=1)

DESC1 = [ $
  '0,FLOAT,4.e-5,TAG=time,LABEL_LEFT=Time',
  '0,FLOAT,10.e-2,TAG=distance,LABEL_LEFT=Distance',
  '0,FLOAT,0.5,TAG=amplitude,LABEL_LEFT=Amplitude',
  '0,FLOAT,1.75e6,TAG=xmit_freq,LABEL_LEFT=Xmit Freq',
  '0,FLOAT,5e-1,TAG=wndw_factor,LABEL_LEFT=Wndw Fact',
  '0,FLOAT,1500.,TAG=velocity,LABEL_LEFT=Velocity',
  '0,FLOAT,1.e-9,TAG=viscosity,LABEL_LEFT=Atten. Factor',
  '0,FLOAT,7.0,TAG=nl_param,LABEL_LEFT=B/ARatio',
  '0,INTEGER,56,TAG=ndpxy,LABEL_LEFT=Size: X-Y',
  '0,FLOAT,256,TAG=ndpz,LABEL_LEFT=Size: Z'
]

DESC2 = [ $
  '0,FLOAT,110,TAG=z_hack,LABEL_LEFT=Z-Position',
  '0,FLOAT,512,TAG=ndpt,LABEL_LEFT=Size: t',
  '0,INTEGER,8,TAG=z_intervals,LABEL_LEFT=Beam Profiles',
  '0,FLOAT,4.,TAG=n_bessel,LABEL_LEFT=# of Bessels',
  '0,FLOAT,6.5e-3,TAG=radius,LABEL_LEFT=Apert. Radius',
  '0,FLOAT,10.e-2,TAG=xw,LABEL_LEFT=FOV',
]
desc3 = [ 
    0, float, 2.25, tag=xsize, label_left=x size
] 

desc4 = [ 
    0, float, 3.5e6, tag=ctr freq, label_left=center frequency
] 

dataform1 = CW_FORM(formbase, desc1) 
dataform2 = CW_FORM(formbase, desc2) 
dataform3 = CW_FORM(formbase, desc3) 
dataform4 = CW_FORM(formbase, desc4) 

time_label = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='temporal signal', 
yoffset=235, xoffset=2) 
range_label = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='range image: (x-z)', 
yoffset=235, xoffset=502) 
xy_label = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='angular image: (x-y)', 
yoffset=235, xoffset=500+262) 
wid_label_status = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='status', 
xoffset=700) 

; Build a set of exclusive buttons to select the input waveform type 
wid_label_input = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='input', 
xoffset=0, yoffset=2) 
btnBase1 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, column=1, 
frame=1, xoffset=10) 
btnNames1 = ['sinusoid', 'chirp'] 
select1 = CW_BGROUP(btnBase1, btnNames1, row=2, exclusive=no_release) 
WIDGET_CONTROL.select1, set_value=0L 

wid_label_process = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='nonlinear', 
xoffset=120, yoffset=2) 
btnBase2 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, column=1, 
frame=1, xoffset=120, yoffset=10) 
btnNames2 = ['burger', 'fubini'] 
select2 = CW_BGROUP(btnBase2, btnNames2, row=2, exclusive=no_release) 
WIDGET_CONTROL.select2, set_value=1L 

wid_label_diffraction = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='diffraction', 
xoffset=240, yoffset=2) 
btnBase3 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, column=1, 
frame=1, xoffset=240, yoffset=10) 
btnNames3 = ['ang. spect', 'lommel'] 
select3 = CW_BGROUP(btnBase3, btnNames3, row=2, exclusive=no_release) 
WIDGET_CONTROL.select3, set_value=0L 

wid_label_aperture_type = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, value='aperture', 
xoffset=360, yoffset=2) 
btnBase4 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, column=1, 
frame=1, xoffset=360, yoffset=10) 
btnNames4 = ['circular', 'rectangular'] 
select4 = CW_BGROUP(btnBase4, btnNames4, row=2, exclusive=no_release) 
WIDGET_CONTROL.select4, set_value=0L
WIDGET_LABEL_Activate.L_vs.OBS.DIST=WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0,VALUE="Shock Limited",xoffset=480,yoffset=2)
btnBase5=WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0,COLUMN=1,frame=1,xoffset=480,yoffset=10)
btnNames5=["Yes","No"]
select5=WIDGET_BGROUP(btnBase5,btnNames5,ROW=2,EXCLUSIVE,NO_RELEASE)
WIDGET_CONTROL.select5.value=0L
WIDGET_DRAW_BASE_5=Widget_BASE(WID_BASE_0,UNAME='WID_DRAW_BASE_5',COLUMN=1,XOFFSET=483,YOFFSET=250)
WIDGET_DRAW_FUNDAMENTAL=Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_5,UNAME='WID_DRAW_FUNDAMENTAL',XSIZE=15,YSIZE=10)
WIDGET_DRAW_BASE_6=Widget_BASE(WID_BASE_0,UNAME='WID_DRAW_BASE_6',COLUMN=1,XOFFSET=483,YOFFSET=250+110)
WIDGET_DRAW_2ND_H=Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_6,UNAME='WID_DRAW_2ND_H',XSIZE=15,YSIZE=110)
WIDGET_DRAW_BASE_7=Widget_BASE(WID_BASE_0,UNAME='WID_DRAW_BASE_7',COLUMN=1,XOFFSET=483,YOFFSET=250+110+110+2)
WIDGET_DRAW_3RD_H=Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_7,UNAME='WID_DRAW_3RD_H',XSIZE=15,YSIZE=110)
WIDGET_DRAW_BASE_8=Widget_BASE(WID_BASE_0,UNAME='WID_DRAW_BASE_8',COLUMN=1,XOFFSET=483,YOFFSET=250+110+110+2+110)
WIDGET_DRAW_PHANTOM=Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_8,UNAME='WID_DRAW_PHANTOM',XSIZE=15,YSIZE=110)

info={data1:dataform1,data2:dataform2,data3:dataform3,data4:dataform4}

:Display the NUProp marquis
device,decomposed=0
WINDOW=xsize=654/2,ysize=420/2,title="xpos=250,ypos=250"
READ_JPEG,marquis.jpg,a,ctable,COLORS=ID.N_COLORS-1
TV,congrid(a,654/2,420/2)
TVLC,ctable
XYOUTS,400/2,100/2,'Version 1.0',color=225,charsize=1.5,charthick=2./DEVICE
WAIT,3
WDELETE

WIDGET_CONTROL,WID_BASE_0.value=info
WIDGET_CONTROL,WID_BASE_0.realize

:Display the Product Label
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_Title.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
READ_JPEG,marquis.jpg,a,ctable,COLORS=ID.N_COLORS-1
tv,congrid(a,90,55)
TVLC,ctable

:Initialize the display windows to blank white
LOADCT,0
BLANK1=190+FLTARR(450,256)
BLANK2=190+FLTARR(256,256)
grey_blank=190+fltarr(15,128)

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_0.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK1

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_1.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK1

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_2.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK2
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_3.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK2

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_4.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK2

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_5.get_value=win
WSET,win
TV,BLANK2

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_FUNDAMENTAL.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
tv,gray_blank
XYOUTS,10,2,'FUNDAMENTAL',color=0,orientation=90,charsize=0.75,/DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_2ND_H.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
tv,gray_blank
XYOUTS,10,2,2ND HARMONIC',color=0,orientation=90,charsize=0.75,/DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_3RD_H.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
tv,gray_blank
XYOUTS,10,2,3RD HARMONIC',color=0,orientation=90,charsize=0.75,/DEVICE

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_PHANTOM.get_value=win
WSET,win & erase
tv,gray_blank
XYOUTS,10,2,'PHANTOM',color=0,orientation=90,charsize=0.75,/DEVICE

XManager, 'nuprop3_0', WID_BASE_0, EVENT_HANDLER=NUPROP_0_EVENT

end

; Empty stub procedure used for autoloading.
;
pro nuprop3, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBExtra_
nuprop3_0, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBExtra_
end
NUPROP Sub-Modules

PROFILES_NUPROP

NAME: PROFILES

PURPOSE: Interactively draw row or column profiles of an image in a separate window.

CATEGORY: Image analysis.

CALLING SEQUENCE:
PROFILES, Image [ , SX = sx, SY = sy]

INPUTS:
Image: The variable that represents the image displayed in current window. This data need not be scaled into bytes. The profile graphs are made from this array.

KEYWORD PARAMETERS:
SX: Starting X position of the image in the window. If this keyword is omitted, 0 is assumed.
SY: Starting Y position of the image in the window. If this keyword is omitted, 0 is assumed.
WSIZE: The size of the PROFILES window as a fraction or multiple of 640 by 512.
ORDER: Set this keyword param to 1 for images written top down or 0 for bottom up. Default is the current value of !ORDER.

OUTPUTS: No explicit outputs.

COMMON BLOCKS: None.

SIDE EFFECTS: A new window is created and used for the profiles. When done, the new window is deleted.

RESTRICTIONS: None.

PROCEDURE:
A new window is created and the mouse location in the original window is used to plot profiles in the new window. Pressing the left mouse button toggles between row and column profiles. The right mouse button exits.

EXAMPLE:
Create and display an image and use the PROFILES routine on it. Create and display the image by entering:

A = BYTSCl(DIST(256))
TV, A
Run the PROFILES routine by entering:

```
PROFILES, A
```

The PROFILES window should appear. Move the cursor over the original image to see the profile at the cursor position. Press the left mouse button to toggle between row and column profiles. Press the right mouse button (with the cursor over the original image) to exit the routine.

**MODIFICATION HISTORY:**


```fortran
on_error, 2 ; Return to caller if an error occurs
if n_elements(sx) eq 0 then sx = 0 ; Default start of image
if n_elements(sy) eq 0 then sy = 0
if n_elements(wsize) eq 0 then wsize = .75
s = size(image)
maxv = max(image) ; Get extrema
minv = min(image)
orig_w = !d.window
nx = s[1] ; Cols in image
ny = s[2] ; Rows in image
IF (!Version.Os NE 'MacOS') THEN tvcrs,sx+nx/2,sy+ny/2,dev ELSE tvcrs,1
tickl = 0.1 ; Cross length
print,'Left mouse button to toggle between rows and columns.'
print,'Right mouse button to Exit.'

new_w = win3
old_mode = -1 ; Mode = 0 for rows, 1 for cols
mode = 0
if n_elements(order) eq 0 then order = !order ; Image order
while 1 do begin
  wset,orig_w ; Image window
  cursor,x,y,2,dev ; Read position
  if !err eq 1 then begin
    mode = 1-mode ; Toggle mode
    repeat cursor,x,y,0,dev until !err eq 0
  endif
  x = x - sx ; Remove bias
  y = y - sy
  wset,new_w ; Graph window
  if !err eq 4 then begin
    wset,orig_w ; Quit
    IF (!Version.Os NE 'MacOS') THEN $
    tvcrs,0,dev ; Curs to old window
    delete,new_w
  return
endif
if mode ne old_mode then begin
  old_mode = mode
  first = 1
  if mode then begin ; Columns?
    plot,[minv,maxv],[0,ny-1],nodat,charsize=0.75,title='Column Profile'
    vecy = findgen(ny)
    crossx = [-tickl,tickl]*(maxv-minv)
    crossy = [-tickl,tickl]*ny
  end else begin
    plot,[0,nx-1],[minv,maxv],nodata,charsize=0.75,title='Row Profile'
    vecx = findgen(nx)
    crossx = [-tickl,tickl]*nx
    crossy = [-tickl,tickl]*(maxv-minv)
  endelse
endif
```
if (x lt nx) and (y lt ny) and $(x \geq 0)$ and $(y \geq 0)$ then begin ; Draw it

if order then y = (ny-1)-y ; Invert y?
if first eq 0 then begin ; Erase?
plots, vecx, vecy, col=0 ; Erase graph
plots, old_x, old_y, col=0 ; Erase cross
plots, old_x1, old_y1, col=0 ; Erase text
xyouts, 1,0,norm,value,col=0 ; Erase text
empty
endif else first = 0

value = string([x,y],format="('(',i4,',',i4,')')")

value = strtrim(x) + string(y)

value = strmid(x,8,4)+strmid(y,8,4)

ixy = image[x,y] ; Data value

if mode then begin ; Columns?
vecx = image[x,*] ; Get column
old_x = crossx + ixy
old_y = [y,y]
old_x1 = [ixy, ixy]
old_y1 = crossy + y
endif else begin
vecy = image[*,y] ; Get row
old_x = [x,x]
old_y = crossy + ixy
old_x1 = crossx + x
old_y1 = [ixy, ixy]
endelse

xyouts, 1,0,norm,value ; Text of locn
plots, vecx, vecy ; Graph
plots, old_x, old_y ; Cross
plots, old_x1, old_y1
endif

endwhile
end
Blackstock

FUNCTION GAUS_BLACKSTOCK,exponent,temporal,spatial,std_dev_t,std_dev_z
WNDW=EXP(-!PI*(ABS(temporal)*exponent/(SQRT(2.)*std_dev_t)+ABS(spatial)*exponent/(SQRT(2.)*std_dev_z))
RETURN,WNDW
END

PRO BlackstCK;k,wiii,INPUT_TYPE,scale_wndw,rirnearray^array,expon,std_dev_z,std_dev_t,time,ntnz,co,frequency,start_freq,alpha,BAuos^ibessel,u,fu
device,decomposed=0

t_shift=0.
t=time*findgen(nt)/FLOAT(nt)-time/2.
ft= (1./time)*findgen(nt)/FLOAT(nt)
omega = 2.*!PI*frequency
omega_o = 2.*!PI*start_freq
num = fltarr(nbessel,nt,nz)
den = num
k=2.*!PI*frequenc/co
L = co^2/(0.5*BA+1.)*omega*uo
;print,"Shock Distance: \',L
Amplitude = FLTARR(nbessel)

argument = 1./(4.*alpha*L)
Bessel0 = beseli(argument,0)
omega_t=omega*(timearray-zarray/co)

wset,win & erase
FOR i = 1,nbessel-1 DO BEGIN
XYOUTS,17,0,'iteration: \'+strcompress(iyremove_all),color=255/device
wait,0.01
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print,"Blackstock routine defers to CHIRP_PROCESS to complete the chirp waveform generation"
num(i,*,*) = (-1.)*FLOAT(i+1.)*float(i)*beseli(argument,i)*sin(float(i)*(omega*timearray-k*zarray))*$*exp(-float(i)*alpha*zarray)*GAUS_BLACKSTOCK(expon,timearray-
t_shift,zarray,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_t,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_z)
den(i,*,*) = (-1.)*float(i)*beseli(argument,i)*cos(float(i)*(omega*timearray-k*zarray))*$*exp(-float(i)*alpha*zarray)*GAUS_BLACKSTOCK(expon,timearray-
t_shift,zarray,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_t,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_z)
ENDELSE BEGIN
print,"Blackstock routine defers to CHIRP_PROCESS to complete the chirp waveform generation"
num(i,*,*) = (-1.)*FLOAT(i+1.)*float(i)*beseli(argument,i)*CHIRP(omega,t_FLOAT(i))*$*exp(-float(i)*alpha*zarray)*GAUS_BLACKSTOCK(expon,timearray-
t_shift,zarray,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_t,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_z)
den(i,*,*) = (-1.)*float(i)*beseli(argument,i)*CHIRP(omega,t_FLOAT(i))*$*exp(-float(i)*alpha*zarray)*GAUS_BLACKSTOCK(expon,timearray-
t_shift,zarray,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_t,FLOAT(i)*std_dev_z)
ENDELSE
Amplitude(i) = uo*4.*alpha*co^2/(float(i)*omega*(1.+BA))
num(i,*,*) = Amplitude(i)*num(i,*)
erase
ENDFOR
umtot = total(num,1)
dentot = total(den,1)
u = numtot/(Bessel0+2.*dentot)
fu = fltarr(nt,nz)
FOR $i = 0, nz-1$ DO BEGIN
fu(*, i) = ABS(FFT(u(*,i), DOUBLE)*float(nt))
ENDFOR
END
Chirp_Process

PRO

CHIRP_PROCESS, win, amplitude, velocity, nl_param, n_bessel, SHOCK, nZ, dist, obs_dist, foscale, freq, exponent, time, tscale, alpha, GMOD1, GMOD2

nT, frange, t, ft, sig_tot, Fourier_Signal, fo, fscale, MAX_Fsigtot, distance, shock_dist, signal
device, decomposed = 0
loadcf, 0

ENDPROCESS = 0

;parameters for computing nonlinear chirps
fo = freq
CMOD = foscale

;derived values used in computing nonlinear chirps
beta is a Gaussian window modifier
- beta = GMOD1 * GMOD2
- omega is the angular frequency
  omega = 2 * PI * fo
- L is the shock distance
  L = velocity / (omega * amplitude * (1 + 0.5 * nl_param))
- shock_dist = L
- distance is the observation distance
- distance = Dist * (FLOAT(obs_dist) / FLOAT(nZ))

IF SHOCK EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
  IF distance GT L THEN BEGIN
    WSET, win & erase
    XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Shock distance is less than', color = 255, /DEVICE
    XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Observation Distance. Data is invalid', color = 255, /DEVICE
  ENDPROCESS = 1
  ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
    ENDELSE
  ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
    IF distance GT L THEN BEGIN
      WSET, win & erase
      XYOUTS, 2, 17, 'Shock distance is less than', color = 255, /DEVICE
      XYOUTS, 2, 2, 'Observation Distance. Data is invalid', color = 255, /DEVICE
      WAIT, 0.25
    ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
      ENDELSE
  ENDELSE

;computational size parameters
- nT is the number of time data points
  nT = 4096L * 8L
  IF nT LT 4096 THEN nT = 4096
- frange is the number of frequency datapoints to plot as a function of nT
  frange = nT - 1
- trange is the number of time datapoints to plot as a function of nT
  trange = nT - 1
- Terms is the number of Bessel terms to compute the solution
  Terms = n_bessel

;arrays used for computing nonlinear chirps
- chirps = complexarr(nT, terms)
- gausses = chirps
- sigs = chirps
- fchirps = chirps
- signal = chirps
- A = fltarr(Terms)

; check to see if the observed distance is beyond the shock distance.
- If so, then move the observation distance back to the shock distance.
  IF distance GT L THEN distance = L
- print the shock distance and observation distance for diagnostic purposes
  print, 'Shock Distance: ' + strcompress(L) + ' m'
  print, 'Observation Distance: ' + strcompress(distance) + ' m'

; compute the time scale
  time_scale = tscale
; generate a time scale based on the number of data points, N
  t = time*FINDGEN(nT)/FLOAT(nT)+time/2.
  print,'Maximum ABS(time) is:',MAX(ABS(t))
; generate a frequency scale based on the number of data points, N
  ft = ((alpha*time)*FINDGEN(nT)/FLOAT(nT)+(alpha*time)/2.)
  print,'Maximum Value of ft is:',MAX(ft)
IF ENDPROCESS EQ 1 THEN GOTO, SKIPFORLOOP

; begin computing the chirp components
  FOR i = 0, Terms-1 Do BEGIN
    A(i) = (2.*amplitude)*BESSELJ(FLOAT(i+1)*distance/L,i+1)/(FLOAT(i+1)*distance/L)
    WSET,win & erase
    XYOUTS,2,17,'A('+strcompress(i+1)+'):'+strcompress(A(i)),color=255,DEVICE
    WAIT 0.1
    chirps(*,i)=exp(complex(0.,-FLOAT(i+1)*!PI*(fo+alpha*t)*t))
    gausses(*,i) = exp(-FLOAT(i+1)*!PI*beta*ABS(t)*)
    sigs(*,i) = gausses(*,i)*chirps(*,i)
    fchirps(*,i) = SHIFT(FFT(shift(sigs(*,i),nT/2))^T/2)*SQRT(FLOAT(nT))
    signal(*,i) = A(i)*sigs(*,i)
  ENDFOR
SKIPFORLOOP:
; total all the chirps for a composite signal
  sig_tot = TOTAL(signal,2)
; compute the Fourier transform of the total signal
  fsig_tot = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(sig_tot,nT/2))-nT/2)*SQRT(FLOAT(nT))
; compute the maximum value of the FFT
  MAX_fsig_tot = MAX(ABS(fsig_tot))

; set up the plot routine to show four charts:
;  Time signal (cosine chirp)
;  FFT of cosine time signal (in dB)
;  Time signal (sine chirp)
;  FFT of sine time signal (Actual)
!P.MULTI=[0,2,2]

 Fourier_Signal = shift(reverse(fsig_tot),nT/2)
 if Fourier_Signal = shift(reverse(IMAGINARY(fsig_tot)),nT/2)

; print the stats associated with this data run
  print,'Shock Distance: '+strcompress(L)+' m'
  print,'Observation Distance: '+strcompress(distance)+' m'
  print,'Initial Frequency: '+strcompress(f0)+' Hz'
  print,'Amplitude: '+strcompress(amplitude)+' MPa'
  print,'Wave Velocity: '+strcompress(velocity)+' m/s'
  print,'Nonlinear Parameter: '+strcompress(nI_param)+'

!P.MULTI=[0,1,1]
END
Simlong

FUNCTION GAUS, exponent, x, y, xstd, ystd
    WNDW = EXP(-π*ABS(x)^exponent/(SQRT(2.)*xstd) + ABS(y)^exponent/(SQRT(2.)*YSTD))
RETURN, WNDW
END

PRO MESHDOM, x, y, XR, YR
    XR = x # (1 + INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(y)))
    YR = (1 + INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(x))) # y
END

PRO SIMLONG, win, sn_ratio, FLAG, ftot, FOV, co, distance, time, ndptime, n_bessel, wndw, freq1, exponent, $ trace, temp1_256, temp2_256, temp3_256, image, corr_total, con2

    WSET, win
device, decomposed = 0
freq = fltarr(ndptime)
A = fltarr(ndptime)
print, size(A), size(freq)

IF FLAG EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
    filename = DIALOG_PICKFILE(filter='*.gif', title='Read in Ultrasound Phantom')
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
    GOTO, JUMPOUTPROGRAM
ENDIF

filename = DIALOG_PICKFILE(filter='*.gif', path='d:\PHD\nuprop', title='Read in Ultrasound Phantom')
read_gif, filename, image
Image = BYTSCL(Image)
s = size(image)
s1 = s(1)
s2 = s(2)
image = congrid(image, s1, s2)

; determining additive noise based on signal to noise ratio
max_image = MAX(Image)
print, 'max_image', max_image
max_noise = max_image / sn_ratio
noise = max_noise * RANDOMN(seed, s1, s2)

; parameters
co = 1550.
nz = s1
print, nz
distance = 8.e-2
z = distance * findgen(nz) / float(nz) - distance / 2.
n = s2
print, n
time = 1.e-5
t = time * findgen(nt) / float(nt) - time / 2.
freq1 = 2.e6
freq2 = 2. * freq1
freq3 = 3. * freq1
k1 = 2. * PI / freq1 / co
k2 = 2. * PI / freq2 / co
k3 = 2. * PI / freq3 / co

; generating the signal
sig1 = fltarr(nz, n)
sig2 = sig1
\[ \text{sig}3 = \text{sig}1 \]
\[ \text{Amplitude}1 = A(\text{trace}) \]
\[ \text{Amplitude}2 = A(\text{trace} \times 2) \]
\[ \text{Amplitude}3 = A(\text{trace} \times 3) \]

; propagation profile for fundamental, 2nd, and 3rd harmonic
\[ \text{fundamental profile} = \text{rot}(\text{fvtot}(\text{trace} \times 1), 90) \]
\[ \text{second harmonic profile} = \text{rot}(\text{fvtot}(\text{trace} \times 2), 90) \]
\[ \text{third harmonic profile} = \text{rot}(\text{fvtot}(\text{trace} \times 3), 90) \]
\[ \text{sfvtot} = \text{size}(\text{fvtot}) \]
\[ \text{print size(fundamental profile)} \]

\[ \text{for } i = 0, \text{nt}-1 \text{ do begin} \]
\[ \text{for } i = 0, \text{nt}-1 \text{ do begin} \]
\[ \text{sig}1(*,i) = \text{Amplitude}1 \times \sin(k1 \times z) \]
\[ \text{sig}2(*,i) = \text{Amplitude}2 \times \sin(k2 \times z) \]
\[ \text{sig}3(*,i) = \text{Amplitude}3 \times \sin(k3 \times z) \]
\[ \text{endfor} \]
\[ \text{endfor} \]

; generating the apodization windows for each frequency
\[ \text{sigmaz1} = 5e-5/\text{wndw} \]
\[ \text{sigmaz2} = \text{sigmaz1} / 8. \]
\[ \text{sigmaz3} = \text{sigmaz1} / 8. \]

\[ \text{sigmat1} = 1e-13/\text{wndw} \]
\[ \text{sigmat2} = \text{sigmat1} / 8. \]
\[ \text{sigmat3} = \text{sigmat1} / 8. \]

\[ \text{exponent} = 2. \]
\[ \text{apod1} = \text{fltarr}(\text{nz}, \text{nt}) \]
\[ \text{apod2} = \text{apod1} \]
\[ \text{apod3} = \text{apod1} \]

; —— Generate the apodization masks ——
\[ \text{MESHDOM}, z, t, xg, yg \]
\[ \text{apod1} = \text{GAUS}(\text{exponent}, xg, yg, \text{sigmaz1}, \text{sigmat1}) \]
\[ \text{apod2} = \text{GAUS}(\text{exponent}, xg, yg, \text{sigmaz2}, \text{sigmat2}) \]
\[ \text{apod3} = \text{GAUS}(\text{exponent}, xg, yg, \text{sigmaz3}, \text{sigmat3}) \]

; apodizing the input signals
\[ \text{signal1} = \text{sig}1 \times \text{apod1} + \text{noise} \]
\[ \text{signal2} = \text{sig}2 \times \text{apod2} + \text{noise} \]
\[ \text{signal3} = \text{sig}3 \times \text{apod3} + \text{noise} \]

; performing wave propagation via convolution
\[ \text{fsignal1} = \text{FFT(shift(signal1, nz/2, nt/2))} \]
\[ \text{fsignal2} = \text{FFT(shift(signal2, nz/2, nt/2))} \]
\[ \text{fsignal3} = \text{FFT(shift(signal3, nz/2, nt/2))} \]
\[ \text{fsignal1} = \text{FFT(signal1)} \]
\[ \text{fsignal2} = \text{FFT(signal2)} \]
\[ \text{fsignal3} = \text{FFT(signal3)} \]
\[ \text{corr1} = \text{fltarr}(\text{nz}, \text{nt}) \]
\[ \text{corr2} = \text{corr1} \]
\[ \text{corr3} = \text{corr1} \]
fimage=FFT(image)

corr1=shift(FFT(fimage*CONJ(signal1),inverse),nz/2,nt/2)
corr2=shift(FFT(fimage*CONJ(signal2),inverse),nz/2,nt/2)
corr3=shift(FFT(fimage*CONJ(signal3),inverse),nz/2,nt/2)

;Total complex signal
corr_total=corr1+corr2+corr3

window,24,xsize=256,ysize=128,xpos=150,ypos=150,title='Simulated RF Signal w/ Additive Noise'
tvscf,corr_total
write_gif,rf_signal_sinusoid.gif,bytscl(corr_total)

wset,win
;tvsc1,corr1,0.3*128
;tvsc1,corr2,0.2*128
;tvsc1,corr3,0.1*128

TEMP1=corr_total*0.
TEMP2=TEMP1
TEMP3=TEMP1
NORM1=TEMP1
NORM2=NORM1
NORM3=NORM1

;Find the average of each a-line signal and subtract it from the correlation a-line
;Then, compute the envelope detection via Hilbert Transform
FOR i=0,nt-1 DO BEGIN

    M1=MOMENT(corr1(*,i))
    M2=MOMENT(corr2(*,i))
    M3=MOMENT(corr3(*,i))

    AVG1=M1(0)
    AVG2=M2(0)
    AVG3=M3(0)

    NORM1(*,i)=corr1(*,i)-AVG1
    NORM2(*,i)=corr2(*,i)-AVG2
    NORM3(*,i)=corr3(*,i)-AVG3

    TEMP1(*,i)=ABS(NORM1(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM1(*,i)))
    TEMP2(*,i)=ABS(NORM2(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM2(*,i)))
    TEMP3(*,i)=ABS(NORM3(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM3(*,i)))

ENDFOR

WHERE_TEMP1_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP1/NAN))
WHERE_TEMP2_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP2/NAN))
WHERE_TEMP3_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP3/NAN))

PRINT,WHERE_TEMP1_NaN
PRINT,WHERE_TEMP2_NaN
PRINT,WHERE_TEMP3_NaN

IF WHERE_TEMP1_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
    temp1(WHERE_TEMP1_NaN) = MAX(TEMP1)
ENDIF

IF WHERE_TEMP2_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
    temp2(WHERE_TEMP2_NaN) = MAX(TEMP2)
ENDIF

IF WHERE_TEMP3_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
    temp3(WHERE_TEMP3_NaN) = MAX(TEMP3)
ENDIF

TEMP1_256 = CONGRID(TEMP1,256,128)
TEMP2_256 = CONGRID(TEMP2,256,128)
TEMP3_256 = CONGRID(TEMP3,256,128)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print('doing the chirp stuff

sfvot=size(fvtot)
ERASE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Beginning Chirp Image Formation',color=225/DEVICE

ERASE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Reading in Simulated Target',color=225/DEVICE
filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.gif,title='Read in Simulated Target")
image_512 = fltarr(512,128)
read_gif.filename=image
image_512(0:255,*) = image
determining additive noised based on signal to noise ratio
max_image=MAX(image)
print('max_image',max_image
max_noise=max_image/sn_ratio
noise=max_noise*RANDOMN(seed,512,128)

ERASE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Simulated Image Read',color=127/DEVICE
nl_chirps = fvtot(sfvot(1)/2:sfvot(1)/2+4095,*)
f_nl_chirps = complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
chirps_512_128 = complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
chirps_128 = complexarr(4096,128,sfvot(2))
con1=complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
con2=complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
cr=0
loadct,39
FOR i = 0,127 Do BEGIN
    FOR j = 0,sfvot(2)-1 DO BEGIN
        chirps_128(*,i) = nl_chirps(*,j)
    ENDFOR
ENDFOR
chirps_256_128 = congrid(chirps_128,256,128,sfvot(2))
chirps_512_128(0:255,*) = chirps_256_128
FOR i = 0,sfvot(2)-1 DO BEGIN
    chirps_512_128(*,i) = chirps_512_128(*,i)+noise
ENDFOR
loadct,0
fimage=complexarr(512,128)
XYOUTS,2,2,'Initiating Cross Correlation Routine',color=225/DEVICE
FOR i = 0,sfvot(2)-1 DO BEGIN
    FOR j = 0,127 DO BEGIN
        f_nl_chirps(*,j,i) = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(chirps_512_128(*,i),256)),256)*sqrt(512.)
fimage(*,j) = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(image_512(*,j),256)),256)*sqrt(512.)
con1(*,i) = f_nl_chirps(*,j,i)*fimage(*,j)*CONJ(f_nl_chirps(*,j,i))
con2(*,i) = SHIFT((FFT(SHIFT(con1(*,j,i),256)),256)
ERASE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Pass '+strcompress(i,remove_all)+') Image Slice '+strcompress(j,remove_all),color=225/DEVICE
;Wait,0.1
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
con2a = complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
con2a = complexarr(512,128,sfvot(2))
zdim=distance*findgen(512)/512.-distance/2.
xdim=FOV*findgen(128)/128.-FOV/2.
MESHDOM,zdim,xdim,zR,xR
gausmask=GAUS(exponent,zR,xR,1e-14*distance,2.5e-4*FOV)
fgaus_mask = shift(FFT(shift(gausmask,256,64)),256,64)*sqrt(512.)*sqrt(128.)
;window,10,xsize=512,ysize=256
;TVSCL,gausmask
;tvsc,fgaus_mask,0,128
wset,win
FOR i = 0,sfvtot(2)-1 Do BEGIN
   fcon2a(*,*,i) = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(fcon2(*,*,i),256,64)),256,64)*SQRT(512.)*SQRT(128.)
   con2a(*,*,i) = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(fcon2a(*,*,i)*CONJ(fgaus_mask),256,64)),256,64)
ENDFOR
;for i = 0,sfvtot(2)-1 DO BEGIN
;window,i,xsize=512,ysize=128,xpos=10+10*i,ypos=10+10*i
;TVSCL,con1(*,*,i)
;ENDFOR
;wset,win
ERASE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Cross Correlation Completed',color=127,/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Totaling the Signal',color=225,/DEVICE
corr_total=TOTAL(con2,3)
window,24,xsize=256,ysize=128,xpos=150,ypos=150,title='Simulate Chirp RF Signal'
tvscl,corr_total
write_gif,'rf_signal_chirp.gif',bytscl(corr_total)
wset,win
fcorr_total = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(corr_total,256,64)),256,64)*sqrt(512.)*sqrt(128.)
blurred_output = SHIFT(FFT(SHIFT(fcorr_total*CONJ(fgaus_mask),256,64)),256,64)
ERASE
XYOUTS,2,17,'Signal Total Completed',color=127,/DEVICE
XYOUTS,2,2,'Initiating Envelope Detection Routine',color=225,/DEVICE
TEMP1=corr_total*0.
TEMP2=TEMP1
TEMP3=TEMP1
NORM1=TEMP1
NORM2=NORM1
NORM3=NORM1
.FIND the average of each a-line signal and subtract it from the correlation a-line
.Then, compute the envelope detection via Hilbert Transform
FOR i=0,127 DO BEGIN
   M1=MOMENT(con2a(*,i,0))
   M2=MOMENT(con2a(*,i,1))
   M3=MOMENT(con2a(*,i,2))
   AVG1=M1(0)
   AVG2=M2(0)
   AVG3=M3(0)
   NORM1(*,i)=con2a(*,i,0)-AVG1
   NORM2(*,i)=con2a(*,i,1)-AVG2
   NORM3(*,i)=con2a(*,i,2)-AVG3
   TEMP1(*,i) = ABS(NORM1(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM1(*,i)))
   TEMP2(*,i) = ABS(NORM2(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM2(*,i)))
   TEMP3(*,i) = ABS(NORM3(*,i) + COMPLEX(0.,1.)*HILBERT(NORM3(*,i)))
ENDFOR
WHERE_TEMPl_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP1/NAN))
WHERE_TEMP2_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP2/NAN))
WHERE_TEMP3_NaN = WHERE(FINITE(TEMP3/NAN))
PRINT, WHERE_TEMP1_NaN
PRINT, WHERE_TEMP2_NaN
PRINT, WHERE_TEMP3_NaN

IF WHERE_TEMP1_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
   templ(WHERE_TEMP1_NaN) = MAX(TEMP1)
ENDIF

IF WHERE_TEMP2_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
   temp2(WHERE_TEMP2_NaN) = MAX(TEMP2)
ENDIF

IF WHERE_TEMP3_NaN GE 0 THEN BEGIN
   temp3(WHERE_TEMP3_NaN) = MAX(TEMP3)
ENDIF

;window,14,xsize=512,ysize=384,xpos=170,ypos=170
;tvsc,TEMP1
;tvsc,TEMP2,0,128
;tvsc,TEMP3,0,256
;tvsc,congrid(image,256,128),0,384
;wset,win
   temp1_256 = fltarr(256,128)
temp1_256 = reverse(temp1(0:255,*),2)
temp2_256 = reverse(temp2(0:255,*),2)
temp3_256 = reverse(temp3(0:255,*),2)
ERASE
XYOUTS,17,'Chirp Image Formation Completed',color=127,/DEVICE
ENDELS

JMPLOYEE:

END
**Nlsimtransverse**

FUNCTION GAUSTRANS,x,y,xstd,ystd
WNDW=EXP(-PI*(x^2/(SQRT(2)*xstd)\+y^2/(SQRT(2)*ystd)))/2
RETURN,WNDW
END

FUNCTION SCALE,IMAGE,SCALE_FACTOR
RETURN,SCALE_FACTOR*(IMAGE-MIN(IMAGE))/(MAX(IMAGE)-MIN(IMAGE))
END

PRO MESHDOM,x,y,XR,YR
XR=x # (1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(y)))
YR=(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(x))) # y
END

PRO NLSIMTRANSVERSE,ndpxy,x_size,y_size,ap_type,FOV,radius,PROC_IMAGE,APERTURE
loadct0;
PROGRAM: Simulation of nonlinear ultrasound images
nx=ndpxy & ny=ndpxy
noise amplitude
noise_amplitude=50.
scale factor for target simulations
SCALE_FACTOR=255.
angle of incidence for ultrasound wave
x=FOV*FINDGEN(ndpxy)/FLOAT(ndpxy-HFOV/2.)
y=x
MESHDOM,x,y,xR,yR
IF ap_type EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
Generate the circular aperture transducer——
aperture=SQRT(xR^2\+yR^2) LE radius
END IF ELSE BEGIN
Generate rectangular aperture transducer——
aperture = FLTARR(ndpxy,ndpxy)
aperture((ndpxy-x_size)/2:(ndpxy+x_size)/2,(ndpxy-y_size)/2:(ndpxy+y_size)/2)=1.
ENDElse

; Simulation of a wire target
WIRE=FLTARR(nx,ny)
WIRE(20:236,128)=255.
WIRE(128,20:236)=255.
WIRE=SCALE(WIRE,SCALE_FACTOR)+noise_amplitude*RANDOMN(seed,nx,ny)
FFT_WIRE=CONJ(FFT(shift(WIRE,nx/2,ny/2),DOUBLE))
FFT_APERTURE=FFT(shift(APERTURE,nx/2,ny/2),DOUBLE)
PROC_IMAGE=shift(FFT(FFT_WIRE\*FFT_APERTURE,DOUBLE),nx/2,ny/2)

; Simulation of tissue
xstd=16 & ystd=16
WNDW=GAUSTRANS(xR,yR,xstd,ystd)
TISSUE=FLTARR(nx,ny)
TISSUE(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(35:35+10,33:33+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,3:3+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,23:23+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,33:33+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,43:43+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,53:53+10)=WNDW(127:5,127:5,64:5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,73:73+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(45:45+10,93:93+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)

TISSUE(55:55+10,3:3+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(55:55+10,23:23+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(55:55+10,43:43+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)

TISSUE(65:65+10,3:3+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(65:65+10,23:23+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(65:65+10,43:43+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)

TISSUE(85:85+10,13:13+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(85:85+10,33:33+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(85:85+10,73:73+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)

TISSUE(95:95+10,13:13+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)
TISSUE(95:95+10,73:73+10)=WNDW(127-5:127+5,64-5:64+5)

Tissue=SCALE(TISSUE,SCALE_FACTOR)+noise_amplitude*RANDOMN(seed,nx,ny)
FFT_TISSUE=CONJ(FFT(shift(TISSUE,nx/2,ny/2),DOUBLE))
PROC_TISSUE_APERTURE=shift(FFT(FFT_APERTURE*FFT_TISSUE,DOUBLE),nx/2,ny/2)

END
Angular_Spectrum

Functions:

GAUSS: This function will generate a 2-d Gaussian mask based on three parameters (exponent, xstd, and ystd) and two range vectors (x and y).

FUNCTION GAUS(exponent,x,y,xstd,ystd)
WNDW=EXP(-\pi*(ABS(x)^exponent/(SQRT(2)*xstd)+ABS(y)^exponent/(SQRT(2)*YSTD)))
RETURN, WNDW
END

SCALE: This function will scale any image to a range of 0 to scale_factor.

FUNCTION SCALE,IMAGE,SCALE_FACTOR
RETURN,SCALE_FACTOR*(IMAGE-MIN(IMAGE))/(MAX(IMAGE)-MIN(IMAGE))
END

Ancillary Programs:

MESHDOM: This program will generate a 2-D array of index locations based on the same range vectors used to generate the Gaussian mask.

NOTE: This program was originally written by Harvey Rhody.

PRO MESHDOM,x,y,XR,YR
XR=x#(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(y)))
YR=1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(x))#y
END

Main Program: ANGULAR_SPECTRUM

This program will compute the angular spectrum of an arbitrary transducer geometry over a propagation distance specified by the user. This program requires longitudinal propagation data generated by the nonlinear propagation segment of NUPROP: either the Fubini or Burger's derived Fourier amplitudes. This program is a called routine in NUPROP.

User specified parameters:

FOV: field of view of the transducer sensor
ndpxy: number of data points in the x and y directions
radius: currently, this program handles only circular transducer geometries so the radius of the circular transducer must be given
z_intervals: number of data points in the propagation direction
velocity: wave group velocity
frequency: center frequency of the transducer (fundamental drive frequency)
start_distance: beginning distance (usually at the transducer face (0 m)
end_distance: farthest depth penetration
xstd: Gaussian standard deviation in x direction (in pixels)
ystd: Gaussian standard deviation in y direction (in pixels)

Program derived parameters:

A: array associated with Fourier amplitudes generated by NUPROP
freq: array associated with Fourier components generated by NUPROP
FSF: ratio of second harmonic and fundamental frequency amplitudes
frequency2: second harmonic frequency
dist_scale: Fresnel distance scaling factor
xl: range in the x direction (ranging between -FOV/2 and +FOV/2)
yl: range in the y direction (ranging between -FOV/2 and +FOV/2)
Faperture: array associated with 2-D FFT of a circular transducer of radius specified
Faperture3D: array associated with Fourier domain representation of the angular spectrum
FCIRLCE3D2: array associated with the second harmonic
fx: maximum frequency in the x direction
fy: maximum frequency in the y direction
; omegax: angular frequency in the x direction
; omegay: angular frequency in the y direction
; outphase: phase filter associated with propagation in the z direction
; outimage: output image of the fundamental
; outimage2: output image of the second harmonic
; z: distance in the propagation direction
; lambda: wavelength of the fundamental frequency
; lambda2: wavelength of the second harmonic
; wavenumber: wavenumber, k, of the fundamental
; wavenumber2: wavenumber of the second harmonic
; scaling: normalization factor to scale angular spectrum results to match arccos-Lommel

Written By: Kevin W. Ayer  
Date: March 1999

PRO ANGULAR_SPECTRUM, FOV, ndpxy, ndpt, radius, x_size, y_size, z_intervals, velocity, frequency, $  
   trace, distance, ap_type, OUTIMAGE

set_plot,'win'
; DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=0 allows a system to be configured with greater than 256 colors and
; still produce "color correct" display
DEVIICE, DECOMPOSED=0

; Load the B-W Linear color table
LOADCT, 0

; Begin the nonlinear propagation coefficients read segment—
freq=fltarr(ndpt)
A=fltarr(ndpt)
filename=dialog_pickfile(FILTER='*.dat', title='Input waveform frequency information')
IF filename NE " THEN BEGIN
open, 1, filename
read, 1, freq, A
close, 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
GOTO, JUMPOUTPROGRAM
ENDELSE

; ---End the nonlinear propagation coefficients read segment—

; ---Begin Reading User Defined Parameters and Computing Derived Parameters—
FSF=A(trace)/A(trace*2)
; FOV=5e-1
; ndpxy=256
; nh=ndpxy/2
; radius=5.e-3
; z_intervals=8
N=z_intervals
; velocity=1200.
; frequency=.956e6
frequency2=2.*frequency
dist_scale=(4.*radius^2*frequency/velocity)
distance=0.239

xstd=16.
ystd=16.
exponent=3.

; ---End of Parameters—
; ---Print to the screen all the parameters
PRINT, FSF, 'Fourier ratio second harmonic/fundamental amplitudes'
PRINT, FOV, 'Field of regard of the transducer sensor'
PRINT, ndpxy, ndpxy, 'number of data points in the x and y directions'
PRINT, radius, 'radius of the transducer'
PRINT, z_intervals, 'number of datapoints in the x direction'
PRINT, velocity, 'wavegroup velocity'
PRINT, frequency, 'fundamental frequency'
PRINT, dist_scale, 'Fresnel scaling factor'
PRINT, xstd, 'standard deviation of the Gaussian window in the x direction'
PRINT, ystd, 'standard deviation of the Gaussian window in the y direction'
PRINT, exponent, 'Gaussian window exponent'

x=FOV*FINDGEN(ndpxy)/FLOAT(ndpxy)-(FOV/2.)
\[ y = x \]

\[ \text{MESHDOM} \{ x, y, x \text{R}, y \text{R} \} \]

IF ap\_type EQ 0 THEN BEGIN

\[ \text{ Generate the circular aperture transducer } \]
\[ \text{ aperture} = \text{SQRT}(x^2 + y^2) \leq \text{radius} \]

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

\[ \text{ Generate the rectangular aperture transducer } \]
\[ \text{ aperture} = \text{FLTARR}(ndpxy, ndpxy) \]
\[ \text{ aperture}((ndpxy-x\_size)/2: (ndpxy+x\_size)/2, (ndpxy-y\_size)/2: (ndpxy+y\_size)/2) = 1. \]

ENDIF

\[ \text{ Generate the Gaussian mask } \]
\[ x_1 = \text{ndpxy}*\text{FINDGEN}(ndpxy)/\text{FLOAT}(ndpxy) - \text{FLOAT}(ndpxy)/2. \]
\[ y_1 = \text{ndpxy}*\text{FINDGEN}(ndpxy)/\text{FLOAT}(ndpxy) - \text{FLOAT}(ndpxy)/2. \]
\[ s = x_1 \& t = y_1 \]
\[ \text{ MESHDOM} \{ s, t, x_1, y_1 \} \]
\[ \text{ GAUSS} = \text{GAUS} \{ \text{exponent}, x_1, y_1, \text{std} \} \]

; This array is to store the field representations at various depths (z distances)
\[ \text{ Faperture3D} = \text{COMPLEXARR} \{ \text{ndpxy}, \text{ndpxy}, \text{intervals} \} \]
\[ \text{ Faperture3D2} = \text{Faperture3D} \]

; Set the first layer of the 3D dataset to FFT of the circular aperture
\[ \text{ Faperture3D}(*, *, 0) = \text{Faperture} \]
\[ \text{ Faperture3D2}(*, *, 0) = \text{Faperture} \]

PRINT, SIZE(\text{Faperture}), \text{Size of Faperture Array}'
PRINT, MAX(ABS(\text{Faperture})), \text{Max Abs of Faperture}'
PRINT, MIN(ABS(\text{Faperture})), \text{Min Abs of Faperture}'
PRINT, SIZE(\text{Faperture3D}), \text{Size of Faperture3D Array}'
PRINT, MAX(ABS(\text{Faperture3D})), \text{Max Abs of Faperture3D Array}'
PRINT, MIN(ABS(\text{Faperture3D})), \text{Min Abs of Faperture3D Array}'

; Set the frequency interval \([-2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot fx, 2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot fx]\) and \([-2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot fy, 2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot fy]\)
\[ \text{ fx} = \text{DOUBLE}(\text{float}(\text{ndpxy})/\text{FOV}) \]
\[ \text{ fy} = \text{fx} \]
\[ \text{ omegax} = (2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot \text{fx} \cdot \text{FINDGEN}(\text{ndpxy})/	ext{FLOAT}(\text{ndpxy}) \cdot \text{fx}/2.) \]
\[ \text{ omegay} = (2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot \text{fy} \cdot \text{FINDGEN}(\text{ndpxy})/	ext{FLOAT}(\text{ndpxy}) \cdot \text{fy}/2.) \]

; Generate an array to store the output of each propagation
\[ \text{ outimage} = \text{COMPLEXARR} \{ \text{ndpxy}, \text{ndpxy}, \text{z\_intervals} \} \]
\[ \text{ outimage2} = \text{outimage} \]

; FOR loop to generate, at each z interval, the wavefront modified by the appropriate phase term(s)
\[ z = (\text{distance}) \cdot \text{FINDGEN}(\text{z\_intervals})/\text{FLOAT}(\text{z\_intervals}) \]
\[ \text{ MESHDOM} \{ \text{omegax, omegay, oxR, oyR} \} \]
\[ \text{ lambda} = \text{velocity}/\text{frequency} \]
\[ \text{ lambda2} = \text{velocity}/\text{frequency2} \]
\[ \text{ wavenumber} = \text{COMPLEX}(2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot \text{lambda}, \text{frequency}^2 \cdot 5 \cdot \text{e}^{-7}) \]
\[ \text{ wavenumber2} = \text{COMPLEX}(2 \cdot \text{PI} \cdot \text{lambda2}, \text{frequency2}^2 \cdot 5 \cdot \text{e}^{-7}) \]
\[ \text{ outphase} = \text{EXP} (\text{COMPLEX}(0., (-(\text{distance})/\text{FLOAT}(\text{z\_intervals})))^* \text{SQR} (\text{wavenumber}^2 - 2 \cdot \text{oxR}^2 - 2 \cdot \text{oyR}^2)) \]
\[ \text{ print, size(outphase), Size of Outphase Array}' \]
\[ \text{ outphase2} = \text{EXP} (\text{COMPLEX}(0., (-(\text{distance})/\text{FLOAT}(\text{z\_intervals})))^* \text{SQR} (\text{wavenumber2}^2 - 2 \cdot \text{oxR}^2 - 2 \cdot \text{oyR}^2)) \]
\[ \text{ print, size(outphase2), Size of Outphase 2 Array}' \]

FOR \( i = 1 \text{L} \text{z\_intervals} \) DO BEGIN
\[ \text{ Faperture3D}(*, *, i) = \text{outphase} \cdot \text{Faperture3D}(*, *, i-1) \]
\[ \text{ Faperture3D2}(*, *, i) = \text{outphase2} \cdot \text{Faperture3D2}(*, *, i-1) \]
\[ \text{ OUTIMAGE}(*, *, i) = \text{ABS} (\text{SHIFT}(\text{FFT} \{ \text{Faperture3D}(*, *, i), \text{ndpxy}/2, \text{ndpxy}/2 \})) \]
\[ \text{ OUTIMAGE2}(*, *, i) = \text{FSF} \cdot \text{ABS} (\text{SHIFT}(\text{FFT} \{ \text{Faperture3D2}(*, *, i), \text{ndpxy}/2, \text{ndpxy}/2 \})) \]
ENDFOR
Apply the appropriate scaling factor for normalization

\[
\text{IF } z_{\text{intervals}} \leq 8 \text{ THEN scaling } = \sqrt{\text{FLOAT}(z_{\text{intervals}})} \text{ ELSE scaling } = 4.
\]

; --- Display Segment ---

IP.MULTI=[0,2,2]

window,0,xsize=700,ysize=700,title='Angular Spectrum Information'
PLOT,z,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE))/scaling,color=0,background=255,$
   ytitle=('distance (\(x)\)',ytitle='Wavefront Amplitude'

;window,1,xsize=512,ysize=512,title='Fundamental: Beam Spread (Amplitude in dB)'
shade_surf,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE))/scaling,x,z,$
   ytitle='z (normalized)',xtitle='Angular Distance (m)',az=-135,background=255,color=0

;window,2,xsize=512,ysize=512,title='Fundamental: Beam Spread (Amplitude in dB) - Top View'
shade_surf,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE))/scaling,x,z,$
   ytitle='z (normalized)',xtitle='Angular Distance (m)',az=180,ax=90,background=255,color=0

; --- These display windows have been commented out. The user may display their contents
; by uncommenting them ---

;window,3,xsize=512,ysize=512,title='On Axis Harmonic Frequency'
PLOT,z,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE+OUTIMAGE2))/scaling,color=0,background=255,$
   ytitle=('distance (\(x)\)',ytitle='Wavefront Amplitude'

IP.MULTI=[0,1,1]

linescan = ABS(faperture(*,ndpxy/2))
signal=outimage2(*,ndpxy/2,z_intervals-l+outimage(*,ndpxy/2,z_intervals-l)

window,3,xsize=500,ysize=350,xpos=250,ypos=250,title='Nonlinear Propagation of Fundamental and Second Harmonic'
plotx,10.*alog10(linescan/MAX(linescan)),color=0,background=255,$
   xtitle='x',ytitle='Wave Amplitude (dB)'
oplott,x,10.*alog10(outimage2(*,ndpxy/2,z_intervals-l)/MAX(outimage)),color=127
oplott,x,10.*alog10(outimage2(*,ndpxy/2,z_intervals-l)/MAX(outimage2(outimage+outimage2)),color=127

;window,4,xsize=512,ysize=512,title='Harmonic: Beam Spread (Amplitude in dB)'
shade_surf,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE2(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE2))/scaling,y1,z/dist_scale,$
   ytitle='z (normalized)',xtitle='Transverse Distance (m)',az=-135,background=255,color=0

;window,5,xsize=ndpxy,ysize=z_intervals
tvsc1,outimage2(nb,*)

;window,6,xsize=512,ysize=512,title='Sum: Beam Spread (Amplitude in dB)'
shade_surf,10.*ALOG10(OUTIMAGE2(nb,nb,*)+outimage2(nb,nb,*)/MAX(OUTIMAGE2))/scaling,$
   ytitle='z (normalized)',xtitle='Transverse Distance (m)',y1,z/dist_scale,az=-135,$
   background=255,color=0

;window,7,xsize=ndpxy,ysize=z_intervals
tvsc1,outimage2(nb,*)+outimage2(nb,*)

;***** This display will show how the beam wavefront will change as a function of distance*****
loadct,39

: --- Set the device plot to cgm and plot the data ---
SET_PLOT,'cgm'
LOADCT,0
IP.MULTI=[0,1,1]

; The user will note that several "DEVICE, filename..." commands have been commented out. If the
; user wants to specify a filename for each of the plots, then uncomment these commands and comment

;--- Set the device plot to cgm and plot the data ---
SET_PLOT,'cgm'
LOADCT,0
IP.MULTI=[0,1,1]

;--- Set the device plot to cgm and plot the data ---
SET_PLOT,'cgm'
LOADCT,0
IP.MULTI=[0,1,1]
out the other "DEVICE, filename..." command just below them. Otherwise, the filename specified by
the user will be ignored and the default names will be used.

; DEVICE, filename = dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm', title='Write Fundamental On Axis Plot')
DEVICE, FILENAME = "FOAP+ STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+x+ STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+.cgm'
X轴: OUTIMAGE = (nb, nb, *)/MAX(OUTIMAGE)/scaling, color = 0, background = 255,$
x_title = 'distance (z): m'; y_title = 'Wavefront Amplitude'
DEVICE, CLOSE

; DEVICE, filename = dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm', title='Write 2nd Harmonic On Axis Plot')
DEVICE, FILENAME = "SHOP+ STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+x+ STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+.cgm'
PLOT, x, OUTIMAGE2 = (nb, nb, *)/MAX(OUTIMAGE+OUTIMAGE2)/scaling, color = 0, background = 255,$
x_title = 'distance (z): m'; y_title = 'Wavefront Amplitude'
DEVICE, CLOSE

; DEVICE, filename = dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm', title='Write Fundamental Beam Spread')
DEVICE, FILENAME = "FBS+ STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+x+ STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+top.cgm'
shade_surf, 10 * ALOG10(OUTIMAGE / MAX(OUTIMAGE))/scaling, y1, z, 5
y_title = 'z (normalized)'; x_title = 'Transverse Distance (m); az = 180, ax = 90, background = 255, color = 0
DEVICE, CLOSE

; DEVICE, filename = dialog_pickfile(file='*.cgm', title='Write 2nd Harmonic Beam Spread')
DEVICE, FILENAME = "SHBS+ STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+x+ STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+.cgm'
shade_surf, 10 * ALOG10(OUTIMAGE2 / MAX(OUTIMAGE2))/scaling, y1, z, 5
y_title = 'z (normalized)'; x_title = 'Transverse Distance (m); az = 180, ax = 90, background = 255, color = 0
DEVICE, CLOSE

DEVICE, filename = "CROSS_TRACK.cgm"
plot, x, 10 * ALOG10(1inescan / MAX(1inescan)), color = 0, background = 255,$
x_title = 'Wave Amplitude (dB)'; y_title = 'Dist_scale'
DEVICE, CLOSE

; DEVICE, filename = dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm', title='Write Sum Beam Spread')
DEVICE, FILENAME = "SBBS+ STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+x+ STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+.cgm'
shade_surf, 10 * ALOG10(OUTIMAGE2 / MAX(OUTIMAGE2))/scaling, y1, z, dist_scale, 5
az = 135, background = 255, color = 0, x_title = 'cross range', y_title = 'down range'
DEVICE, CLOSE

; Restore the plot configuration to windows——
SET_PLOT, 'win'

;*****These data write commands have been commented out. They are used to write the data to
a user defined or default filename, depending on which "filename..." command is uncommented*****
soi = SIZE(outimage)
filename = dialog_pickfile(filter='*.dat', title='Write outimage data')
filename = 'outimage'+STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+Y+STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+Y+STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+.dat'

IF filename NE * THEN BEGIN
OPENW, 1, filename
PRINTF, 1, 'OUTIMAGE for 1MHz'
PRINTF, 1, 'frequency'
PRINTF, 1, 'velocity'
PRINTF, 1, 'FOV'
PRINTF, 1, 'radius'
PRINTF, 1, 'soi(1), soi(2), soi(3)'
PRINTF, 1, 'outimage'
CLOSE, 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
ENDElse
soi2=SIZE(outimage2)
filename=dialog_pick_file(filter="*.dat",title="Write outimage2 data")
IF filename NE " THEN BEGIN
filename=outimage2+STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+'x'+STRCOMPRESS(ndpxy)+'x'+STRCOMPRESS(z_intervals)+'.dat'
OPENW,1, filename
PRINTF,1,'OUTIMAGE for 2MHz'
PRINTF,1,frequency2
PRINTF,1,velocity
PRINTF,1,FOV
PRINTF,1,soi2(1),soi2(2),soi2(3)
PRINTF,1,outimage2
CLOSE,1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
ENDIF Else BEGIN
JUMP OUT PROGRAM:
---End the Program---
END
Arccos_Lommel

```plaintext
PRO ARCCOS_LOMMEL,fc,N,a,end_dist,atten_coeff,H
DEVICE,DECOMPOSED=0
N=1024
\(c=c*10.\)
\(F=9566\)
\(z=1.e-2\)
\(atten_coeff=0.0005\)
\(end_dist=0.239\)
\(lambda=c/f\)
\(zscale=a^2/lambda\)
\(start_dist=0\)
\(z=(end_dist-start_dist)*\text{findgen}(N)/\text{FLOAT}(N)+\text{start_dist}+0.000001*\text{distance}\)
\(k=\text{COMPLEX}(2.*\pi/lambda,0.)\)
\(u=k*a^2/z\)
\(\text{attenuation}=-\text{atten_coeff}^*f^2\)
\(k_{atten}=\text{COMPLEX}(2.*\pi/\text{lambda},\text{attenuation})\)
\(u_{atten}=k_{atten}*a^2/z\)
\(H=(2.*\pi*\text{z}^2)*\text{EXP}(\text{COMPLEX}(0.,-(k_{atten}*z+u_{atten}/2.)))\times\text{EXP}(\text{COMPLEX}(0.,u_{atten}/2.))+(u_{atten}/2.)*\text{BESELJ}(u_{atten},0))\times\text{BESELJ}(u_{atten},0))\)
\(dB_H=10.*\text{alog}10(\text{ABS}(H)^2/\text{MAX}(\text{ABS}(H)^2))\)
\(w_H = \text{where}(dB_H \ GT \ 0.)\)
IF TOTAL(w_H) GT 0 THEN BEGIN
\(dB_H(w_H)=0.\)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print,'No Valid Data Points'
ENDIF
\(H_{Atten}=(2.*\pi*\text{z}^2)*\text{EXP}(\text{COMPLEX}(0.,-(k_{atten}*z+u_{atten}/2.)))\times\text{EXP}(\text{COMPLEX}(0.,u_{atten}/2.))+(u_{atten}/2.)*\text{BESELJ}(u_{atten},0))\times\text{BESELJ}(u_{atten},0))\)
\(dB_H_{Atten}=10.*\text{alog}10(\text{ABS}(H_{Atten})^2/\text{MAX}(\text{ABS}(H_{Atten})^2))\)
\(w_H_{Atten} = \text{where}(dB_H_{Atten} \ GT \ 0.)\)
IF TOTAL(w_H_{Atten}) GT 0 THEN BEGIN
\(dB_H_{Atten}(w_H_{Atten})=0.\)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print,'No Valid Data Points'
ENDIF
DIFF=H_{Atten}-H
!P.MULTI=[0,1,2]
WINDOW,0,xsize=400,ysize=700,xpos=50,ypos=50,title='Arccos-Lommel Computed On-Axis Beam Amplitude'
plot,z/zscale,db_H_{Atten},xtitle='normalized distance',$ ytitle='On Axis Amplitude (H_{Atten})',color=0,background=255
plot,z/zscale,db_H,xtitle='normalized distance',$ ytitle='On Axis Amplitude (H)',color=0,background=255
!P.MULTI=[0,1,1]
WINDOW,1,xsize=600,ysize=400,xpos=660,ypos=50,title='Difference between Attenuated and Non-Attenuated Signal Amplitudes'
plot,z/zscale,ABS(DIFF)^2/\text{MAX}(ABS(DIFF)^2),xtitle='normalized distance',$ ytitle='DIFFERENCE (H_{Atten} - H)',color=0,background=255
set_plot,'cgm'
loadcf0
device.filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm',title='Write H (Chaz w/o Attenuation)')
plot,z/zscale,db_H,xtitle='normalized distance',$ ytitle='On Axis Amplitude (H)',color=0,background=255,yrange=[-10.,0.]
device.close
device.filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm',title='Write H_{Atten} (Chaz w Attenuation) atten=alpha*f^2')
```

This code defines a function `Arccos_Lommel` which calculates the on-axis beam amplitude for a given set of parameters. It includes calculations for the amplitude, attenuation, and plotting of the results, along with handling for valid data points.
plot.z/zscale,dB_H_Atten,xtitle='normalized distance',$
    ytitle='On Axis Amplitude (H_Atten)',color=0,background=255,yrange=[-10,0]$
device.close

set_plot,'win'
END
NUPROP_Stat_Analyses

PRO NUPROP_STAT_ANALYSES,win2,win3,winstat,low,high
device, decomposed = 0

fund_win = win2
third_win = win3
stat_win = winstat

WSET,stat_win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Begin Statistical Analyses',color=225/DEVICE

;Read in the images to be analyzed
WSET,fund_win
I1 = TVRD()
Fundamental = I1(*,110:*)
Second_H = I1(*,0:109)

WSET,third_win
I2 = TVRD()
Third_H = I2(*,110:*)
Phantom = I2(*,0:109)

;Normalize the images
Fundamental = 255.*(Fundamental-MIN(Fundamental))/(MAX(Fundamental)-MIN(Fundamental))
Second_H = 255.*(Second_H-MIN(Second_H))/(MAX(Second_H)-MIN(Second_H))
Third_H = 255.*(Third_H-MIN(Third_H))/(MAX(Third_H)-MIN(Third_H))
Phantom = 255.*(Phantom-MIN(Phantom))/(MAX(Phantom)-MIN(Phantom))

;Generate Histogram of images
Histogram_of_Fundamental = HISTOGRAM(Fundamental,BINSIZE=8)
Histogram_of_Second_H = HISTOGRAM(Second_H,BINSIZE=8)
Histogram_of_Third_H = HISTOGRAM(Third_H,BINSIZE=8)
Histogram_of_Phantom = HISTOGRAM(Phantom,BINSIZE=8)

;Generate the moments of the images
Moments_of_Fundamental = MOMENT(Fundamental)
Moments_of_Second_H = MOMENT(Second_H)
Moments_of_Third_H = MOMENT(Third_H)
Moments_of_Phantom = MOMENT(Phantom)

white_blank = 255.+fltarr(500,180)

window,29,xsize=500,ysize=180,xpos=515,ypos=482,title='Statistics of Images'
tv,white_blank
XYOUTS,50,160,'Fundamental',color=0/device
XYOUTS,150,160,'2nd Harmonic',color=0/device
XYOUTS,250,160,'3rd Harmonic',color=0/device
XYOUTS,350,160,'Phantom',color=0/device

XYOUTS,10,140,'Mean:',color=0/device
XYOUTS,50,140,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Fundamental(0)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,150,140,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Second_H(0)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,250,140,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Third_H(0)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,350,140,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Phantom(0)),color=0/device

XYOUTS,10,110,'Var:',color=0/device
XYOUTS,50,110,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Fundamental(1)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,150,110,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Second_H(1)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,250,110,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Third_H(1)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,350,110,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Phantom(1)),color=0/device

XYOUTS,10,80,'Skew:',color=0/device
XYOUTS,50,80,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Fundamental(2)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,150,80,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Second_H(2)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,250,80,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Third_H(2)),color=0/device
XYOUTS,350,80,STRCOMPRESS(Moments_of_Phantom(2)),color=0/device

print,'Standard Deviation'
print,'of Fundamental',SQRT(Moments_of_Fundamental(1))
print,'of 2nd Harmonic',SQRT(Moments_of_Second_H(1))
print,'of 3rd Harmonic',SQRT(Moments_of_Third_H(1))
print,'of Phantom',SORT(Moments_of_Phantom(1))

MAX_COUNT = MAX(Histogram_of_Fundamental) > MAX(Histogram_of_Second_H) > MAX(Histogram_of_Third_H) >
 MAX(Histogram_of_Phantom)

pixel_range = 8*indgen(255/8)
loadct,39
window,0,xsize=500,ysize=450,xpos=515,ypos=0,title='Histogram of Images'
plot,pixel_range,Histogram_of_Phantom,background=255,color=0,xtitle='Pixel Value',ytitle='# of Pixels',yrange=[0,MAX_COUNT]
oplot,pixel_range,Histogram_of_Third_H,color=40,psym = 4
oplot,pixel_range,Histogram_of_Second_H,color=100,psym = 4
oplot,pixel_range,Histogram_of_Fundamental,color=230,psym = 4
xouts,328,300,Phantom',color = 0./device
xouts,328,270,Fundamental',color = 230./device
xouts,328,240,Second_Harmonic',color = 100./device
xouts,328,210,Third_Harmonic',color = 40./device
xouts,350,0,Upper_Threshold+strcompress(low),color=0./device
xouts,350,0,Upper_Threshold+strcompress(high),color=0./device
loadct.0
window,1,xsize=512,ysize=512,xpos=0,ypos=150,title='Images'
tvsc,Fundamental,0,384
tvsc,Second_H,0,256
tvsc,Third_H,0,128
tvsc,Phantom,0,0

Upper_threshold = high
Lower_threshold = low
TFundamental = FLTARR(256,110)
TSecond_H = FLTARR(256,110)
TThird_H = FLTARR(256,110)
TPhantom = FLTARR(256,110)
FOR i = 0,255 DO BEGIN
 FOR j = 0,109 DO BEGIN
 IF Fundamental(i,j) GE Lower_Threshold AND Fundamental(i,j) LE Upper_Threshold THEN TFundamental(i,j) = 255. ELSE
 TFundamental(i,j) = 0.
 IF Second_H(i,j) GE Lower_Threshold AND Second_H(i,j) LE Upper_Threshold THEN TSecond_H(i,j) = 255. ELSE
 TSecond_H(i,j) = 0.
 IF Third_H(i,j) GE Lower_Threshold AND Third_H(i,j) LE Upper_Threshold THEN TThird_H(i,j) = 255. ELSE TThird_H(i,j) = 0.
 IF Phantom(i,j) GE Lower_Threshold AND Phantom(i,j) LE Upper_Threshold THEN TPhantom(i,j) = 255. ELSE TPhantom(i,j) = 0.
 ENDFOR
ENDFOR
tvsc,TFundamental,256,384
tvsc,TSecond_H,256,256
tvsc,TThird_H,256,128
tvsc,TPhantom,256,0
WSET,stat_win & erase
XYOUTS,2,17,'Statistical Analyses Completed',color=225/DEVICE
loadct.0
END
NUPROP_Tissue_Generate

Ancillary programs and functions. This section contains all ancillary programs required by the main and/or event handling programs.

Program List:

1. MESHDOM: Generates a "mesh" of pixel locations relative to the number of data points.

   ```
   PRO MESHDOM,x,y,XR,YR
   XR=x(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(y)))
   YR=(1+INTARR(N_ELEMENTS(x))) # y
   END
   ```

2. QUIT EVENT: Generic quit a program

   ```
   PRO QUIT_EVENT,event
   WIDGET_CONTROL,event.top,DESTROY
   END
   ```

3. AVERAGE: function to compute average of an array or vector

   ```
   FUNCTION AVERAGE,image
   RETURN,TOTAL(image)/N_ELEMENTS(image)
   END
   ```

Event Handling Program. This section contains the event handling program associated with the main program. The event handling program is, in essence, a big CASE statement. Depending on the event, a different CASE will be executed.

```
pro NUPROP_Tissue_event, Event
wWidget = Event.top
WIDGET_CONTROL,Event.id,get_value=what
WIDGET_CONTROL,wWidget,get_uvalue=info

; These IF statements will keep the data entry events from causing an XMANAGER client error.
IF event.id EQ info.data1 THEN what='Dummy'
IF event.id EQ info.data2 THEN what='Dummy'
IF event.id EQ info.data3 THEN what='Dummy'

case what of
   'Dummy': BEGIN
   set_plot, 'win'
   END
```

The "Save Images" option. This option will allow the user to save the wave front propagation images for each distance z. These images can be used by other programs for documentation purposes, further processing, or display. Images are saved as GIF files.

```
'Save Images': BEGIN
WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_2,get_value=win
WSET,win A=TVRD()
filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.gif', title='Save Tissue Simulation Phantom')
write_gif, filename, A

WIDGET_CONTROL,info.WID_DRAW_3,get_value=win
WSET,win A=TVRD()
filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.gif', title='Save Pristine Simulation Phantom')
write_gif, filename, A
END
```

'Quit': BEGIN
set_plot, 'win'
```
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_2.get_value=win
WSET.win & erase
WIDGET_CONTROL.wWidget/DESTROY
WHILE ID.WINDOW GE 0 DO WDELETE
END

---

'Tissue Generation' : BEGIN
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data1.GET_VALUE=data1
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data2.GET_VALUE=data2
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.data3.GET_VALUE=data3
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.databackground.GET_VALUE=databackground
DEVICE,DECOMPOSED=0
LOADCT,0
;Parameter Settings Area.

;1. The Scale_n parameters are associated with the variation levels for the
three objects generated by this code. By setting these values, the user
can vary the spread of values within the specified numbered region: 1, 2, 3, or
background
Scale_1 = data1.scale_1
Scale_2 = data2.scale_2
Scale_3 = data3.scale_3
Scale_Background = databackground.scale_background

;2. The Obj_scale_n parameters are associated with the nominal level of each
object region. By setting these values, the user can raise or lower the nominal
level of the region. The values are additive. So, if a region overlaps, then
the sum of the values of the constituent parts. The user
will note that values are negative for regions 2 and 3. They overlap or are
encompassed by region 1. To simulate a reduction in acoustic impedance for
these "internal regions", the values are necessarily negative.
Obj_scale_1 = data1.obj_scale_1
Obj_scale_2 = data2.obj_scale_2
Obj_scale_3 = data3.obj_scale_3

;3. Maj_axis_n, Min_axis_n, and Obj_ext_n are parameters associated with generating
the elliptical scatter regions. By setting these values in combination, the user
can change the aspect ratio of the elliptical regions as well as the overall size.
Maj_axis_1 = data1.maj_axis_1
Maj_axis_2 = data2.maj_axis_2
Maj_axis_3 = data3.maj_axis_3
Min_axis_1 = data1.min_axis_1
Min_axis_2 = data2.min_axis_2
Min_axis_3 = data3.min_axis_3
Obj_ext_1 = data1.obj_ext_1
Obj_ext_2 = data2.obj_ext_2
Obj_ext_3 = data3.obj_ext_3

;4. Angle_n, Shift_x_n, and Shift_y_n are parameters associated with the positioning and
in-plane rotation of the objects. The Angle parameter is in degrees. The Shift_
are in pixels.
Angle_1 = data1.angle_1
Angle_2 = data2.angle_2
Angle_3 = data3.angle_3
Shift_x_1 = data1.shift_x_1
Shift_x_2 = data2.shift_x_2
Shift_x_3 = data3.shift_x_3
Shift_y_1 = data1.shift_y_1
Shift_y_2 = data2.shift_y_2
Shift_y_3 = data3.shift_y_3

; This concludes the parameter setting area. The remainder of the code will
; generate a tissue image based on these parameters.

; Generating the variations in acoustic impedance specific to each region
noise_1 = Scale_1*randomu(seed,256,128)
noise_2 = Scale_2*randomu(seed,256,128)
noise_3 = Scale_3*randomu(seed,256,128)
noise_Background = Scale_Background*randomu(seed,256,128)

; Computing the average and subtracting that average from the overall variation map
avg_n_1 = AVERAGE(noise_1)
avg_n_2 = AVERAGE(noise_2)
avg_n_3 = AVERAGE(noise_3)
avg_n_Background = AVERAGE(noise_Background)

noise_1 = noise_1 - avg_n_1
noise_2 = noise_2 - avg_n_2
noise_3 = noise_3 - avg_n_2
noise_Background = noise_Background - avg_n_Background

; Generating an X-Y grid for the objects
x=findgen(256)/256.-0.5
y=findgen(128)/128.-0.5
MESHDOM x,y, xRyR

; Generating the objects. These objects are elliptical
Object_1=Obj_scale_1*SHIFT(ROT(SQRT((xR/Maj_axis_1)^2+(yR/Min_axis_1)^2) LE Obj_ext_1, Angle_1), Shift_x_1, Shift_y_1)
Object_2=Obj_scale_2*SHIFT(ROT(SQRT((xR/Maj_axis_2)^2+(yR/Min_axis_2)^2) LE Obj_ext_2, Angle_2), Shift_x_2, Shift_y_2)
Object_3=Obj_scale_3*SHIFT(ROT(SQRT((xR/Maj_axis_3)^2+(yR/Min_axis_3)^2) LE Obj_ext_3, Angle_3), Shift_x_3, Shift_y_3)

; Generating a pristine image (without variations)
Pristine = Object_1 + Object_2 + Object_3
Avg_Pristine = AVERAGE(Pristine)
Pristine = Pristine - Avg_Pristine
print,'Average Pristine image after subtraction',AVERAGE(Pristine)

; Generating objects with variations
Object_1 = Object_1*noise_1
Object_2 = Object_2*noise_2
Object_3 = Object_3*noise_3

; Computing the average and subtracting the average from the objects
Avg_Obj_1 = AVERAGE(Object_1)
Avg_Obj_2 = AVERAGE(Object_2)
Avg_Obj_3 = AVERAGE(Object_3)
Object_1 = Object_1 - Avg_Obj_1
Object_2 = Object_2 - Avg_Obj_2
Object_3 = Object_3 - Avg_Obj_3
print,'Average Object 1 image after subtraction',AVERAGE(Object_1)
print,'Average Object 2 image after subtraction',AVERAGE(Object_2)
print,'Average Object 3 image after subtraction',AVERAGE(Object_3)

; Generating an image from the objects, adding background variations
image = Object_1 + Object_2 + Object_3 + noise_Background

; Computing the average of the image and subtracting the average from the image
avg_image = AVERAGE(image)
image = image - avg_image
print,'Average Image after subtraction',AVERAGE(image)

; Displaying the tissue simulation and the pristine image
WIDGET_CONTROL.info WID_DRAW_2, GET_VALUE=win
WSET win
TVSCL, image
WIDGET_CONTROL.info WID_DRAW_3, GET_VALUE=win
WSET win
TVSCL, pristine

WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_2_SET_UVALUE=image
WIDGET_CONTROL.info.WID_DRAW_3_SET_UVALUE=pristine
END

else:
    endcase
end

pro NUPROP_Tissue, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBExtra_
    ;DEVICE.set_font=’Times’,’TT_FONT
    
    IF KEYWORD_SET (GROUP_LEADER) THEN $
        WID_BASE_0 = Widget_Base (GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, UNAME=’WID_BASE_0’ $
            ,TITLE=’NUPROP: Tissue Generation Module’, SPACE=3, $
            XPAD=3, YPAD=3, MBAR=WID_BASE_0_MBAR) ELSE $
    
        WID_BASE_0 = Widget_Base (UNAME=’WID_BASE_0’ $
            ,TITLE=’NUPROP: Tissue Generation Module’, SPACE=3, $
            XPAD=3, YPAD=3, MBAR=WID_BASE_0_MBAR)

        WID_LABEL_TISSUE_SIM = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Tissue Simulation’, xoffset=20, yoffset=340)
        WID_LABEL_PRISTINE = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Pristine Simulation’, xoffset=281, yoffset=340)

        WID_DRAW_BASE_2 = Widget_Base(WID_BASE_0, UNAME=’WID_DRAW_BASE_2’, COLUMN=2 $
            ,YOFFSET=350, XOFFSET=20)
        WID_DRAW_2 = Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_2, UNAME=’WID_DRAW_2’ $
            ,xsize=256, ysize=128)

        WID_DRAW_BASE_3 = Widget_Base(WID_BASE_0, UNAME=’WID_DRAW_BASE_3’, COLUMN=2 $
            ,YOFFSET=350, XOFFSET=281)
        WID_DRAW_3 = Widget_Draw(WID_DRAW_BASE_2, UNAME=’WID_DRAW_3’ $
            ,xsize=256, ysize=128)

    
    File_btn = Widget_BUTTON(WID_BASE_0_MBAR, UNAME=’File btn’, VALUE=’File’/MENU)
        Save_btn = Widget_BUTTON(File_btn, UNAME=’Save’ $
            ,VALUE=’Save’, Menu=2)
        Save_Image_btn = Widget_BUTTON(Save_btn, UNAME=’Save Images’ $
            ,VALUE=’Save Images’)
        Quit_btn = Widget_BUTTON(File_btn, UNAME=’Quit’ $
            ,VALUE=’Quit’/separator)

    Execute_btn = Widget_BUTTON(WID_BASE_0_MBAR, UNAME=’File btn’, VALUE=’Execute’/MENU)
        Waveform_Generation_btn = Widget_BUTTON(Execute_btn, UNAME=’Tissue Generation’ $
            ,VALUE=’Tissue Generation’)

    WID_LABEL_PARAMETERS1 = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Parameters Object 1’, xoffset=0, yoffset=60)
    WID_LABEL_PARAMETERS2 = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Parameters Object 2’, xoffset=190, yoffset=60)
    WID_LABEL_PARAMETERS3 = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Parameters Object 3’, xoffset=380, yoffset=60)
    WID_LABEL_PARAMETERSBACKGROUND = WIDGET_LABEL(WID_BASE_0, VALUE=’Parameters Background’, xoffset=184, yoffset=5)

    formBase1 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, ROW=7, YOFFSET=65, frame=1)
    formbase2 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, ROW=7, YOFFSET=65, frame=1)
    formbase3 = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, ROW=7, YOFFSET=65, frame=1)
    formbasebackground = WIDGET_BASE(WID_BASE_0, ROW=1, YOFFSET=10, XOFFSET=184, frame=1)

    ;Descriptions associated with the two dataform entry blocks. CW_FORM is a compound
    ;widget that allows the user to input data based on the descriptions
DESC1 = [ $ 
'0,FLOAT,1.0, TAG=obj_scale_l, LABEL_LEFT=Nominal Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,2.e-1, TAG=scale_l, LABEL_LEFT=Variation Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,1.2e-1, TAG=maj_axis_l, LABEL_LEFT=Major Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,3.5e-1, TAG=min_axis_l, LABEL_LEFT=Minor Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,9.e-1, TAG=obj_ext_l, LABEL_LEFT=Object Extent Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,0, TAG=angle_l, LABEL_LEFT=Object Rotation Angle', $ 
'0,FLOAT,0, TAG=shift_x_l, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in X-Direction', $ 
'0,FLOAT,0, TAG=shift_y_l, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in Y-Direction' ] 

DESC2 = [ $ 
'0,FLOAT,-9.5, TAG=obj_scale_2, LABEL_LEFT=Nominal Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,9.e-1, TAG=scale_2, LABEL_LEFT=Variation Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,5.e-2, TAG=maj_axis_2, LABEL_LEFT=Major Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,7.e-2, TAG=min_axis_2, LABEL_LEFT=Minor Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,9.e-1, TAG=obj_ext_2, LABEL_LEFT=Object Extent Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,4.5, TAG=angle_2, LABEL_LEFT=Object Rotation Angle', $ 
'0,FLOAT,8, TAG=shift_x_2, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in X-Direction', $ 
'0,FLOAT,10, TAG=shift_y_2, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in Y-Direction' ] 

DESC3 = [ $ 
'0,FLOAT,-3.5, TAG=obj_scale_3, LABEL_LEFT=Nominal Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,3.e-1, TAG=scale_3, LABEL_LEFT=Variation Level', $ 
'0,FLOAT,1.2e-1, TAG=maj_axis_3, LABEL_LEFT=Major Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,3.5e-1, TAG=min_axis_3, LABEL_LEFT=Minor Axis Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,7.e-1, TAG=obj_ext_3, LABEL_LEFT=Object Extent Modifier', $ 
'0,FLOAT,9, TAG=angle_3, LABEL_LEFT=Object Rotation Angle', $ 
'0,FLOAT,0, TAG=shift_x_3, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in X-Direction', $ 
'0,FLOAT,0, TAG=shift_y_3, LABEL_LEFT=Object Shift in Y-Direction' ] 

DESCBACKGROUND = [ $ 
'0,FLOAT,1.e-1, TAG=scale_background, LABEL_LEFT=Background Variation Level', $ 
] 

dataform1=CW_FORM(formbase1,DESC1,COLUMN) 
dataform2=CW_FORM(formbase2,DESC2,COLUMN) 
dataform3=CW_FORM(formbase3,DESC3,COLUMN) 
dataformbackground=CW_FORM(formbasebackground,DESCBACKGROUND) 

info={data1: dataform1, data2: dataform2, data3: dataform3, databackground: dataformbackground,$ 
WID_DRAW_2:WID_DRAW_2,WID_DRAW_3:WID_DRAW_3} 

WIDGET_CONTROL,WID_BASE_0, Set_UValue=info 
WIDGET_CONTROL,WID_BASE_0,realize 

XManager, 'NUPROP_Tissue', WID_BASE_0, EVENT_HANDLER=NUPROP_Tissue_EVENT 
end 
; Empty stub procedure used for autoloading 
pro NUPROP_Tissue_Generate, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBExtra_ 
  NUPROP_Tissue, GROUP_LEADER=wGroup, _EXTRA=_VWBExtra_ 
End
NUPROP Data Read 256

PRO NUPROP_DATA_READ_256 is a stand-alone program that allows the user to investigate the modeling of a chirp signal generated using the experimental set-up in K. Ayer's dissertation. The chirp is modeled as a coherent summation of harmonic chirps (fundamental and as many harmonics as the user desires). The user must take care that the highest frequency within the highest harmonic chirp still obeys Nyquist. So, care must be taken when selecting the data size, initial frequency, and frequency sweep rate.

AUTHOR: Kevin W. Ayer DATE: March 2000

PRO NUPROP_DATA_READ_256

This portion of the program will read in data generated during experiments conducted by Kevin W. Ayer, RIT.

device,decomposed=0

; Read in the filename associated with the data
filename1=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.asc', TITLE='Read in First ASCII Data File')
filename1='C:\PhD Research\PhD\NUPROP\chirp data\TST3P52U.asc'

; set up an array specific to the 256 point data
data_all1=fltarr(256)
open,1,filenamel
readf1,data_all1
close,1

; establish the number of data points by selecting the position 1 information
points1=data_all1(1)
print,points1

; establish the difference between the leading edge and trailing edge of the time gate
; associated with the data
diff1=data_all1(5)-data_all1(4)

; print the difference as a diagnostic
print,'TimeGate, diff1

; set up an array the size of the data points
data1=fltarr(points1)

; put the data into the data array
data1=data_all1(7:*)/MAX(ABS(data_all1(7:*)))

; set up a time scale for display
time_scale1=diff1*findgen(points1)/float(points1)

; set up a frequency scale associated with the data
freq_scale1=((-1./diff1)*findgen(points1))

; take the fft of the time data and display the first half of the frequency information
fdatal=fft(shift(data1,n_elements(data1)/2))*sqrt(float(n_elements(data1)))

; zero pad the data1 array
data1_large=fltarr(4096)
print,size(data1),size(data1_large)
data1_large(0:248)=data1
time_scale1_large=diff1*FINDGEN(4096)/4096.
freq_scale1_large=((-1./diff1)*findgen(4096))/4096.
data1_large=FFT(shift(data1_large,248))*sqrt(4096.)

MAX_fdatal = MAX(ABS(fdatal))
THESE STATEMENTS ARE COMMENTED OUT. THEY REPRESENT THE DISPLAY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA TIME SIGNAL, ITS FREQUENCY DOMAIN COUNTERPART, AND THE PRODUCTION OF CGM FILES CORRESPONDING TO EACH PLOT. THE USER MAY WISH TO VIEW THE TIME DATA AND ITS FOURIER DOMAIN REPRESENTATION BY UNCOMMENTING THE FOLLOWING COMMAND STATEMENTS:

;Start uncommenting here
;window,0,xsize=450,ysize=400,xpos=50,ypos=50,title='Time Signal (Chirp)'
;plot,freq_scale1,SHIFT(data1,-32),color=0,background=255,xtitle='Time (s)',ytitle='Signal'
;window,0,xsize=450,ysize=400,xpos=70,ypos=70,title='Frequency Signal (Chirp) Magnitude'
;plot,freq_scale1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1),10.*ALOG10(ABS(data1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1))/MAX(data1)),
  xtitle='Frequency (1/s)',ytitle='MAG(Signal)',color=0,background=255,xrange=[0.,3.e7]
;set_plot,cgm'
;device, filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm',title='Write out Time Signal Plot')
;plot,freq_scale1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1),10.*ALOG10(ABS(data1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1))/MAX(data1))
  xtitle='Frequency (1/s)',ytitle='MAG(Signal)',color=0,background=255,charsize=0.75
;device, filename=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.cgm',title='Write out Frequency Signal Plot')
;plot,freq_scale1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1),10.*ALOG10(ABS(data1(1:n_elements(freq_scale1)/2-1))/MAX(data1))
  xtitle='Frequency (1/s)',ytitle='MAG(Signal)',color=0,background=255,charsize=0.75
;set_plot,win'
;Begin the modeling portion of this program by setting up the necessary parameters to generate Rayleigh distribution apodized harmonic chirps

;Ray is the Rayleigh factor for generating a Rayleigh type apodization function
Ray = 1.33e-6
;fo is the initial fundamental frequency
fo = 1.5e6
;sweep is the frequency sweep rate
sweep = 0.3e12
;nT is the number of data points associated with the time signal model
nT = 4096
;nTerms is the number of Bessel terms to compute
nTerms = 3
;Uo is the initial wave amplitude
Uo = 3.5e-0
;velocity is the wave velocity
velocity = 1500.
;nlParam is the nonlinear parameter
nlParam = 5.0
;fraction of distance is the fraction of the shock distance. This is also the observation distance
fraction of distance = 0.5
;omega is the angular frequency
omega = 2.*PI*fo
;L is the shock distance
L = velocity^2/(omega^2*(1 + 0.5*nlParam))
print,'Shock Distance Parameter', L
;distance = fraction of distance*L
print,'Observation Distance', distance

t is the time gate associated with the data
 t = diff*findgen(nT)/FLOAT(nT)
;ft is the frequency domain axis scaled by the time gate
ft = (1./diff)*findgen(nT)
;A is the Bessel weights array
A = FLTARR(nTerms)
;U is the constituent chirp signals array
U = COMPLEXARR(nT,nTerms)
;FU is the Fourier domain representation array
FU = U
;Rayleigh Distribution Apodization
;STEP is the array associated with a STEP function generated using the FOR Loop
STEP = FLTARR(nT)
FOR i = 0,nT-1 DO BEGIN
 IF t(i) LT 0. THEN STEP(i) = 0. ELSE STEP(i) = Ray
Apodization is the Rayleigh distribution apodization function
Apodization = ((t/Ray^2) * exp(-t^2/(2 * Ray^2))) * STEP

The FOR loop generates the apodized chirp constituent signals
FOR i = 0,nTerms-1 DO BEGIN
   A(i) = (2.*Uo)*BESELJ(FLOAT(i+1)*distance/L, i+1)/(FLOAT(i+1)*distance/L)
   U(*,i) = Apodization*A(i)*Uo*exp(COMPLEX(0.,PI^2.*FLOAT(i+1)*(fo+sweep*t)^2))
   FU(*,i) = FFT(SHIFT(U(*,i),nT/2))*sqrt(FLOAT(nT))
ENDFOR

This TOTAL command statement coherently sums the constituent chirps signals
Signal = TOTAL(U,2)

This statement normalizes the Signal
Signal = Signal/MAX(ABS(Signal))
Apod_Signal = Signal/MAX(ABS(Signal))

This statement takes the Fourier transform of the apodized summed signal
F_Apod_Signal = REVERSE(FFT(SHIFT(Apodization*Signal,nT/2))*SQRT(FLOAT(nT)))

These commented-out statements allow the user to display the apodization function and the apodized chirp signal.

Begin uncommenting here

This WINDOW statement will display the model representation of the chirp signal based on the parameters set by the user
window,4,xsize=450,ysize=350,xpos=50,ypos=150
plot,t,((1.-Apod_Signal)-1.),xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Signal',background=255,color=127
plot,ft(0:nT/64-1),10.*ALOG10(ABS(F_Apod_Signal(0:nT/64-1)))/MAX_FDATA1),xtitle='frequency (l/s)',ytitle='Fourier Signal',background=255,color=127
end

This statement finds the maximum absolute value of the Fourier domain representation of the apodized chirp signal
F_MAX_APOD =MAX(ABS(F_Apod_Signal))

This set of commented-out statements allows the user to display the dB scaled Fourier domain representation of the apodized chirp model signal and produce CGM files accordingly.

Begin uncommenting here

Perform cross correlation work
Find the maximum absolute value of the zero padded data array
MAX_FData1_Large=MAX(ABS(fdata1_large))
Plot the dB scale of the FFT of the zero-padded data array
window,6,xsize=450,ysize=350,xpos=520,ypos=150
plot,256*freq_scale1_large(0:1120),10*Aalog10(ABS(fdata1_large(0:1120))/MAX_FData1_Large),color=127,background=255,$
xtitle='frequency (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Signal'

opplot,ft(0:1120),10*Aalog10(ABS(F_Apod_Signal(0:1120))/F_MAX_APOD),color=0

; Set up arrays associated with the correlation and its frequency domain representation
CORR=COMPLEXARR(nT,nTerms)
FCORR = CORR

; Compute the correlation between the NUPROP Chirp constituents and the experimental data signal
FOR i = 0,nTerms-1 Do BEGIN
  FCORR(*,i) = fdata1_large*CONJ(FU(*,i))
  CORR(*,i) = SHIFT(FFT(FCORR(*,i)),nT/2)
ENDFOR

; Compute the maximum absolute value of the correlations and normalize the correlations to this value
MAX CORR = MAX(ABS(CORR))
CORR = CORR/MAXCORR

; Load the 39th internal color table: Rainbow+White
loadc39

; Display the reconstructed chirp signals from the correlations of NUPROP generated constituents and the experimental data
window,7,xsize=500,ysize=450,xpos=0,ypos=0
plot,time_scale1_large,SHIFT(CORR(*,0),-1770),color=0,background=255,xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Correlation Signals'
col_increment = 225/(nTerms-1)
FOR i = 1,nTerms-1 Do BEGIN
  opplot,time_scale1_large,SHIFT(CORR(*,i),-1770),color=i*col_increment
ENDFOR

loadc0

; nspace is a parameter that spaces out the reconstructed chirp constituents for display purposes only
nspace = 50

; Set up an array for the spaced reconstructed waveform constituents
corr_large = FLTARR(nT,nTerms*nspace)
fcorr_large = corr_large

; Put the constituent chirps into the spaced array
FOR i = 0,nTerms-1 Do BEGIN
  corr_large(*,nspace*i)=CORR(*,i)
  fcorr_large(*,nspace*i) = ABS(FCORR(*,i))
ENDFOR

; Generate a constituent number vector based on the spacing
terms_large = nTerms*findgen(nTerms*nspace)/float(nTerms*nspace)+1

terms_large = corr_large(0:511,*)/MAXFCORR*56*freq_scale1_large(0:511),10.*Aalog10(fcorr_large(0:511,*)/MAXFCORR),background=255,color=0,$
xtitle='frequency (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Amplitude',yrange=[-100.,0.]
col_increment = 225/(nTerms-1)
ENDFOR

; Compute the maximum absolute value of the Fourier domain representation of the correlation reconstructions
MAXFCORR = MAX(ABS(FCORR(0:nT/2-1)))

; These statements are for displaying the Fourier domain representation of the correlation reconstructions
loadc39

; Begin uncommenting here
window,9,xsize=500,ysize=500,xpos=0,ypos=0
shade_surf,fcorr_large(0:511,*)/MAXFCORR,256*freq_scale1_large(0:511),terms_large,az=-35,background=255,color=0,$
xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Constituent Number',charsize=1.5
loadc39
set_plot,'win'

;These statements are for generating the CGM files associated with the FFT of the simulated chirp signal, 
;the shade_surf plot of the reconstructed constituents, and the correlation signals as an overlayed plot.
set_plot,'cgm'
device.filename='sim3p52u.cgm'
plot,256*freq_scale1_large(1:1120),10.*ALOG10(ABS(Fdata1_large(1:1120))/MAX_FData1.Large),color=127,background=255,$
   xtitle='frequency (1/s)',ytitle='Fourier Signal'
oplot,ft(0:1120),10.*ALOG10(ABS(F_Apod_Signal(0:1120))/F_MAX_APOD),color=127

plot,256*freq_scale1_large(1:1120),10.*ALOG10(ABS(fdata1_large(1:1120))/MAX_FData1.Large),color=0
device.close

device.filename='corr_reconstruct.cgm'
shade_surf,shift(corrlarge,-1120,0),time_scale1_large,terms_large,az=-35,background=255,color=0,$
   xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Constituent Number',ztitle='Normalized Signal Amplitude',charsize=1.5
device.close

loadc39

device.filename='signals.cgm'
plot,time_scale1_large,SHIFT(CORR(*,0),-1770),color=0,background=255,xtitle='time (s)',ytitle='Correlation Signals'

col_increment = 225/(nTerms-1)
FOR i = 1,nTerms-1 Do BEGIN
   opplot,time_scale1_large,SHIFT(CORR(*,i),-1770),color=i*col_increment
ENDFOR

device.close
loadc39
set_plot,'win'
END